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a b s t r a c t 

Information Centric Networking (ICN) is a developing paradigm, poised to transform the Internet’s ar- 

chitecture. At its core, ICN focuses on efficient content dissemination and retrieval, regardless of storage 

location and physical representation of content. Thus, content caching schemes play a pivotal role in 

providing fast, reliable, and scalable content distribution and delivery. Given the multitude of caching 

schemes that have evolved over the past few years, recent developments have been often hampered by 

a fixed set of design primitives. In this paper, we present a functional-based taxonomy of ICN caching 

schemes, detailing each functional component, and depicting the functional mandates of these schemes 

to aid in contrasting their operations. The goal of this survey is to guide the design and development 

of ICN protocols, building on insights from caching schemes and their inherent tradeoffs. We present a 

comprehensive benchmark for future caching schemes, coupled with a quantitative as well as qualitative 

analysis of leading caching schemes, encompassing cross-scheme performance metrics. We highlight the 

impact of ICN caching schemes in the development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and Vehicular Ad-Hoc 

Networks (VANETs). This work concludes by presenting insights for future developments in ICN, with a 

dedicated discussion on guided development for researchers in this domain; building on the aforemen- 

tioned taxonomy, as well as quantitative and qualitative analyses. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The Internet was originally developed as a “network of hosts” to

ccess distributed resources and connect terminals. The underlying

rotocols of the Internet were designed to support the exchange of

nformation between well-identified nodes, and followed a mailing

aradigm that coupled content with its sender and receiver(s).

oday, the Internet has become a global infrastructure for the

istribution of information with billions of connected devices and

xabytes (EB) of data transferred monthly. In fact, overall IP traffic

s expected to grow from 122 EB/month in 2017 to 396 EB/month

y 2022 [1] . 

Internet usage patterns are becoming increasingly bandwidth-

ntensive, with IP video traffic projected to dominate 82 percent

f all IP traffic by 2022, an increase from 74 percent in 2017

1] . Internet users are primarily interested in fast and reliable
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etrieval of information, rather than identifying the server where

he information is stored. 

While many have argued about the demise of the current

nternet infrastructure, significant effort s in expanding Content

elivery Networks (CDNs), Mobile Edge Computing (MEC), cross-

ayer multicasting and other overlay protocols have been aiding

nternet scalability [2] . Motivated by these growth projections, the

esearch community is exploring key requirements for the future

nternet [3] , building newer models for traffic characterization [4] ,

nd proposing new architectures to address them, as the current

nternet architecture is struggling to scale with projected demand

nd usage patterns [5] . 

Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has evolved as a promis-

ng candidate for a future Internet architecture [3,6] . The primary

bjective of ICN is to shift the current host-oriented network

odel towards a content-centric model by focusing on highly scal-

ble and efficient information distribution and retrieval. In order

o fulfill future Internet requirements, ICN uses unique names to

ddress and route content on the network, decouples contents

rom their locations, deploys in-network caching for efficient

ontent distribution and retrieval, applies security mechanisms
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8  
directly to the content, and provides efficient support for handling

mobility [7,8] . 

Caching is a fundamental building block in ICN, tasked with en-

abling fast, reliable, and scalable content dissemination. Every net-

work router in ICN has the capability to cache named contents, and

respond to requests for such contents. Although caching is exten-

sively investigated in many fields such as web proxies, ICN caching

has emerged as a new area of research in recent years because

of the integration of caching as a key architectural component; in

contrast to the overlay approach in the current Internet architec-

ture [9,10] . We elaborate on the distinguishing factors in Section 3 B.

We present seven contributions in this paper: 1) We elaborate

on the main advantages of ICN in-network caching, investigate the

main differences between traditional web-caching and ICN caching

and summarize research challenges specific to ICN caching. 2) We

present a benchmark taxonomy of existing caching schemes in ICN

literature and elaborate on the choice of classifiers. We provide

functional descriptions of the classified ICN caching schemes, not-

ing the strengths and limitations of the schemes and present the

comparisons in a tabular format. 3) We highlight recent research

effort s that demonstrate the potential and high impact of ICN for

the deployments of Internet of Things (IoTs), Vehicular Ad-Hoc

Networks (VANETs), and newer manifestations of Mobile Ad-Hoc

Networks (MANETs). 4) We present a comprehensive qualitative

performance assessment and comparison of ICN caching schemes

built on four core performance metrics. 5) We devise and present

a quantitative performance assessment to contrast a number of

well-known caching schemes, including at least one representative

scheme under each classifier in our taxonomy. We build on our

insights from these experiments, and correlate our quantitative

performance analysis with the qualitative one to emphasize the

impact of their design choices on ICN caching performance. 6) We

elaborate on the prominent challenges in ICN caching research,

detailing potential directions, and discussing our insights on de-

velopments that would guide the development of novel caching

paradigms, in contrast to modifying/updating existing schemes.

7) We dedicate a discussion on guided designs of ICN schemes,

building on the presented taxonomy and our performance anal-

yses, to aid researchers in developing novel ICN schemes under

varying constraints; highlighting the impact of design choices in

cases of conflicting objectives. 

Recent attempts have been made to classify ICN caching

schemes in literature. We hereby elaborate on the major surveys

on ICN caching schemes [11–17] which have proposed classifi-

cations of caching schemes, and contrast our contribution and

methodology to them. 

Zhang et al. [12] classify ICN caching schemes based on one

classifier which is co-operation among caching nodes and only

describe very few caching schemes. Ioannou et al. [11] propose a

classification of ICN caching schemes also based on one criterion;

namely the content delivery path between content source and

consumer. Later, Ioannou et al. extend their taxonomy in [15] again

based solely on content delivery path, with more detailed analysis

of some existing caching schemes and forwarding mechanisms.

In [14] , Abdullahi et al. present some distinct functionalities and

open research issues in four popular ICN architectures relating

to caching, yet these schemes are classified and described based

on content delivery path only. Bernardini et al. have only visited

very few ICN caching schemes to present a comparative study

for different network scenarios in [16] . The survey by M. Zhang

et al. in [13] is more comprehensive than the aforementioned

[11,12,14,16] , however we adopt a broad taxonomy approach to

encompass more recent directions and paradigms by providing

functional descriptions of caching schemes under multiple classes

and subclasses. Moreover, we highlight the main attributes of

the caching schemes under each class. A recent caching survey
17] provides a detailed description of many of the newer caching

chemes, under the traditional categories of ICN caching. While

his is indeed valuable, our taxonomy is targeted at building on the

undamental design choices in caching parameters and constraints,

o emphasize what can be built on them, rather than summarize

hat others have incorporated in their designs. This yielded a finer

ranularity in our taxonomy, to address specific design choices

hat have significant impact on performance, as demonstrated in

ections 6 and 7 . Simply put, our goal in this survey and tutorial is

o derive from caching primitives to explain what can be designed,

ather than solely classify what has been presented. We aim to aid

esearchers undertaking caching challenges in ICN, to better build

aching models that capitalize on their design choices, and avoid

esign pitfalls that would hinder their performance, as elaborated

n in Section 9 . 

In doing so, we appreciate the insights gained from previ-

us designs, as we provide a thorough functional description of

aching schemes under each classifier, aiming for coherency and

onsistency to facilitate functional comparisons. Furthermore, we

ummarize the basic strategy of each class in our taxonomy by

llustrating their functional mandates in consistent depictions. We

over more caching schemes compared to previous surveys, under

ore paradigms, and focus on the diversity of recent caching

chemes to broaden our taxonomy. 

One of the significant voids that this paper addresses is car-

ying out a thorough qualitative performance assessment and

omparison of ICN caching schemes. While Ioannou and Weber

resent a qualitative comparison of some caching schemes in [15] ,

hey focus on the basic goals, advantages, and disadvantages of the

aching schemes rather than comparing their functional mandates

nd ensuing impact on caching efficiency. In contrast, we identify

everal performance core metrics for qualitative performance

ssessment and comparative analysis of these caching schemes. 

This survey presents a comprehensive quantitative performance

nalysis to analyze the sensitivity of ICN caching schemes while

hoosing at least one scheme representing each of our proposed

lass. Surveys [13] and [17] present a quantitative performance

nalysis, built at contrasting their performance. In this paper,

e carry out experiments to correlate quantitative performance

nalysis with qualitative analysis, to provide grounded insights on

he impact of design goals, and reveal the hindrances of design

hoices on caching performance. 

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first survey to

xplore the benefits and implications of ICN as an ideal candidate

rchitecture for the deployments of IoTs, VANETs and MANETs,

uilding on the in-network caching mechanisms embedded with

ther core features of ICN. 

We also highlight that we have dedicated a detailed discus-

ion on novel research directions in ICN caching, to guide ICN

esearchers in understanding the spectrum of caching paradigms,

s well as addressing specific design choices in targeted caching

chemes. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section

 , we present the key components of ICN as an infrastructure

nd highlight the applicability of ICN for deploying IoTs, VANETs

nd MANETs mainly because of the in-network caching feature.

n Section 3 , we facilitate a clear discussion of the unique char-

cteristics of ICN caching. In Section 4 , we elaborate on the core

esearch challenges in ICN caching, to build a thorough study

f our taxonomy of caching paradigms, which we present in

ection 5 . We elaborate on our detailed qualitative analysis in

ection 6 , under four major metrics, and contrast the operation of

eading caching schemes therein. Our comprehensive quantitative

erformance analysis is presented in Section 7 . We delve into

ome of the major research directions of ICN caching in Section

 . In Section 9 , we highlight the prominent research directions
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nd we further address early researchers in ICN caching schemes,

nd present guided designs for future caching schemes, based

n promising directions in the status quo, and summarize the

andates for five umbrella design goals. We end our discussion

ith a number of insights for future development in Section 10 ,

hining the light on directions with potentially significant impact

n ICN research, and conclude this paper in Section 11 . 

. ICN architecture and key components 

ICN has been researched under multiple aliases, chief

mong them are content-aware, content-centric, and data-

riented networking [7] . In contrast to the current host-

entric Internet architecture, where the senders (content

roviders/producers/publishers/source) have control over the 

ata exchanged; in ICN, data is not typically sent unless the

eceiver (consumer) explicitly requests it. Hence, ICN shifts the

nternet’s sender-driven end-to-end communication paradigm to

 receiver-driven content-retrieval paradigm. In ICN, a content

rovider does not send content directly to the receiver. A content

rovider sends advertisement messages to inform the network that

t has some content to disseminate without a priori knowledge of

otential receivers who may be interested in this content. On the

ther hand, a receiver declares its interest in the content without a

riori knowledge of potential providers which have published such

ontent. When a receiver’s interest matches published content, the

etwork initiates a content delivery path from the sender to the

eceiver so that the content may be delivered. 

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical content dissemination and retrieval

rocess in ICN. A given content publisher P has some content

o distribute, and it sends advertisement messages to inform the

etwork that it has content to disseminate. Consumer C 1 declares

ts interest for some content by sending a subscription messages

n the network. If C 1 ’s interest matches the published content of P,

he network initiates a content delivery path from P to C 1 so that

he requested content can be delivered to C 1 . While delivering

he content to C 1 , the content is cached at router R 4 . Hence,

ater when another consumer C 2 sends a subscription message

or the same content, the requested content is directly delivered

o consumer C 2 from the cache router R 4 which is the nearest

vailable copy of the desired content. 

.1. Building ICN architectures 

The idea of shifting from a host-centric network design to

n information-centric network design was investigated by the

esearch community almost a decade ago. The TRIAD project in

0 0 0 adopted the concept of name-based routing and is con-

idered as a pioneering work in ICN [18] . Later, Carzaniga et al.

escribed content-based networking and proposed routing scheme

or content-based networking in their seminal papers [19–21] .
Fig. 1. Content dissemination and retrieval process in ICN. 
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here are several ongoing ICN research projects, such as the Data-

riented Network Architecture (DONA) [22] , Publish-Subscribe

nternet Technology (PURSUIT) [23] and its predecessor Publish-

ubscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) [24] , Network of

nformation (NetInf) [25] , Named Data Networking (NDN) [26] and

ts predecessor Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [27,28] , Scalable

 Adaptive Internet soLutions (SAIL) [29] and its predecessor

WARD [30] , COntent Mediator architecture for content aware

ETworks (COMET) [31] , CONVERGENCE [32] , MobilityFirst (MF)

33] and other descendants. 

These ICN projects are built on a set of key components to

ealize a more efficient architecture for content distribution and re-

rieval; designed to shift the Internet from a host-centric paradigm

o an information-centric paradigm. A significant body of ICN liter-

ture focuses on realizing a predetermined set of key components

n ICN projects [34–50] and many of these research works are de-

ailed later in our paper in Sections 5–8 . These key components of

CN projects are elaborated upon in the remainder of this section. 

.2. ICN key components 

Our goal here is not to survey ICN literature, as this has been

ptly addressed by George et al. in [7] and other surveys [8,9] .

owever, we aim to establish the common components on which

iverse ICN schemes have been built, to facilitate a clear taxonomy

f caching approaches and the impact of design choices on cache

peration; as elaborated upon in Section 5 . 

.2.1. Naming 

Naming content is a pillar component in ICN infrastruc-

ures. Specifically, Named Data Objects (NDOs) are at the core

f addressing and forwarding in ICNs [51] . All NDOs, including

ocuments, web pages, videos, songs, and photos should have

lobally unique names. An NDO is independent of location, storage

ethod, application, and transportation method; thus any two

opies of an NDO are equivalent for all purposes. There are three

asic naming schemes in ICN: flat naming, hierarchical naming

nd attribute-based naming [52] . 

In flat naming, also called self-certifying naming, the content

ame has two parts in the form P: L and associated with Meta-

ata. The first part of the name P is the cryptographic hash of

he content publisher’s or owner’s public key and L is an arbitrary

abel assigned by the publisher. Meta-data contains the complete

ublic key and digital digest signed by the publisher. Self-certifying

ames are globally unique, persistent as they lack semantics, easy

or integrity checking and are not user friendly. Hierarchical names

re formed by concatenating multiple hierarchical components

here the components can be any descriptor-string of any length.

ierarchical names are user-friendly and have intrinsic semantics

ince their components or structures reveal information relating

o the content itself such as property, version and so on but lack

trong persistence [51] . Instead of identifying content by unique

ames, attribute-based naming identifies content by attribute-

alue pairs (AVP). Contents are requested by applying constraints

ver the attributes, where the constraints are called “predicates”.

his naming scheme does not guarantee uniqueness for content

ames [52] . 

.2.2. Routing 

In ICN, there are currently two main approaches to handle

outing, either via name resolution or using name-based routing.

n name resolution, there are two steps for routing content. In

he first step, consumers send request messages to the name

esolution system (NRS) with the name of the desired content

nd the NRS resolves the name with a single or set of addresses

f content producers or cache nodes having the desired content.
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In the second step, consumers send request messages to content

producers or cache nodes and the desired content is routed back

to the consumers. 

In name-based routing, in a single step, the request message

for a content is routed based on the name of the content from the

consumer to the content producer or to any cache node which can

serve the request. Some state information is stored along the way

so that the requested content can be routed back to the consumer

[9] . 

2.2.3. Caching 

Any network router in ICN can cache content. When a network

router (also called content router or cache router) receives a

content request, it can take one of two actions, either it responds

directly if it has the content in its local cache, or it sends a request

message to its peers (or the content producer) and can thereafter

cache the content when the request is fulfilled through it. 

ICN caching is dubbed universal caching because of three main

properties: it provides uniform caching for all content carried by

any protocol, it democratizes content delivery by caching contents

from any content provider and it provides pervasive caching as

caching in ICN is implemented by all network routers instead of

a few specialized cache nodes (as adopted in CDN or Web caches)

[53] . 

2.2.4. Security 

In ICN, content can be retrieved from any network router

which has cached the content rather than the originating content

server (or producer). The security model in ICN is not based on

the originating content server or producer; instead, ICN designs

have to secure the content itself [54] . Hence, ICN architectures

implement a content-oriented security model where the content

is signed by the content producer so that any network element

and consumer can verify the validity of the content by verifying

the signature of content provider. 

2.2.5. Mobility 

ICN architectures are based on the basic principle of a publish-

subscribe communication model [11] . The strength of this model

is rooted in the fact that publication and subscription operations

are decoupled with respect to time and space [55] which allows

ICN to provide efficient support for mobility. In ICN architectures,

mobile consumers can send new subscriptions for contents after

a handoff occurs. Publisher mobility is more difficult to support

as the name resolution system or routing tables in name-based

routing need to be updated [56] . 

2.2.6. Application programming interface (API) 

API is used for requesting and delivering content. Content

producers make named contents available to consumers by pub-

lishing it to the network using the operation called publish or

register, and the consumer requests for the named content using

the operation called subscribe or find or get or interest. Both of

these operations (publish and subscribe/get) use the content name

as the main parameter [51] . 

2.3. ICN in synergy with Edge technologies and IoT 

Recent developments in managing services and data at the

edge of the Internet, are mandating novel approaches to data

dissemination and content handling. In light of rising demands

for more responsive systems, many Edge technologies and net-

working domains have evolved to better address rising data access

challenges. These evolvements span developments in MEC, IoT

technologies [57] , and VANETs [58] . 
We present recent milestones in research that explicitly address

he integration of ICN based in-network caching schemes for IoT

59–65] , VANETs [66–68] and MANETs [69–72] . As the benefits

f building on ICN’s content-based naming, security and mobility

eatures are evident, we survey recent literature that explored the

pplicability of ICN architectures for deployments of IoT [73–81] ,

ANETs [82–89] and MANETs [90–94] ; focusing on the merit of

dopting ICN features, before we specifically focus on in-network

aching. 

.3.1. ICN in IoT 

Several researchers have considered using an ICN architecture

or IoT management, as ICN matches a wide set of IoT application

emands that are information-centric in nature. IoT applications

ften target content regardless of the identity of the source that

tores them. For example, road traffic or environmental monitor-

ng applications are oblivious to the specific car or sensor that

rovides the information. ICN names can directly address het-

rogeneous IoT contents and services, such as vehicular services,

ome services, environmental data etc. The rich set of challenges

nd requirements of IoT placed over the current Internet provides

n interesting and challenging ground for demonstrating the

otential contribution of the ICN mechanisms for IoT deployment.

n the following subsection, some of the research works that have

xplored the applicability of ICN architectures for deployments of

oT are highlighted. 

Amadeo et al. in [73] present ICN-integration as an innovative

otential networking paradigm in the IoT domain because of its

mproved data dissemination efficiency and robustness in challeng-

ng communication scenarios. The applicability of ICN principles

n a challenging environment like IoT having high number of

eterogeneous and potentially constrained networked devices, and

nique and heavy traffic patterns has been critically analyzed and

iscussed. For critical analysis, the current literature has been

urveyed and the major motivations, benefits, open challenges and

pportunities to introduce the ICN in the context of IoT have been

ighlighted as future research guidelines. A comparison between

he IP IoT and the ICN IoT is not provided in the article as ICN

s still being progressed whereas IP has unfolded into multiple

ariants of IoT solutions, but rather IoT has been identified as an

mportant deployment scenario for the utilization of ICN mecha-

isms. Based on existing research, Amadeo et al. have analytically

hown that core ICN principles have the potential to fulfill many

oT requirements; such as addressing scalability challenges, fulfill-

ng differentiated Quality of service (QoS) requirements, enabling

ecurity services, designing energy-efficient operations, supporting

obility and highly heterogeneous environment. 

The increasing explosion of data and signaling packets gen-

rated by billions of connected devices can provide stringent

calability challenges in IoT environments, and the typical IP-based

ontent retrieval mechanisms such as peer to-peer (P2P) and

DN pose complex issues, such as suboptimal peer selection or

heir incapability to leverage in-network storage in such scenarios.

lthough not being specially aimed to be deployed in IoT scenario,

he inherent attributes of ICN offer promising scalability aspects

or its deployment capability in IoT environments. ICN naming

echanisms can associate IoT contents to names enabling contents

o be structured into scopes and allowing users to specifically re-

uest the content that they really want. So, this naming flexibility

xploits the higher addressing potential of ICN by allowing a

ame in the IoT context to identify not only a content, but also a

ervice or a device function. ICN also has the potential to reduce

he signaling footprint in IoT deployments as it can offer name

esolution at the network layer and forward content by content’s

ame. ICN nodes have the ability to identify requests for the same

amed content, avoiding the need to forward them differently on
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he same path. ICN can prevent source over-querying and support

onnectionless scenarios as contents can be cached in traversing

odes allowing requests to be satisfied by the first available copy.

oreover, content can be transmitted to multiple consumers by

sing native anycasting and multicasting in ICN. 

Unfortunately, routing and naming capabilities of ICN may face

 much more difficult scalability problem when compared to the

urrent global routing and Domain Name Service (DNS) resolution

ervices, as the amount of content names can be orders of mag-

itude larger than the number of hosts connected to the current

nternet. In this regard, the ICN research community has already

roposed solutions such as the utilization of distributed hash

ables (DHTs), late-binding mechanisms, and routing information

ggregation to solve the problem at the expense of increased

emory and processing costs. 

QoS requirements vary significantly across IoT applications, as

heir utility span a highly-heterogeneous spectrum of use cases

nd services. In IP networks, QoS requirements are fulfilled by

he execution of different extensions done over the base proto-

ol, such as multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) and Resource

eservation Protocol (RSVP) under integrated/differential service

IntServ/ Diffserv) paradigms. So, resources are reserved at each

op between the source and the content requester which require

xtensive signaling, flow identification, and queue processing at

he forwarding entities. 

Ultimately, the mechanisms of content handling in ICN can sig-

ificantly leverage performance under the projected explosion of

oT traffic, due to an unprecedented number of connected nodes,

arying device characteristics, and traffic requirements [95] . ICN

as the potential to manage different QoS demands, and improve

he quality of content retrieval, because of its in-network caching,

nycasting, and multicasting which all together contribute to speed

p data retrieval and reduce traffic congestion. Additionally, ICN

esigns excel in advanced and efficient forwarding mechanisms. 

Enabling security provenance in IoT is a fundamental require-

ent, since most IoT applications can affect our personal daily

ives. IP-based security protocols have limitations to provide the

ecurity services as they are not conceived by design, depend on

he location identification of nodes and secure the communication

hannel rather than the content. On the other hand, ICN provides

ecurity support at the network layer, facilitates content sharing

etween the nodes since the content authentication and integrity

an be verified locally while removing the need for trusting in

ntermediary nodes. Additionally, ICN secures the content itself

nd restricts data access to a specific user or a group of users. 

Energy-efficient operation design is very essential for any IoT

etworking solution as IoT devices can have severe limited power

nd computing capabilities because of resource constraints and

ost embedded devices spend a major part of their lifetime

n sleep mode and only wake up when they need to exchange

ata. Current energy efficiency approaches in IP network are not

andled at the network layer, target a limited class of applications,

equire devices to support a full web stack implementation and

an imprint processing requirements over low-powered devices.

n this context, the receiver-driven communication model of ICN

an help to retrieve contents even in constrained networks with

ow duty-cycle providers because of its anycasting and in-network

aching capabilities. Distributed caching can avoid the massive

ata access to constrained devices while saving energy resources.

oreover, native multicasting can also help to reduce the amount

f traffic and interactions with energy-constrained nodes. 

One of the key requirements for IoT devices is to provide

obility support but the IP mobility management solutions (e.g.,

obile IP) are commonly have scalability problems. Because of

he receiver-driven nature, ICN supports consumer mobility by

imply reissuing any unsatisfied request and serving the request
y a different node when a consumer relocates. Additionally,

CN natively supports host multi-homing and as a result content

equests or content delivery can use any of the interfaces (or even

ll simultaneously) available at the device. Although producer

obility entails additional signaling in ICN as it requires updates

n intermediate forwarders while generating delays and disruption

eriods, anycasting, in-network caching, and multi-homing of ICN

an greatly help to handle these issues. 

A key challenge in IoT lies in adapting to its highly heteroge-

eous environment consisting of huge variety of devices, technolo-

ies, and services involving different stakeholders and manufactur-

rs. In spite of the flexibility of the narrow-waist design of IP and

ts ability to maximize interoperability, it is complex to apply com-

on network functionality to the explosive number of technologies

nvolved in the upcoming IoT. To hide the heterogeneity in the un-

erlying networks and devices and to facilitate the interoperability

mong the different network players, standardized ICN naming

chemes for IoT can allow abstraction of services and contents.

oreover, ICN can interconnect information, devices, and services

nder heterogeneous network scenarios by decoupling consumers

nd producers and delivering self-consistent data packets. 

Moreover, Amadeo et al. have also surveyed [73] the design

onsiderations that are critical in ICN architectures to rise up to

he challenges posed in IoT deployments. Although ICN matches

any IoT design considerations, the complexity of IoT deployments

andate a number of adaptations in the design of ICN protocols.

irst, an ICN naming scheme for IoT should be highly expressive

nd customizable and it should expose service (e.g., sensing and

ction) and data features. Hierarchical naming scheme has been

ainly considered in the literature to support such properties

f IoT by defining a hierarchy of name components to identify

he IoT application and the attributes to describe the related

ontents or services [96,97] . Hierarchical names can also facilitate

equest generation for dynamic contents by specifying the naming

onventions during the system configuration. The variable-length

ames in hierarchical naming can make line-speed name lookup

xtremely challenging where the challenge can be addressed by

haring a common name prefix for multiple contents or services. 

Current ICN security mechanisms are generally applied over

ontents, and rarely support request authentication; whereas some

oT applications require authenticated queries from consumers.

he existing literature suggests to embed security information in

ontent request packets as the last name component at the ex-

ense of complex security framework and increased name length

96] . Moreover, IoT devices having low processing and memory

apabilities hardly use resource-intensive public key cryptography

nd require lightweight solutions for encryption [97] . Symmetric

ryptography has been mentioned useful in this regard but re-

uires pre-distribution of keys. To obtain a good tradeoff between

omplexity and resource saving, elliptic curve cryptography has

een mentioned as a good candidate in the literature. 

In-network caching has special significance in IoT domains

ecause it speeds up content retrieval and increases content

vailability but increases the expenses for caching and related

eplacement operations. To address the research question whether

aching should be enabled in any IoT device or only in powerful

odes has become a research question. A deterministic design

hoice should forbid constrained devices in IoT to cache contents

98] , but caching is also proved to be highly beneficial even when

nabled in IoT devices with small storage capacity [62] . In case of

oT, caching decision policies should focus on improving dissemi-

ation speed rather than long-lasting caching and off-path caching

an be used to alleviate the load on constrained IoT devices and

roactively cache contents in specific locations by preventing data

edundancy at the cost of additional overhead for cache man-

gement. ICN offers name-based routing (NBR) and lookup-based
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resolution systems (LRS) for content discovery and both of these

solutions may suit specific IoT scenarios mainly depending on the

content characteristics and network features and can complement

each other. An effective discovery and delivery platform for an

IoT environment can be provided by leveraging cloud computing,

multi-level DHT, name-prefix aggregation and adaptive forwarding.

Shang et al. [74] have also explored how NDN can build on

the IoT vision in a secure, straightforward, and innovation-friendly

manner; as the current IP-dependent solutions for IoT deployment

have felt short on several significant networking challenges. It has

been shown that the semantics of NDN naturally fit the inherent

requirements of IoT applications. Along with the analysis of the

achieved significant benefits acquired by applying NDN for the IoT

deployment, the authors have also discussed some of the most

major existing open problems for realizing IoT over NDN requiring

urgent attention of the research community. NDN enables applica-

tions to name things and their contents and forward the content

requests in the network directly based on those names, addressing

the core challenges of the IoT vision by closing the gap between

application and network semantics. Instead of building up new

layers to achieve request-response communication of named con-

tent like IP networks, NDN implements this functionality at the

network layer. 

Instead of struggling to define and manage security in terms

of subnetworks, channels, and sessions that are largely orthogonal

to application security requirements, NDN directly secures the

named contents at the network layer. This content-centric security

mechanism ensures that the content consumers can validate a

content packet independently of where and how they obtain it

and the only authorized consumers can access the content. NDN’s

content-centric security solutions provide granular, packet-level

authentication and access control which supports the realistic

IoT scenarios where devices use a variety of ways to commu-

nicate in the networks supporting heterogeneous applications.

NDN’s name-based stateful forwarding can be useful for realizing

other important features for IoT, such as a delay-tolerant style of

communication and fast local recovery from losses. 

Securing content directly in NDN enables even simple NDN

applications to benefit from the in-network caching capability.

NDN cache routers can opportunistically cache the contents while

forwarding enabling efficient dissemination of popular contents

and facilitating local recovery. Heterogeneous classes of devices in

IoT applications can adjust the cache size and management policy

based on the available storage, power, and processing capabilities. 

Although the applications and usage of the IoT often imply

information-centric usage patterns, using an ICN to design an IoT

architecture is not always beneficial and depends on the applica-

tions and usage of the IoT network. Lindgren et al. [75] describe

the contexts and applications for which the IoT architecture may

benefit from using an ICN and helps to find the right tradeoff be-

tween using an ICN or a host-centric network for IoT deployment

depending on the context. Some fundamental design choices and

possible additions to ICN functionalities are also proposed in order

to make the overall IoT solutions more effective, efficient and scal-

able using ICN. The key advantages of using ICN in IoT architecture

have been identified as: naming of content and service indepen-

dently from the device providing that content or service, reduced

energy consumption because of fewer wireless transmissions and

increased duty cycling possibilities along with reductions in infor-

mation access latency due to distributed caching, and decoupling

between publisher and consumer of content in the network, re-

sulting into improved performance in networks and the possibility

for increased sharing of content between applications. 

To build on ICN architectures, many challenges and tradeoffs in

IoT design need to be specifically considered, specifically towards
calable and efficient IoT operation. Firstly, creating and formatting

ames in an efficient and feasible way for the contents created

n huge numbers and accessed in real-time by a large number

f IoT devices are very challenging. The widely used hash-based

ontent naming in ICN is suitable for systems with large contents

here content verifying is important, but it is a challenge for IoT

ystems to use hash-based naming where content is dynamically

enerated. Second, maximizing the benefits of distributed in-

etwork caching depending on the content consumption patterns,

requency of occurrence of the overlay CDN servers, device re-

uirements and capabilities are challenging. Third, decoupling the

ontent publisher and consumer arises security and application

esign challenges. Some major fundamental architecture-agnostic

esign choices and guidelines for effective, efficient, and scalable

andling of IoT applications without requiring new functionality

o be added to the ICN architecture are finally suggested in [75] . 

There are several research projects that have applied ICN to

mplement various IoT scenarios to explore the feasibility, advan-

ages, and challenges of using ICN-based approaches in the IoT

cenarios. We hereby survey prominent projects that target such

easibility considerations. 

Rayes et al. have emphasized ICN architectures as the most

ikely architecture to be commonly used for IoT deployment in

heir work [76] . The authors have considered specifically the

ecurity implications while developing their IoT architectural

ramework and presented the ICN performance and the security

equirements of IoT networks, together with a case study of

anagement of an Information Technology- based network. 

To set up simple smart home networks, a development toolkit

amed Named Data Network Internet of Things Toolkit (NDN-IoTT)

s proposed in [77] . NDN-IoTT provides an experimental platform

unning on Raspberry Pi devices equipped with a number of sim-

le sensors. NDN-IoTT contains templates for two types of nodes:

ontrollers and devices to implement the basic bootstrapping and

iscovery mechanism. 

A special version of the NDN client library called NDN 

–CPP Lite

78] has been developed for the IoT applications where sensors

nd actuators have to run on a wide-area infrastructure-less

nvironment having constrained hardware platforms such as the

gricultural fields. 

An access control framework named NDN-ACE [79] is de-

eloped for securing actuation operations using constrained IoT

evices where the devices themselves may not have enough

torage or computation power for supporting complex security

echanisms such as executing expensive public key cryptography.

o secure actuation operations, NDN-ACE adopts a protocol archi-

ecture where the constrained actuators offload authorization and

ey management tasks to a trusted third party that runs on more

owerful platforms. 

The design and implementation details of transporting Con-

trained Application Protocol (CoAP) observe [99] traffic for POINT

CN architecture [100] are presented in [80] . This design aims

t improving communication overhead, state management and

atency; specifically, in the situations where multiple consumers

re interested in subscribing to the same resource hosted in

onstrained IoT devices. 

CoAP [101] is an HTTP-like protocol operated in IP networks

or applications intended to run on constrained devices in IoT,

nd CoAP observe is an extension to the CoAP specification that

llows CoAP clients to observe a resource through a simple pub-

ish/subscribe mechanism. As the CoAP observe protocol is based

n the publish/subscribe paradigm, it can benefit from the POINT

rchitecture in terms of latency, state management, communica-

ion overhead, security and privacy. Hence, ICN has been transpar-

ntly deployed within the domain of a network provider to provide
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nhanced CoAP services and the inherent multicast capabilities

f ICN and caching at the edge have been exploited in observing

imilar resources hosted in IoT devices by multiple CoAP clients. 

To highlight the benefits of POINT architecture in another

xtension of CoAP protocol i.e. CoAP group communication [102] ,

 POINT-enabled building management system is proposed by

otiou et al. [81] . For CoAP group communication, the proposed

uilding management system enables issuing requests to groups

f CoAP servers that implement the standard version of the CoAP

rotocol. Things management becomes much easier as the CoAP

ervers are oblivious to group names and the names are han-

led by the Network Access Points (NAPs). The ICN core of the

anagement system makes group name administration easier as

he new attributes are easily added to the namespace without

ffecting already deployed NAPs and group names do not have to

e mapped a priori to a lower layer network address. 

In the remainder of this section, we highlight promising

esearch that explicitly addressed ICN in-network caching mecha-

isms for IoT deployments. 

Vural et al. have stated their research work in [59] where they

ave argued for systematically analyzing the feasibility and benefit

f using content routers to cache transient contents generated

y IoT applications . As IoT contents are often transient [103] , the

ontents expire in a certain time period, called content lifetime.

o, the research in [59] has taken the challenge of addressing

he content freshness issue considering the content lifetime while

aking caching decision. To address the challenge, in-network

aching of transient data at content routers, considering the key

emporal content property: content lifetime has been studied and

ethods to determine the quantifiable benefits of caching tran-

ient contents considering their lifetimes have been provided. By

efining the freshness of a transient content and considering the

radeoff between content freshness and multi-hop communication

osts to retrieve content from the content source, an analytical

odel is proposed for content routers to adapt their caching strat-

gy. Caching benefits of transient contents are verified through

imulations and the results demonstrate that if caching strategy

an adapt to the two key system variables: a content’s lifetime

nd received rate of requests for the content, caching transient

ontents is indeed possible while making it possible to fetch

ransient contents directly from content routers with acceptable

eduction in content freshness, depending on content lifetime. 

Quevedo et al. have analyzed in [60] how the in-network

aching mechanisms of ICN, specifically caching mechanisms im-

lemented in the CCN architecture can contribute in IoT environ-

ents, particularly in terms of energy consumption and bandwidth

sage. The simulation results comparing IP and the CCN archi-

ecture in IoT environments have demonstrated that CCN leads to

 considerable reduction of the energy consumed by the content

roducers and to a reduction of bandwidth requirements. The re-

ults have also highlighted the flexibility for adapting current ICN

aching mechanisms while targeting specific requirements of IoT. 

NDN-BMS [61] is an application-driven project that has pro-

osed a content-centric building management system (BMS)

esign and has implemented an NDN-based BMS to be used by

acility management personnel. The prototype system has been

eployed on the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA)

ampus testbed that captures, archives, and visualizes time-series

ata generated by industry standard sensors located in the campus

uildings. In NDN-BMS, the sensor data namespace is based on

aming the things that are measured, such as electrical current

nd chilled water flow, according to the physical hierarchy of the

uilding structure. 

NDN has been used on a real IoT deployment scenario for the

urpose of building automation in [62] where there are resource

onstrained nodes spreading over tens of rooms on several floors
f a building. Experiment results have shown that ICN is indeed

pplicable in the IoT deployment in terms of energy consumption. 

A cooperative caching side-protocol for NDN, named as

DN + CoCa has been designed and implemented in [63] to enable

istributed cooperative caching of IoT contents while offering low

nergy consumption. Relevant IoT contents can be available at

ny time even the IoT devices remain in deep-sleep mode most

f the time because of the local in-network caching of NDN. The

roposed protocol NDN + CoCa exploits both the content names

nd interplay between deep-sleep capabilities and content caching

n IoT devices. Using a theoretical model, auto-configuration

echanisms to enable practical ICN deployments on IoT networks

ith NDN + CoCa are also designed and implemented. 

To develop unified IoT platforms demonstrating the potential of

sing ICN networks to support IoT applications, a unified IoT plat-

orm is proposed in [64] , named as ICN-IoT, leveraging the salient

eatures of ICN architectures. Two ICN architectures – MF and

DN have been explored in details to support IoT in two different

ealistic application scenarios such as a smart building scenario

onsisting of stationary IoT devices and a smart campus bus

cenario focusing on mobile IoT devices. A detailed performance

omparison of NDN and MF in their capabilities of supporting IoT

calability and mobility has revealed that both the architectures

ave comparable delays and throughput, while MF incurs less

verhead in terms of both routing table size and the number of

ontrol messages. 

In order to quantify the benefits from hierarchical content nam-

ng, transparent in-network caching and other ICN characteristics

n a sensor environment, a home automation system that supports

ireless sensors for various purposes, such as temperature, hu-

idity and energy consumption measuring is implemented using

CN in [65] . 

.3.2. ICN in VANETs 

Host-centric IP-based protocols face significant challenges

n adapting to vehicular applications. Among many challenges,

ANETs require the distribution of a significant amount of data

mong heterogeneous players, often with poor and intermittent

onnectivity, under high mobility, harsh signal propagation, and

parse roadside infrastructure support. The ICN paradigm particu-

arly suits the vehicular ecosystem by natively privileging content

ather than nodes, and inherently adjusts with mobility and

poradic connectivity issues by leveraging its in-network content

aching mechanism [82] . 

Although the basic features of ICN can be potentially beneficial

o address the peculiarities of VANETs, there exist several research

fforts discussing about the proper ICN deployment in VANETs

hile addressing the scope of ICN namespaces matching, ICN rout-

ng and forwarding strategies together with in-network caching

nd identifying the related open research challenges for ICN-based

ANETs. Some of the research works addressing these challenges

or deploying ICN-based VANETs are described in the following. 

Early research works of ICN-based VANETs [83,84] have shown

he benefits of ICN comparing with the IP-based solutions in

ANETs to effectively handle vehicle mobility, intermittent con-

ectivity and data security. The research in [83] has explored

he NDN to design new protocols for vehicle data collection

nd designed a highly efficient, reliable and secure vehicle data

ollection system, named as DMND which performs better than

he Mobile IP solutions while demonstrating high efficiency for

ontent collection and resiliency while handling mobility. 

For ensuring reliable and low-overhead content discovery and

elivery in VANETs, the work in [84] is a pioneer in proposing a

ramework, dubbed as CRoWN for deploying ICN in VANETs. 

The applicability of NDN as a replacement of IP for direct

ehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) networking has been investigated in
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[85] specifically for the vehicular applications that share real time

traffic information for safety purposes. The proposed named-based

approach allows vehicles to collect and disseminate traffic infor-

mation among themselves using content names that are defined a

priori during the application development and understood by all

the vehicles so that the request reply model of data exchange can

be best suited in the ad hoc environments. 

TCP/IP protocol stack has been mentioned as inefficient and

not scalable for inter vehicular communication (IVC) in a vehicular

information network that implements a myriad of applications

related to vehicles, traffic information, drivers, passengers, and

pedestrians in [86] . While addressing the efficiency and scalability

issues of the IVC, NDN model has been mentioned as highly

suitable for the IVC scenario because of its hierarchical content

naming scheme, flexible content retrieval and caching support.

A novel vehicular information network architecture is proposed

aiming to improve content naming, addressing, data aggregation,

and mobility for IVC in the vehicular information network. To

support pull-based and push-based communications, a hierarchical

content naming scheme is proposed. To make NDN more suitable

to handle the large number of vehicles and large-scale information

involved in the vehicular information network environment, a

data packet aggregation scheme and an interest packet segregation

scheme have been proposed. Finally, a distributed mobility man-

agement scheme is proposed that relies on the content name and

the vehicle’s moving information. 

Another NDN-based architecture, named as Vehicular Named-

Data Network (V-NDN) has been proposed in [87] that enables the

vehicles to effectively communicate through any available channels

while making the system highly resilient to any disruption. 

A prototype of V-NDN has been designed and implemented

later in [88] . The conducted experimentations via both demon-

stration and simulation have revealed that, V-NDN is able to bring

considerable benefits to vehicular communication by removing the

isolation between applications and network transport, allowing

forwarding nodes to handle content based on application needs. 

Amadeo et al. have discussed and scrutinized the potential of

the ICN as a networking solution for connected vehicles [82] re-

viewing the core functionalities of ICN; such as named content

retrieval, innate multicast support and in-network content caching.

Their analysis has shown that ICN-based VANETs promise en-

hancements in the areas of application, mobility, and security.

Vehicular applications are content-oriented in nature as they

address contents and do not care about the producer identities of

the contents. The generated contents in VANET are relevant to a

given location and/or to a given time interval and ultimately in-

tend for groups of recipients. ICN matches the described vehicular

applications’ pattern better than the current Internet because of its

named content and routing by name features. Content discovery

becomes simpler because ICN does not require name-to-IP-address

resolution and the continuous connectivity with the producer.

Additionally, ICN simplifies data retrieval from multiple consumers

by aggregating requests intended for the same named content. The

usage of named content in ICN also simplifies mobility support.

The anycasting and in-network caching mechanisms of ICN allow

vehicles to retrieve content from the most convenient producer

or storage point reducing the latency and network traffic. In

ICN-based VANET, vehicle can also serve as a link between discon-

nected areas and enable communications even under intermittent

connectivity because of the store-carry-and-forward mechanism

supported by ICN. The content-based security in ICN can natively

provide security supports in VANETs as the trustworthiness in

VANETs should be based on the content instead of the reputation

of the content providing entities because of the ephemeral na-

ture of vehicular communications. The major challenges for ICN

deployment in upcoming VANETs are listed as: interoperability
f ICN with existing and underway connected vehicle standards

nd technologies, meeting the delivery requirements of vehicular

pplications such as short latency and high reliability for providing

oS support, supporting in-network processing operations and

ovel naming schemes for the tremendous amount of generated

ontents and developing business models to define the economic

ncentive mechanisms among the involved stakeholders. 

To address the challenges that the current vehicular networks

ace to increase capacity, support mobility, and improve Quality

f Experience (QoE), a novel framework for a content-centric

ehicular network (CCVN) is proposed in [89] . A content- centric

nit (CCU) is introduced to work with the conventional onboard

nits (OBUs) and roadside units (RSUs) and a group of CCUs

re distributed in the network to store the replicas of vehicular

ontents. The CCU delivers vehicular contents from OBUs and RSUs

n the network. Vehicles request contents based on their interests

nd the contents are managed by their naming information. An

ntegrated algorithm is presented for caching contents in the

ontent stores, keeping pending interests, updating forwarding

nformation and delivering contents to vehicles with the help of

CUs. Contents are stored according to their priorities determined

y the vehicle density and content popularity and the pending

nterests are updated based on the analysis of the transmission

atio and network topology. The proposed framework increases

etwork capacity, supports vehicle mobility and demonstrates

upremacy comparing to the conventional scheme (where the

ontents are stored based on request times in all the vehicular

etworks without considering the different popularity in the

overage area of different CCUs) in terms of hit rate and delay. 

In recent years, the native in-network caching capabilities and

he mobility support of ICN have mainly attracted the attention

f researchers in the context of ICN-based VANETs. Some of the

esearch that mainly focus on ICN-based VANETs deployments cen-

ering the caching capabilities of ICN are surveyed in the following.

The proactive content caching scheme in [67] uses transporta-

ion systems to provide high-quality and highly reliable video de-

ivery services for mobile users, especially for the train passengers.

ontent servers are placed with cache capabilities at every train

nd station. The scheme mainly works in three steps. At the first

tep, the requested content is divided into several segments that

re delivered separately to relay points, such as the train stations

nd/or bus stops, according to the vehicle’s schedule. At the second

tep, the transportation vehicle receives the distributed content

egments at the relay points through high-speed wireless transport

chemes, such as wireless LANs. Finally, the transportation vehicle

treams the received content segments to mobile users inside the

ehicle via wireless LANs. A delivery scheduler, called as a “smart

cheduler” determines the content quality and the amount of

ontent segments and also selects delivery locations and timing.

rototype systems are also developed based on hypertext transfer

HTTP) protocol and CCN/NDN protocol and evaluated in two field

xperiments that use actual trains comparing with the traditional

ideo streaming over cellular networks. The performance com-

arison shows that the developed prototypes perform better than

he traditional video streaming while serving high quality video

ithout any interruption to 50 mobile users simultaneously. 

The design alternatives of ICN-based VANETs are investigated

n [58] . The most important ICN-specific design options such as

aching policies and content source selection policies have been

nalyzed and a multi-hop broadcast, name-based forwarding

echanism for urban VANETs has been proposed here. The per-

ormance gain achieved from the pervasive caching in the VANETs

as been found significantly better while comparing to the edge

aching that offers low performance improvement. 

The research in [68] handles the challenge of placing the right

ontent at the right node in-time for VANETs. To address this
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Fig. 2. An Information-Centric Network and the interplay of consumers, producers 

and caching routers. 
hallenge, a PRoactive Caching approach, named as PeRCeIVE,

as been proposed to cache contents within Information-Centric

ANETs proactively. PeRCeIVE enables an efficient content distri-

ution mechanism facilitating RSU-based caches while considering

urrent velocity and the heading direction of an exemplary vehicle.

eRCeIVE has demonstrated that direct placement of content can

mprove network performance by distributing a minimal number

f content replicas one-hop away from the requesting consumer. 

.3.3. ICN in MANETs 

The TCP/IP stack has witnessed many modifications and sup-

orting protocols to cater to the unique challenges of MANETs.

ver the past thirty years, significant research effort s have been

nvested in improving MANET operation under signal interference,

ultipath fading, frequent movement of ad hoc nodes causing

ynamic change of topology and intermittent connection between

odes. In this regard, the ICN research community has investigated

he gain in adopting content-centric principals in the management

f MANETs. As such, ad hoc and mobile networking would benefit

rom separating contents from their hosts, reducing the require-

ent of host location-awareness and enhancing the mobility of

erminals [90] . ICN’s receiver-driven model of communication,

long with the location independent naming scheme and in-

etwork caching mechanism, have extended the deployment scope

f ICN from fixed networks to dynamic ad hoc networks. There

re several research efforts that analyzed the Information-Centric

obile Ad Hoc Networks (ICMANETs) in the context of naming,

outing, caching, transport and security mechanisms while taking

DN as the candidate architecture of ICN. 

ICMANET has been mentioned as a new, cross-cutting, gradu-

lly forming research architecture in [90] as the ICN is capable of

ffering a superior architectural support for MANETs. Considering

outing as the most promising feature of ICMANET, a conceptual

outing model is proposed for content routing that comprises

f four tuples such as receiver-driven mode, caching, node and

ontent retrieval. The content routing schemes of the ICMANET lit-

rature has been surveyed and also classified into three categories

rom the perspective of content discovery which are: proactive,

eactive and opportunistic routing. Finally, the existing general re-

earch challenges of content routing in ICMANET are summarized. 

The CCN architecture [27] has been extended in [92] to propose

 reliable and secure content distribution approach for disruptive

etworks having high mobility and lossy channels. The proposed

pproach aims to achieve scalability, security, and efficient network

esource management in large scale disaster recovery and battle-

eld networks. Security has been increased by using digital signa-

ure and public key infrastructure (PKI) data encryption. Addition-

lly, network resources such as channel bandwidth and power are

aved by taking advantage of efficient in-network caching of CCN. 

The applicability of NDN model in the military communication

etworks to conserve bandwidth, avoid looping, provide message

ecurity, and support interoperability has been briefly anal yzed in

93] . 

The social network-based security scheme [94] has solved both

he authenticity and integrity problem for the ICMANET while

emonstrating scalability and practicability being deployed in

 large social network. The social network (and associated the

raph) allows the content consumers to retrieve the public-key of

he content producer using a trusted chain that leads to a cached

dentity bundle. The scheme has been evaluated in a large social

etwork and reported its performance in terms of scalability and

racticability. For providing local and efficient content retrieval,

 content-centric routing protocol for MANETs, named as SCALE

91] , prioritizes routing based on content names. 

Research in ICN-based MANETs has paid significant attention to

xplore the applicability of in-network caching schemes in MANETs
ecause the caching and mobility in ICN play the major roles for

CN based MANETs deployments. One of the early research works

n ICMANET proposes a NDN-based caching strategy [69] that uses

n extra parameter, named as content interval whose value does

he selection of caching nodes in order to distribute contents in

he cache routers along the content delivery path. 

To leverage the broadcast nature of radio channel to improve

he cooperative caching gain of content-centric ad hoc networks,

he broadcasting-based neighborhood cooperative caching (BNC) 

trategy [70] selects cache nodes among the neighborhood and

ries to make the best use of the broadcast nature of radio channel

ithout occupying extra wireless channel resource. 

Aiming at reducing the cache redundancy in MANETs, the

aching strategy named l ess space s till faster (LF) [71] selects the

ached contents based on content popularity instead of indiscrim-

nate caching while showing efficiency in terms of response time,

etwork traffic, and cache hit ratio. 

The energy efficient content distribution scheme in [72] delivers

ontents in a unicast manner while minimizing the flooding over-

ead claiming that in case of energy efficiency, unicast content de-

ivery outperforms broadcast delivery in MANET unless topological

hanges in the network incur too much packet flooding overhead. 

. Unique challenges of caching in ICN 

Content caching and distribution are intrinsic ICN capabilities,

otentially performed by all network routers. Before elaborating on

he unique aspects of caching in ICN, it is important to define each

f its components. ICN Caching is often named in-network caching

nd Information-Centric Networks (ICNets) are typically considered

s networks of caches [52,104] , spanning the following basic com-

onents as illustrated in Fig. 2: 

(1) Content publishers are network nodes which publish

named content such as servers, tablets, sensors and RFID

tags. 

(2) Cache routers are any network routers in ICN capable of

caching content, often referred to as content routers. 

(3) Content consumers are network nodes which subscribe to

(or request) named content. Content consumers can be per-

sonal computers, servers, smartphones, sensors, etc. 

.1. Merits of ICN caching 

Inherent in-network caching in ICN has several advantageous

eatures, chief among them are: 

.1.1. Leveraging QoS for users 

The goal of in-network caching is to improve network perfor-

ance through efficient content dissemination and retrieval. This
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Table 1 

Comparison Between Traditional Caching And ICN Caching. 

Factors Traditional Caching ICN Caching 

Caching layer Caching occurs at the application layer as an overlay 

[7,11] 

Caching occurs at the network layer, thus called 

in-network caching 

Location and topology Caching nodes are predefined and fixed, whether as 

surrogate servers in CDNs, or web proxies for web 

caching. The cache topology is usually built as a linear 

structure or hierarchical tree structure [105] 

Cache nodes in ICN are ubiquitous, and caching points 

are neither fixed nor predetermined. Thus, ICN caching 

topologies are often arbitrary 

Granularity of cache content Mostly macro-caching approaches, as they aim to cache 

whole content such as web pages or entire files [108] 

with some exceptions, such as video content, which are 

divided into chunks over HTTP in DASH implementations 

Content is divided into pieces, named content chunks in 

ICN, and thus caches store chunks instead of the whole 

content resulting in finer content granularity. Hence, ICN 

adopts a micro-caching approach [108] 

Cache transparency and redundancy Traditional caching systems are application dependent. 

Different copies of the same content have different 

names in different domains as web content follows 

domain-based naming conventions 

In ICN, content has a unique name and content caching is 

based on this unified and consistent content name. 

Different applications can use the same cached content. 

Hence, ICN caching is transparent and independent of 

applications 
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performance gain is achieved by reducing the delay experienced

by users in retrieving content, in an infrastructure that moves data

closer to regions of interest. 

3.1.2. Reducing load on the publisher 

Multiple copies of the same content are available in ICNets

since any router can directly respond to content requests if it has

cached the content, and the content request does not have to

traverse to the publisher of the content. Furthermore, this reduces

the criticality of “single point of failure” challenges, both in terms

of security and reliability. 

3.1.3. Reducing network traffic and congestion 

Since any network router can cache content, overall network

traffic is reduced as requests do not need to be routed to the

content publisher or a specific surrogate server, thereby alleviating

network congestion. 

3.2. Traditional caching vs ICN caching 

Caching is not unique to ICN architectures, and has been

heavily investigated and implemented under the current Internet

paradigm. However, there are fundamental differences between

caching in ICN in contrast to the Internet, which are summarized

in Table 1 . Most notably, caching has been heavily adopted in

CDNs to distribute request bottlenecks from the main publisher to

designated surrogate servers, which are typically static [105] . On

the other hand, web caching is heavily used in the current Inter-

net to reduce traffic flow beyond a local network for “repeatedly”

visited/requested web content. 

Today, many advancements in Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)

are leveraging computing power at the edge of the network to aid

user-centric caching mechanisms. In these architectures, caching

in Cloudlets and Fog-nodes is presenting new opportunities to

leverage responsiveness and bring more popular content towards

the edge [106] . 

However, there has been quite some contention on the merits

of caching at the edge vs network core, with significant debate on

the underlying network technologies used, and the mere potential

of rolling out a new networking paradigm to replace/augment the

current Internet. Fayazbaksh et al. have presented a well-cited

study [107] on the benefits of caching at the edge, and argued for

avoiding inherent complexity in caching at the core. However, most

of their study and conclusions are built on LRU caching, which is

quite dated and has been improved on in many caching schemes.

Sections 5–7 cover many of the newer caching schemes in depth. 

More importantly, the argument for building on static al-

location of caching, that is somehow mandated by centralized
onitors/controllers, brings significant complexity and time delay

n network operation, that defeats the Internet’s philosophy in

eeping all network intelligence at the far edge of the network. 

In contrasting intrinsic caching paradigms, as envisioned in

CN, versus controlled/mandated caching that is rarely close to

eal-time, is an ongoing research challenge that requires significant

uantification and exploration. There is a significant push from

he ICN research community to standardize the management of

aching, across the hierarchy of network entities, to enable a

eamless adoption and operation across heterogeneous networks.

hile the argument is not settled to either research “camps”, it

emains a highly investigated topic that will yield more insights

nto the potential gains in adopting inherent caching mechanisms. 

Furthermore, we present in Section 7 a primer quantitative

ssessment of caching schemes, and contrast it to static caching

perations to highlight the gain and potential yield in improving

ser experience and network operation. 

. Inherent challenges in ICN caching 

The design of caching on a network that is centered on con-

ent, significantly enhances the spectrum of design choices. In ICN

aching, there are three phases in caching to setup, coordinate

nd manage in-network caching system: designing cache place-

ent policies, content replacement policies, and modelling the

opologies of cache networks [52,108] . 

Cache placement policies face two challenging issues: which

ontent should be stored in ICN nodes (i.e. what to cache, since

ontent is the pivotal factor in connections) and which cache

odes of the network should be selected as caching points (i.e.

here to cache, since most nodes inherently hold caching capac-

ty). The most cited and criticized cache decision policy in ICN

iterature is Cache everything everywhere (CEE) [27] , where cache

ontent and cache node are selected indiscriminately along the

ontent delivery path between content source and consumer. 

Many caching schemes adopt policies based on content popu-

arity [34,36,37,39,109–112] , some follow collaborative approaches

37,39,112–116] while others use topology related metrics [112,117–

19] for improving caching performance; all of which are detailed

n Section 5 . 

Content replacement policies evict content whenever the cache

eaches capacity and new content arrives to be stored. Least

ecently Used (LRU) is the most often used cache replacement

olicy in ICN literature, where cache eviction is accomplished

y using a queue such that the item which is queried least re-

ently has to be removed to make room for a new arriving item

35,38,48,108,112,120–122] . A few schemes use Least Frequently

sed (LFU) cache replacement policy which discards contents used
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ess frequently [109 , 122–124] , and recent efforts have contrasted

heir performance gains and detailed models [125] . 

Analyzing caching network models in ICN presents new chal-

enges since all routers are cache equipped. ICNets are thus mostly

epresented as a large scale network of caches [52] . Although

revious studies have considered the network of caches in ICN

nder hierarchical tree-structured networks [108–110,120,121,123] ,

he topology of ICN cache networks should no longer be confined

o hierarchical trees. 

Hence, the high dynamicity of general cache network topolo-

ies in ICN obsoletes the fixed parent-child relationship of cache

etworks [119] , necessitating a transition to larger arbitrary graphs.

. Taxonomy of caching paradigms in ICN literature 

We hereby present a taxonomy of caching paradigms in ICN,

ith two main goals. First, distinguishing the main factors that im-

act functional operations and ensuing performance goals across

aching systems. Second, enabling a thorough discussion of cache

esign strategies for future models, especially for cross-paradigm

chemes that aim for specific operational goals such as improving

oE or reducing overall content redundancy. 

Our taxonomy is presented in Fig. 3 . We adopt four main

lassifiers for mainstream caching schemes: popularity of cache

ontent, location of the cache nodes in the network topology,

perational collaboration among cache nodes, and finally caching

ecisions based on content delivery paths. We also define the

istinguishing factors of the main classes to further categorize

he classes into subclasses Furthermore, we demonstrate notable

aching schemes under each sub-class, to guide early researchers

n this area, which is elaborated upon in Section 9 . 

.1. Content popularity-based caching schemes 

Caching content based on content popularity is a crucial

trategy for improving performance in ICN caching schemes [34–

9 , 109–112 , 115 , 116 , 126] . Many schemes propose caching strategies
Fig. 3. A functional taxonomy of caching paradigms in ICN liter
ased on the popularity of contents and we classify these schemes

s popularity-based caching schemes. 

Popularity of a content is highly correlated with the requesting

requency of that content made by consumers. We divide the

ontent popularity-based schemes into two categories: static

consistent) content popularity-based schemes or dynamic (in-

onsistent) content popularity-based schemes. Caching schemes 

ased on static content popularity are required to define a specific

hreshold value for consumer requests, beyond which content

s considered popular [127–129] . Static popularity approaches

re unrealistic as they usually generate out of date calculations,

ncapable of reflecting the most recent histories of content request

tatistics and consequently misuse available cache capacity while

roviding lower overhead. 

On the other hand, dynamic content popularity is defined by

he number of consumer requests for content during a typically

hort time interval. In this case, caching algorithms are invoked

t regular time intervals based on the most recent histories of

ontent request statistics while properly utilizing cache capacity

34] . As content popularity varies over time, dynamic popularity

pproaches keep only the most recent access histories to reduce

he space complexity. The invocation interval for a caching scheme

s chosen based on the total arrival rates of content requests at the

ccess cache routers connected to the requesting consumers and

he changing frequency of the content popularity. A disadvantage

f dynamic popularity approaches is the constant comparison of

ontent request rates. A shorter invocation interval to calculate

ynamic content popularity can incur a higher overhead but a

onger interval is suited only to stable access patterns. 

In Fig. 4 (a), the basic idea of content popularity-based caching

chemes is depicted. The figure shows the strategy of many

opularity-based schemes to cache most popular content at ac-

ess routers (R 1, R 2, R 3 ) near end users and gradually less popular

ontent near the server at intermediate (R 4 ) and core router (R 5 )

iming to increase cache hit rates, and reduce both the delay to

etrieve requested content and publisher load [34,36,39] . 

Fig. 4 (b) illustrates the caching strategy to cache diverse Inter-

et content; comprised of web pages, files, user generated content
ature, with notable caching schemes under each category. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Content popularity-based caching schemes – Gauging popularity. (b) 

Content popularity-based caching schemes – Diversity of content. 
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(UGC) and video on demand (VoD) content. Such caching schemes

are typically based on content popularity distributions, traffic

patterns, population size and size of content in a generic two-layer

hierarchical cache network [123] . The performance evaluation of

hierarchical caching scheme reveals that caching performance

mainly depends on the content popularity distribution, and such

caching schemes suggest caching VoD content at access routers

(R 1, R 2, R 3 ) near consumers and the remaining three types of

contents (web pages, file sharing & UGC) in the core router (R 4 ).

This is also guided by the large storage capacity at the core, to

achieve efficient memory-bandwidth tradeoff through caching. 

In the following, we describe some of the core popularity-based

caching schemes. The caching schemes which cache contents based

on both static and dynamic content popularity are described under

the static content popularity-based schemes. 

5.1.1. Static content popularity-based schemes 

A collaborative caching and forwarding scheme for CCN which

adopts popularity-based content ranking is proposed by Guo et

al. in [37] . Content popularity guides the caching scheme, where

popularity is measured in a distributed manner by content routers.

Each router has a new component named Availability Information

Base (AIB) for caching contents and forwarding content requests. 

To deal with the inconsistent popularity ranking produced

by different routers in an autonomous system (AS) of realistic

networks, the authors design a distributed, self-adaptive algorithm

for content store division in the content routers. The proposed

scheme performs better than other schemes, named as hierarchical

caching scheme and local collaborative caching and forwarding

schemes, even though it has a high percentage of popularity

inconsistency in terms of average access cost. 

Focusing on minimizing inter-ISP traffic and average access

latency, Li et al. propose two popularity driven dynamic caching

schemes for CCN in [34] . As a baseline, the authors first solve
he optimal replica-placement problem and then propose two

opularity-based algorithms, named TopDown and AsympOpt,

here the router makes dynamic caching decisions according to

ontent popularity, measured by the aggregated request statistics

f the sub-tree rooted at that router, and caches the most popular

ontent near end users. Both schemes achieve performance com-

arable with the optimal solution and show superiority compared

o popularity-blind indiscriminate caching [27] and uniform proba-

ility caching. Moreover, the proposed schemes show effectiveness,

tability and scalability for several important caching design issues

uch as network topology, cache size, access pattern and content

opularity. However, the performance gains of the popularity

ased schemes over the baseline algorithm tend to decline for

eal trace input as the authors analyze web requests only as their

nputs. 

Draxler et al. [109] propose three content popularity-based

aching strategies for efficient usage of cache space and avoiding

edundant content caching. The proposed popularity-based caching

trategies, named Basic, Adapted and Stacked work in a hierarchi-

al fashion using a tree-topology based on content popularity. In

asic, the topmost cache node of a tree stores the most popular

tems and children cache nodes store other items in a distributed

ay according to their popularity, such that the less popular items

re stored down to the lower levels of the tree. In Adapted, among

our levels of a tree topology, the two lowest levels store the

ost popular items and then the popular items go to the topmost

ache node and after that, on the level below of the topmost

ode. Stacked strategy is a combination of Basic and Adapted and

orms a bundle of cache nodes, where the bundle consists of one

ode from a higher level in the tree and all its children nodes.

n Stacked inside a bundle, the most popular items are stored on

he topmost cache node and less popular items are distributed

mong the children cache nodes in the level below. These bundles

re stacked to incorporate all the levels of the tree hierarchy. The

roposed popularity-based schemes perform better than LRU and

FU policies in terms of cache hit efficiency, mean hop delay and

ower consumption while considering abstract model of network

opology only. 

The node-content pass probability (NCPP) caching scheme

111] considers content popularity as well as the node utilization

atio (NUR) for calculating the NCPP values of cache node that are

sed to take caching decision. NUR value of a cache node defines

he traffic load distribution characteristics of the network and the

requency of a cache node to be selected for relaying contents

130] . Requested contents are ranked based on their popularity

alues and the NCPP scheme caches the most highly ranked

ontent (content having highest popularity) at the node having

he largest NCPP value and the second most highly ranked content

content having the second highest popularity) at the node having

he second largest NCPP value and the same procedure is repeated

or rest of the contents. 

An in-network video caching policy, named StreamCache

115] aims to improve users’ QoE in terms of average throughput

or dynamic adaptive video streaming over ICN. For better cache

tilization and higher throughput, StreamCache caches those video

egments which are frequently requested as caching popular video

ontents can increase the probability of cache hits. 

StreamCache operates in a distributed way along the cache

outers while caching video contents with different sizes and bit

ates and makes caching decisions locally at each router based

n the aggregated video request statistics. In order to cache

requently requested video contents, the edge cache routers start

o collect request statistics on each round of the caching scheme

nd makes caching decisions based on the collected content

opularity-based statistics and proceeds to the next round. Edge

outers and intermediate routers calculate the caching utility of
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ideo contents to derive the importance of caching on improving

he average throughput using a utility function where the utility

unction is designed considering the probability of requesting a

ideo content, bit rate of the content, average round trip time of

ideo contents and the length of the video content. StreamCache

elies on the summarized statistics aggregated from the down-

tream cache routers to calculate the caching utility and makes

reedy choices to make caching decisions to fill the cache spaces

f the routers. The StreamCache popularity-based caching policy

erforms better compared to indiscriminate scheme CEE [27] and

robCache [131] in terms of average throughput as StreamCache

etter distinguishes between popular and unpopular contents but

oes not consider any cache replacement policy. 

To improve data dissemination in ICN, PopCache [36] caching

cheme allows each router along the data forwarding path to

pply a caching probability to cache content according to the

opularity distribution of content. The main motivation of the

roposed scheme is the observation that allocating only few cache

paces to store highly skewed popular contents and large cache

paces to store contents with flat popularity distributions produce

igher cache hit ratios and reduce server hit rates. PopCache is

uilt on two principles: (1) routers closer to end users should

tore the most popular content and other routers should store un-

opular content, and (2) content should be cached as distributed

s possible across content routers. This scheme performs better

han indiscriminate caching [27] and path-capacity based caching

131] , in terms of expected round-trip time and server hit rate. 

.1.2. Dynamic content popularity-based schemes 

A value-based cache replacement policy named Least Valuable

irst (LVF) proposed by Al-Turjman et al. [132] considers user

nput to decide the value of content according to the content’s

opularity, delay sensitivity, and age. The demand for a content

s measured by the frequency of requesting that content within

 specific geographical vicinity and operational cycle. The delay

ensitivity of content is measured by the specification of the

equesting consumer indicating how long the consumer is willing

o wait for the content. The age of content is measured by its

ime-To-Live (TTL) count either assigned by the publisher or

pdated by any intermediate node of a network. 

In the LVF approach, the authors devise a novel dynamic utility

unction that sets the value of each content based on users’ re-

uests such that, the least valuable content is dropped first while

ache eviction occurs. LVF approach outperforms First-in-First-out

FIFO) and LRU approaches, in terms of cache hit ratio, time to

it cache data, average in network delay and publisher load for

arying content popularity and connectivity degree of the network

odes. 

A simple, decentralized and incrementally deployable content

aching scheme, named WAVE [38] , dynamically adjusts the num-

er of chunks to be cached for efficient content delivery based

n content popularity. In WAVE, an upstream router suggests the

umber of chunks to be cached at its downstream router which

xponentially increases as the popularity increases for a content

le. WAVE uses the LRU approach for content replacement. Al-

hough the caching unit in WAVE is a chunk, to find a victim chunk

or replacement, WAVE maintains the access history of content on

he file level, to reduce control overhead. WAVE performs better

han several in-network caching schemes, such as indiscriminate

aching [27] , UniCache (content chunk is cached at one router

long the data delivery path) and Fixed probability caching in

erms of average hop count to content delivery, link stress, inter-

nternet Service Provider (ISP) traffic reduction, cache hit ratio and

ache replacement count. WAVE does not consider content having

ultiple-sources, which is a somewhat common abstraction. 
A popularity guided age-based caching scheme is presented by

ing et al. in [39] to reduce network delay and publisher load by

ncreasing aggregate cache-hit probability. The scheme dynamically

onfigures content’s age. Content location and popularity guide the

ontent age following the two rules: the more popular a content

eplica is and the closer it is to the network edge; the longer

ge it has. The age-based scheme spreads popular content to the

etwork edge longer which ultimately reduces network delay and

ublisher load and additionally removes content replication at

ntermediate network routers for efficient utilization of network

torage. This scheme performs well compared with the FIFO and

RU schemes under realistic network topologies, as it requires less

ccess latency and reduces server load. 

The collaborative caching scheme, named as RPC [110] caches

opular video contents on the edge routers closer to users based

n the routers’ position or level in the network topology. The

aching scheme can adapt itself dynamically according to the

ser request thus requiring no prior knowledge of video content’s

opularity. The cache routers keep track the access counts for each

ontent locally and stores all the access counts of all the requested

ontents as a paired key-value structure (content name; access

ount). 

The caching decision of a content at a cache router depends

n three factors: the access counts of the requested content which

etermines the popularity of content, the topology value of the

ache router and the caching threshold value of the cache router

etermined by a specific method. The caching threshold value of

he root router is assumed to be precomputed and the caching

hreshold value of each cache router is calculated considering

ts topology level and the root cache router’s threshold value.

ontent is cached in a cache router either when the access counts

f a content becomes larger the caching threshold value of the

ache router or there is enough cache space left at the cache

outer to cache the content. RPC shows superiority comparing to

he popularity blind scheme CEE [27] and age-based popularity

aching scheme [39] while reducing server load and latency for

mall cache size. 

Statistical methods of recording content popularity and ranking

ontents according to the number of historical requests for calcu-

ating chunk-level video content popularity such as in [115] has

imitations especially for video applications. In the worst case,

he former requested video chunks with high number of past

equests can be judged as popular and selected to be cached, but

re no longer required in the future. So, the cache replacement

ethod, named Popularity Prediction Caching (PPC) [116] predicts

he chunk popularity of the video contents of a same stream using

he potential future requests other than the historical requests. 

The PPC method uses two processes to predict the future

opularity of the video chunks: Assist-Predict process that uses

he request information of neighboring chunks for prediction and

elf-Predict process that is based on the historical requests when

here is no reference chunk to assist the prediction process. There

re five system modules in a single cache node to support PPC

cheme. The Request Handling Module (RHM) records all the

ncoming requests and maintains the prediction-benefit entries.

he request recorder component in the RHM records the name,

ncoming time, and the incoming face of the request. The updater

omponent in HRM periodically triggers the request recorder

omponent to erase the historical records of chunks with request

ime gap larger than a predefined time threshold value. 

The Popularity Prediction Module (PPM) is the core module to

ealize the PPC scheme and accepts two types of inputs; the in-

oming content name and the cached content name and produces

he predicted future popularity of the incoming content and the

ached content as outputs. Whenever a video chunk reaches the

ache node and the cache space is full, PPM module is visited to
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make prediction. On the other way, the cached contents periodi-

cally visit the PPM module to update their future popularity. The

prediction classification component in the PPM module classifies

the input content name into self-predict or assist-predict based on

the historical request records in the request recorder component.

The predicted future popularity calculated by the PPM works as

the input of the Replacement Decision Module (RDM). The cached

popularity component in RDM is used for keeping record of the

future popularity of cached content, and the incoming popularity

component is used to keep record of the future popularity of the

newly incoming content. The RDM compares the least popular

record in the cached popularity with the record in incoming pop-

ularity and the chunk (either the least popular cached one or the

incoming one) having the least future popularity is evicted. There

is also a module named Deletion Handling Module (DHM) that

notifies an upstream cache node the decrease of future requests of

a chunk from an interface. The PPC shows superiority comparing

to the FIFO, LRU and LFU in terms of average cache hit ratio and

average delay as it caches the future most popular video chunks

while increasing the system complexity linearly. 

To remedy cache utilization challenges, the Chunk Caching Lo-

cation and Searching scheme (CLS) [121] addresses two objectives:

reducing the impact of cache replacement errors and achieving

cache exclusivity. Cache replacement error refers to the eviction of

a more popular content to cache less popular content, and cache

exclusivity can be achieved by reducing unnecessary repetitious

caching of the same content at multiple levels in a cache hierarchy.

To meet these objectives, CLS pulls-down and pushes-up content

chunks according to content popularity. Whenever a chunk gets a

cache hit at a cache router in a certain level, the hit content chunk

is pulled-down to a router in the preceding level (immediately be-

low) along the content delivery path. If a content chunk becomes

more popular, ultimately CLS brings the content chunk to a leaf

router, with each request pulling-down the chunk one hop closer

to the consumer. 

On the other hand, when a content chunk is evicted from a

cache router from a certain level, the chunk is pulled-back to the

cache router in the upper level. Thereby, a least popular content

chunk can be pushed back up until it reaches the content server.

During the content pull-down and push-up strategy, a caching trail

is created to assist content searching. This content pull-down and

push-up scheme avoids cache replacement errors and achieves

cache exclusivity by ensuring that there is always a copy of a

content chunk cached on the path between a content server and a

leaf cache router. 

For better utilization of cache space, Intra-domain Cooperative

Caching (IDCC) scheme [133] caches more varied types of popular

contents hierarchically in a local AS by reducing cache redun-

dancy. IDCC uses probabilistic caching depending on inlet traffic

speed, caching time and capacity, and conducts intra-domain

advertisements for popular contents. Cache routers cooperate in a

distributed way and store a number of hierarchical cached replicas

reducing redundancy and caching more popular content within a

local AS. Router load constraints are satisfied for load balancing

by storing multiple replicas of very popular contents at nearby

routers. Moreover, IDCC sets content age and increases the age ev-

ery time a content is accessed so that more popular contents can

stay at the cache nodes for longer time and avoid being replaced

too quickly. Although IDCC outperforms CEE [27] and ProbCache

[131] in terms of cache hit ratio, user delay and cross-AS traffic,

yet it suffers from scalability for highly popular content, as the

number of stored replicas in the AS depends on content popularity.

A generic two-layer hierarchical cache network in [123] caches

realistic Internet traffic consisting of four different types of con-

tents such as web pages, file sharing, user generated content (UGC)

and video on demand (VoD) content based on the popularity dis-
ributions, traffic shares, population size and size of the contents.

or evaluating the performance of the proposed cache hierarchy,

he Independent Reference Model (IRM) [134] is adopted to an-

lyze the significant differences between different characteristics

f the different contents. In the independent reference model, the

robability of a content request depends only on that content’s

opularity, not on the sequence of content requests that came

efore. The performance evaluations of the hierarchical cache

etwork demonstrate that, web page, file sharing and UGC roughly

ehave in the same way requiring larger storage space and follow

 Zipf popularity distribution law [135] with a low exponent. VoD

ontent demonstrates contrasting behavior to other Internet con-

ents, as it requires less cache space and dominates a larger traffic

hare. To significantly reduce bandwidth and publisher loads, it

as been suggested that large cache capacity can be economically

rovided in the network core, at the upper-layer caches to cache

eb pages, file sharing and UGC whereas VoD content should

e cached beneficially at the lower-layer caches near requesting

osts. Additionally, results on cache hit rates suggest that caching

erformance crucially depends on content popularity distribution,

nd it is important to establish the popularity distribution law of

oD contents, since these contents do not necessarily follow the

ipf popularity distribution. 

An on-path caching strategy named Least Unified Value (LUV)-

ath [136] caches new contents with different probabilities to

ush popular contents to the network edge, near consumers, to

mprove in-network storage. In LUV-path, upstream routers near

ontent providers have a higher probability than downstream

outers to cache new contents. As downstream routers are less

ikely to cache new contents, they cache popular contents hav-

ng greater requesting frequencies near consumers. According to

UV-path, if content cached at upstream routers gets increased

onsumer requests, later resulting in possible cache misses at

ownstream routers, then they are moved downward if they are

ctually popular. Hence, cache contents in upstream are more

ikely to be replaced and are usually less popular. Cache weight

s assigned in LUV-path reflecting content popularity along with

ache cost, where cost reflects the distance between the cache

outer and the content provider, reflecting the significance of

hat cache router. LUV-path is shown to be superior to FIFO and

FU under different network topologies and cache sizes, while it

educes average content retrieval latency and network traffic, and

lleviates pressure on the content provider. 

Another probabilistic caching scheme, named Prob-PD

127] uses a dynamic-content popularity approach to efficiently

eal with on-path caching. Prob-PD considers three factors in

aching decision: (a) content’s popularity ratio on a cache node

nd (b) the distance ratio of the same cache node and (c) the

ontent source. Any content’s popularity is compared only once

gainst other contents within a considered time interval (time

etween the arrival and first request for a content) to minimize

he complexity of calculating up-to-date dynamic content popular-

ty. Although Prob-PD shows superiority comparing to ProbCache

131] , CCE/LCE (Leave copy everywhere) [27] , Fixed probability

aching, LCD [137] and Degree centrality scheme [119] , attaining

igher cache hit rates and lesser cache replacement rates depends

n the nature of workload such as the total number of contents

ecause of the method of content popularity calculation. 

The Hierarchical Cluster-based Caching (HCC) scheme [112] con-

iders the content popularity in the edge cluster in a two-layer

ierarchical cluster-based cache topology. The two- layer hierar-

hical structure are called core layer and edge layer where the

ore layer does content routing and the edge layer does content

aching based on cache router importance value and the dynamic

ontent popularity value in a probabilistic way. The cluster head

s elected by the other two types of router, namely gateway and
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ember router using Weighted-based Clustering Algorithm (WCA).

he WCA considers three different factors based on the different

etwork scenarios and use cases to determine the cluster head

outer. The factors are: the reciprocal of the neighbor router degree

f a router, the average transmission time to all reachable routers

rom a router and the weighted based number of hops of a router.

he final score of a router is a weighted sum of all three factors

nd finally the WCA elects the cache router having the smallest

verall weight value as a cluster head. The cluster head router

orms the hierarchical cluster with a certain number of cache

outers based on the transmission times required to send mes-

ages from the cluster head to the other routers. The major roles

f the cluster head router are assigning node importance value to

he cache router based on the betweenness centrality value and

easuring the content popularity of the requested contents in the

dge cluster. Access routers in the edge cluster are connected to

he content requesters and responsible for counting and providing

he request rate of contents to their elected cluster head. Based on

he content popularity information reported by the access routers,

luster head makes a summary of requested content names and

heir popularity values within the cluster in descending order

hile making popularity classes using Zipf-Mandelbrot power-law

istribution [135] . Each requested content belongs to a popularity

lass based on its popularity score and the highest popularity

lass is named as Class 1 and the next popularity class is named

s class 2 and so on. The contents lying in some the top percent

f popularity classes are considered more popular, the remaining

ontents are considered less popular and these two groups of

ontents are treated differently while considered for caching. 

Finally, the cluster head router computes a probability matrix

onsidering the router importance and content popularity and

ends the probabilistic caching decisions to the important cache

outers so that the more important routers cache more popular

ontents and less popular routers cache the less important con-

ents. The HCC scheme performs better than the LCE [27] and LCD

137] in terms of average hop reduction and average router hit

hile having extra communication overhead. 

In order to make optimal caching and routing decisions,

he network coding-based cache management (NCCM) algorithm

pplies linear network coding (LNC) in [126] . The collaborated con-

ent routers report content request statistics periodically within a

xed time period to a software-defined networking (SDN)-based

ontroller. There are two modules in the controller to execute

he NCCM scheme: the first one calculates the popular content

et and the second one decides the caching strategy and content

outing based on the network status. In case of using LNC in ICNs,

ach content is firstly divided into data chunks of fixed size and

he LNC-enabled servers generate the coded data chunks of each

ontent. So, the data chunks cached in the routers and transmitted

n the network are linear combinations of the original data chunks.

he requesting users for contents only need to acquire a sufficient

umber of coded data chunks from any set of content routers

o recover the original content as different coded data chunks

re linearly independent. To facilitate the popularity prediction of

he contents, each content router (which is an open flow switch)

aintains a counter for retrieving the local content request statis-

ics, sends the request statistics collection to the controller and

he content popularity is inferred directly from these statistical

nformation using the measurement module of the controller.

ence, the controller determines the local popular content request

et for each of the router and set of popular contents for the

hole network. Assuming that most traffic in the network belongs

o popular contents downloading, the NCCM scheme tries to

ptimally cache the coded data chunks of popular contents within

 threshold value to minimize both the network bandwidth cost

nd cache cost by jointly optimizing caching strategy and content
outing. In case of the unpopular contents, the controller or edge

ontent routers route the content requests to the original servers. 

An analytical and simulation based study is conducted to eval-

ate the caching performance of CCN considering several aspects

uch as content popularity, cache size, catalog size (number of files

nd their respective average sizes), network topologies, single-path

nd multi-path routing strategies of the content requests to the

ache points and several cache decision and cache replacement

olicies in [35] . The simulation results demonstrate that the impact

f network topology is quite limited as the replacement policies

lmost show indistinguishable performance over all the topologies.

or single-path routing scenario, the considered decision and

eplacement policies perform almost the same. Multi-path routing

orsens overall system performance playing against CCN effi-

iency, possibly causing pollution of caches as missing data travel-

ing back to the requester which cause cache evictions on multiple

aches, offsetting the advantage of reaching a higher number of

aches. Finally, catalog and popularity settings play crucial roles

ecoming the key factors in caching performance as the network-

entric performance metrics such as cache diversity, cache hit and

ser-centric metric such as path stretch (number of CCN hops that

 data chunk actually travels normalized over the path length until

he content originator) are greatly influenced by these factors. 

Another analytical model to characterize the performance of

hunk based data transfer in CCN is proposed by Giovanna et al. in

104] . The authors develop their analytical model to capture both

he single cache and multi cache scenario. 

The findings of the analytical framework reveal that the system

hroughputs mainly depend on content popularity, cache size and

ache content size. They also show that content request aggrega-

ion can have a significant impact on the cache miss rate for a

iven cache node in CCN. Table 2 highlights the main attributes of

he Content popularity-based caching schemes. 

.2. Location-based caching schemes 

Location-based caching schemes select specific routers in the

etwork as cache nodes or cache routers, which have higher prob-

bilities of attaining cache hits compared to the other routers of

he network. Location-based caching strategies are mainly divided

nto two categories: topological-based or neighborhood-based. 

Topological-based caching schemes consider several standard 

raph-centrality metrics as the allocation criteria of the cache

odes such as betweenness centrality measured by the number

f times a node lies on the data delivery path between all pairs

f nodes in a network topology or degree centrality (the number

f links incident upon a node) [112,117–119] . Several topological-

ased approaches propose to cache popular contents at the access

etwork and less popular contents near the core network or

uggest that, access and core networks should cache contents

ased on the types of contents [39,123] . These approaches reduce

elay and publisher load because of caching popular contents near

nd users. 

Several approaches propose caching schemes to provide en-

anced mobility support, reduce average content retrieval latency

nd facilitate efficient caching for dynamic network topologies

40,112,117,124,138] . We name these approaches as neighborhood-

ased schemes because, the content routers can explore and

xchange nearby cache contents utilizing the neighbor cache

paces. Figs. 5 and 6 show topological-based and neighborhood-

ased caching schemes. 

In Fig. 5 , a betweenness centrality-based topological-based

cheme [117] is depicted. In this scheme, the highest between-

ess centrality valued cache node (R 4 ) only caches the content

nstead of indiscriminate caching at all nodes as it has the highest

robability of getting cache hits along the content delivery paths.
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Table 2 

Overview of Content Popularity-Based Schemes. 

Caching Schemes Content Popularity-Based 

Collaborative forwarding & caching [37] Considers static(consistent) and dynamic(inconsistent) popularity to rank contents 

Popularity-driven [34] Considers static and dynamic popularity where content popularity is measured by the 

aggregated request statistics 

StreamCache [115] Considers consistent popularity where popularity is measured by the aggregated request 

statistics collected and forwarded by downward routers 

NCPP [111] Static content popularity along with node utilization ration value take caching decisions 

Efficiency of on- and off-path [109] Considers consistent popularity to efficiently utilize the available caches to store more contents 

PopCache [36] Cache routers cache probabilistically based on consistent content popularity 

RPC [110] Compares dynamic popularity value of content with the caching threshold value of cache router 

to take caching decision 

HCC [112] Cluster head router considers dynamic content popularity value to take caching decisions in the 

edge cluster 

PPC [116] Future popular video chunks are predicted to take caching decisions dynamically 

CLS [121] Considers dynamic popularity to push up and pull down content along content delivery path 

Value-based [132] Considers dynamic popularity, delay and age of content to take caching decisions 

Towards on-path [127] Considers dynamic popularity and distance from the content source to the cache node 

WAVE [38] Considers locality of content requests to adjust the number of content chunks to be cached 

dynamically 

Age-based [39] Dynamic content popularity is used to guide content age 

Impact of traffic [123] Content popularity distribution is considered to characterize different types of contents while 

considering locality of content requests 

Caching performance of CCN [35] Reveals catalog and popularity settings as the key factors in caching performance of CCN by 

thorough simulation campaign considering different popularity settings 

Content hierarchical intra-domain [133] Content popularity dynamically determines content age and number of replicas of content to 

cache content probabilistically within a time interval 

Caching from content delivery path [136] Considers content popularity to assign cache weights dynamically and avoids bookkeeping of 

popularity of large set of contents 

NCCM [126] Software-defined networking (SDN)-based controller calculates content popularity periodically 

(dynamically) based on statistical information 

Fig. 5. Topology-based (Betweenness centrality-based) caching scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Neighborhood-based caching scheme. 
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Hence, when a content request is routed from consumer C 1 to the

server for content A and the desired content A is routed back to

the consumer C 1 , only the node R 4 having highest betweenness

value is selected as a cache node for caching content A. 

Fig. 6 shows the basic idea of neighborhood-based caching

schemes, where a neighborhood of cache routers is selected based

on the cache decision policy and the neighbor cache routers ex-

plore and exchange cache information with nearby cache routers

to utilize the neighbor cache spaces. For an example, in Fig. 6 ,

content routers R 1 , R 2 and R 3 form a neighborhood to make

caching decisions by exploring and exchanging cache information

with one another to improve caching performance. 
In the following section, we describe core location-based

aching schemes. 

.2.1. Topological-Based schemes 

Instead of caching indiscriminately, Chai et al. propose a

entrality based-scheme in [117] aiming to investigate whether

aching less can actually achieve more by only caching contents

t some specific subset of cache nodes. The authors propose a

etweenness centrality-based scheme that caches contents only

t the cache nodes with higher betweenness values, these having

he highest probability of getting cache hits along the content

elivery paths. The authors also propose an approximation of

heir betweenness centrality scheme, based on the concept of ego

etwork betweenness [139] for dynamic network environments.

he proposed schemes perform better than the universal caching

27] in case of hop reduction ratio and server hit reduction ratio. 
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Betweenness centrality value is also used in [112] to calculate

he importance of cache routers by measuring the rates or the

requencies of the cache router involved in the shortest path

outing in a cluster. Betweenness centrality gives high rating to

hose cache routers that are likely to handle majority of traffic

nd hence selects these routers as important cache routers. To

mprove the cache hit ratio, clusters of cache routers are formed

n a two-layer hierarchy consisting of cluster head, gateway and

ember routers and the selected cluster head router collects the

nformation of betweenness centrality value of all routers and

ontent popularity values of the requested contents and then

alculates the probability matrix of caching as a pair by producing

on-zero caching values where the important routers cache the

opular contents and less important routers cache the less popular

ontents in a probabilistic way. 

Aiming to improve the transmission efficiency of content

issemination, the node-content pass probability (NCPP) caching

cheme [111] uses the topological attribute of cache node such as

he node utilization ratio (NUR) along with the content popularity

o take caching decision. The importance of a node is measured by

he concept of NUR that depends on the network topology and the

ontent routing algorithm. NUR has been defined as an effective

etric for characterizing the traffic load distribution and how

requently a cache node is chosen to relay content packets in the

etwork while considering user distribution, server distribution

nd different content delivery paths [130] . 

The NCPP value is computed considering both the NUR value

f cache node and the popularity of content. In case of caching,

he contents are ranked based on their popularities and the most

opular content is cached at the cache node having the largest

CPP value, the second most popular content is cached at the

ache node having the second largest NCPP value and the rest of

he contents are cached in the same manner. So, eventually the

ost popular content gets cached at the cache node having the

ighest NUR value. As the NUR metric can be used for effective re-

ource allocation in communication networks [130] , a NUR–based

esource allocation mechanism is also proposed to allocate the

ransmission capacity and the cache capacity to the cache nodes. 

The NUR–based resource allocation mechanism allocates re-

ources proportionally to the NUR values to the cache nodes.

ence, the cache nodes with higher NUR values can have larger

ransmission rate and cache size eventually caching more contents,

mproving the cache hit ratios and alleviating the server load. The

CPP scheme performs better than the random caching scheme

y providing smaller server hit ratio but does not provide any

heoretical analysis of its performance and highly depends on the

umber of contents. 

To provide efficient content dissemination, the ICN architecture,

amed Cache Aware Target Identification (CATT) [118] focuses

n two major components: caching and routing. For caching,

ATT uses Topology Aware Caching mechanism, where content is

ached at the cache node having the highest degree along the data

ownloading path since a large degree node can be reached from

he other nodes with less latency than a smaller degree node.

ompared to Traffic Aware Caching [117] , the proposed scheme

erforms better and achieves availability, adaptability, diversity,

nd robustness. 

The caching performance of CCN, emphasizing several graph-

elated centrality metrics as allocation criteria of cache space het-

rogeneously across the network has been studied in [119] . To al-

ocate or distribute cache space heterogeneously among the nodes,

egree, betweenness value, closeness (distance between a node to

ll the other nodes), graph (distance from a node to the farthest

ode) and eccentricity (the maximum distance from a node to all

ther nodes) centralities for the cache nodes are considered. Simu-

ation results show that, performance gain by heterogeneity of the
ache spaces is very limited compared to homogeneous allocation,

nd degree centrality is the most robust cache allocation metric

or different network topologies and popularity settings. 

To cache a realistic Internet traffic mix, consisting of four

ain types of contents such as web pages, file sharing, UGC and

oD, a two-layer cache hierarchy is proposed in [123] . The cache

ierarchy reduces bandwidth requirements and server load for

CN. In the simple hierarchical cache network, the lower layer or

rst layer of caches near to the requesting end users are located

n access routers, consisting of a large number of similarly sized

ontent stores. The second layer typically consists of a set of co-

rdinated storage facilities situated within the network core. The

erformance evaluations of the hierarchical cache network suggest

hat, web pages, file sharing and UGC, require large cache space

nd should be cached in the upper layer, near the core network.

n the contrary, VoD content requires less cache space, has high

nd increasing traffic share and should be cached advantageously

n the lower layer at access router caches, near the end users. 

Contents are distributed hierarchically in such a way that the

ost popular contents are cached at the access network or net-

ork edge near end users and least popular contents are cached

ear the server in [39] . Content ages are dynamically configured

uch that, the popular contents are spread to the network edge

educing network delay and publisher load. Redundant content

eplications are removed at the intermediate routers for efficient

tilization of network storage. This age-based hierarchical scheme

s shown to be more effective than FIFO and LRU schemes, but is

ncapable of maintaining highly dynamic contents. 

.2.2. Neighborhood-based schemes 

The Selective Neighbor Caching (SNC) approach in [40] selects

n appropriate subset of neighboring proxies that are one hop

way from the proxy to which a mobile is currently connected to

or proactively caching information requests and the corresponding

nformation for enhancing seamless mobility in ICN architectures.

ere, the neighbor corresponds to the mobile’s sequence of at-

achment points, not the geographic proximity, and the proxies

re considered as special caches having additional functionalities

f handling information requests on behalf of mobiles and can

re-fetch and cache information, matching a mobile’s requests

hile the mobile is in handover phase or disconnected from

he network. Aiming at minimizing the target cost function, the

uthors propose finding a subset of neighboring proxies, where an

ndividual proxy is selected to proactively cache content matching

he mobiles’ subscriptions, if this caching is beneficial in terms of

xpected average delay and proactive caching cost. 

The cache replacement method named PPC [116] has analyzed

nd derived the relationship among the neighboring video chunks

n the same video stream from the viewpoint of video user

atching behavior to predict and cache the future most popular

ontent chunks and evict those with least future popularity while

sing neighborhood-based popularity prediction process. Based on

he analysis results, PPC utilizes the known request information

f the neighboring video chunks to predict the popularity of the

ollowing incoming video chunks and this neighborhood-based

rediction process is named as Assist-Predict process. When there

s no available neighboring chunk to assist the prediction that can

ccur when the first incoming request arrives, or a user fast for-

ards a video by skipping part of the video, as an alternative pre-

iction process, Self-Predict process is used where a video chunk

ses its own historical requests to predict the future popularity.

 system model (described earlier) comprising of five modules

s built in the cache nodes to support PPC replacement scheme.

mong the five modules of the cache node, the PPM module

xecutes the neighborhood-based assist-prediction process or the
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historical-based self-prediction process to calculate the predicted

future popularity of incoming content and the cached content. 

The two-layer HCC scheme [112] aims to improve in-network

caching efficiency by grouping the network into several multiple

autonomous groups named as clusters and then a centralized

cluster head is nominated for each of the cluster to make caching

decision in a centralized way based on a caching probability

matrix. In the tow-layer hierarchical clustering architecture, core

layer routers do not cache any content and only focus on content

routing. In edge layer, routers are dedicated to cache contents

while responding promptly to requesting users. Edge cluster

routers provide connectivity to content providers and users and

can be of three types, namely cluster head, gateway and member.

Gateway is a border router between two clusters that can partic-

ipate in the cluster head election and forwards content interests

and Data packets among different clusters. Member is the router

having the right to vote for the cluster head and cache content

temporarily. Cluster head is the cluster controller elected by other

cluster members based on Weighted-based Clustering Algorithm

(WCA) while considering the neighbor node degree, the average

transmission time and the weighted based hops of a node. 

The cluster head node selects the top nodes as the cluster

members forming a cluster based on the rank of transmission time

from cluster head to other nodes through exchanging messages.

The cluster head then calculates the node importance of the node

inside the formed cluster based on the betweenness centrality of

a node and all the members, gateways are ranked based on their

importance inside the cluster. A probability matrix combines the

node importance along with the content popularity to form a pair

indicating a non-zero caching probability such as more important

nodes have higher probability for caching higher popularity class

of contents and the less important nodes have higher probability to

cache less popular contents while having LRU replacement policy. 

For infrastructure-less networks having dynamic topologies

such as self-organizing, ad hoc and mobile networks, a selective

caching strategy based on the concept of ego network between-

ness [139] selects higher betweenness-centrality valued nodes as

caching nodes within immediate neighborhoods in [117] . For each

node, the ego-network consists of that node along with its imme-

diate neighbors and all links among those neighbor. The proposed

ego network betweenness scheme outperforms indiscriminate

caching scheme [27] and random caching scheme in terms of hop

reduction ratio and server hit reduction ratio for large scale real

world Internet topology. 

A neighborhood-based cooperative caching strategy for time-

shifted TV for CCN is proposed in [140] . In the proposed policy,

cache routers do not cache all content chunks routed by them,

but only a subset following a designed modulo function-based

technique and exchange caching information within their 2 hops

neighbors. This scheme performs better than LRU, in terms of

increased caching diversity and reduced cross domain traffic. 

Dong et al. propose a caching scheme [141] , where the cache

router broadcasts its cached content information, within its vicin-

ity and directs content requests to explore nearby cached copies

to avoid the low neighborhood cache utilization problem. The

region of neighborhood is increased sequentially hop-by-hop basis

in the proposed scheme. The authors also develop a rigorous

mathematical model to formulate the caching decision problem as

an optimization problem. To solve the optimization problem, an

Independent Allocation algorithm is proposed for providing opti-

mal cache replacement policy while keeping the routers Content

Broadcast (CB) enabled to their neighbors. 

For locating or routing to the requested cache contents, Po-

tential Based Routing (PBR) scheme [118] defines a scalar value

named potential value for every content provider node and the

provider node floods this potential value through advertisement
essages within a limited scope of a neighborhood such as within

 couple of hops. The nodes receiving this message, calculate

heir own potential values for a content based on the information

arried in the advertisement message under the assumption that

he potential value increases in proportion to the distance. After a

otential field is defined within a limited scope of a neighborhood,

henever a node receives a user request from a requesting host,

t simply forwards the request to one of its neighbor content

rovider nodes having the lowest potential value. 

The cooperative caching strategy for CCN in [142] is especially

esigned for large scale video stream delivery in an intra-domain

nvironment (an ISP). In the caching strategy, a small group of

ache routers along the nearest neighborhood exchanges local

nformation to take caching decision and request routing based on

ash-based and directory-based cooperative scheme. A distributed

lgorithm is presented for assigning levels to the content routers

ased on neighborhood and a hash function is used to take co-

perative caching decision among the small neighborhoods. This

roposed strategy outperforms LRU and LFU schemes in terms of

aching diversity and reduced inter-domain traffic revealing ISP-

riendliness for VoD and time-shifted TV within an administrative

omain. However, as the neighborhood or cluster of cooperative

ontent routers grows, the inter-communication overhead among

he caches increases. 

The collaborative caching scheme MuNCC [124] aims to utilize

eighborhood caching capacity of content routers to provide better

ache utilization to improve user QoE as well as reduce costs by

educing the need to transit other networks while having negligi-

le communication overhead. There are two basic building blocks

f the neighborhood-based scheme which are the construction

nd exchange of Attenuated Bloom Filter and the coordinated

ache eviction. MuNCC employs attenuated Bloom filters (BFs) to

ggregate cache states within a particular level of the neighbor-

ood of each cache router that allows neighbors’ caches to be

tilized to serve content requests with low latency and overhead.

ny content request is directed first to the neighbor cache routers

ased on the aggregated cache state information stored as a set of

ttenuated BFs to get better cache hit incurring low latency. 

In MuNCC, a cache router never caches a content if the con-

ent is found in a neighborhood cache router to reduce content

edundancy. A cache router caches a content if the content request

s not satisfied by the neighboring routers and forwarded to the

ontent source while using LFU replacement policy. A two-layer

ontent Store (CS) is deigned to collaborate the cache eviction

here the primary layer of the CS ensures the availability of

dvertised contents among the neighbor routers and the candidate

victed item is transferred to the secondary layer of the CS instead

f being directly deleted. The effectiveness of MuNCC has been

emonstrated comparing against LCD [137] and ProbCache [131] in

erms of cache hit ratio and latency. 

A scalable content routing scheme, dubbed SCAN [138] realizes

ontent aware networking among neighboring cache routers. In

CAN, cache router first performs default IP routing ensuring

eachability of the requested content and additionally does scan-

ing to locate the nearby multiple cache copies of the requested

ontent in its vicinity by looking up its local cache information

nd neighbor cache information for efficient content delivery. 

able 3 highlights the main attributes of the Location-based

aching schemes. 

.3. Collaboration-based caching schemes 

Collaboration among cache nodes can improve caching effi-

iency where the cache nodes can cooperate with one another to

ake caching decisions. Many studies investigated the effective-

ess of collaboration in ICN caching and propose collaboration-
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Table 3 

Overview of Location-Based Schemes. 

Caching Schemes 

Location-Based 

Topology Neighborhood 

Cache “less for more” [117] Betweenness centrality-based value is used to 

select the cache node 

Ego network based on immediate 

neighborhood of nodes for large dynamic 

network topology 

CATT [118] Topology aware caching is used Content provider advertises potential value of 

content along its neighbor hops 

HCC [112] The importance value of cache router is 

determined by the betweenness value of the 

cache router 

Cluster head, gateway and the member cache 

routers form the edge cluster as a 

neighborhood to cache contents 

Age-based [39] Content age is determined by location of 

content router 

On sizing CCN content stores [119] Heterogeneous cache allocation based on 

graph- centrality metrics 

Caching performance of CCN [35] Considers generalized network topologies and 

a standard binary tree topology 

NCPP [111] Node utilization ratio (NUR) value selects the 

cache node 

PPC [116] Neighborhood-based prediction is used to 

calculate the future popularity of incoming 

video content and the cached content 

MuNCC [124] Neighbor cache routers collaboratively take 

caching decisions and cache eviction decisions 

Time-shifted TV [140] Content routers exchange information within 

closest neighbors 

SCAN [138] Content routers exchange content routing 

information among neighbors 

Proactive caching [40] Proactive selective-neighborhood caching to 

support enhanced seamless mobility 

Optimal caching with content broadcast [141] Addresses low neighborhood cache utilization 

problem 

Cooperative Caching [142] Small group of routers exchange messages for 

caching decisions within an ISP 
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Fig. 7. Collaboration-based caching schemes. 
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ased caching schemes [34,37,39,109,120,121] . The main advantage

f collaborative caching is that caching redundancy is reduced,

ince the same content is not unnecessarily copied at multiple

ache nodes. Moreover, it improves cache diversity by ensuring

hat, huge diverse contents are cached by the cache nodes which

ltimately results in minimized access latency for content retrieval

nd improved response time [12] . However, collaborative caching

uffers from notable drawbacks, mainly in terms of communication

verhead due to exchange of control messages among cache nodes

ecessary for co-operation, and the extra latency occurring for

xchanging such control messages. 

Collaboration among caching nodes is typically either explicit

r implicit. In case of explicit collaboration, all caching nodes in an

S or the cache nodes in a neighborhood can exchange their states

r summaries of states, in addition to information on content pop-

larity, content access patterns, and cache network topology. Using

his exchanged information, caching nodes can make caching deci-

ions and control resource allocation [120] . The main limitations of

xplicit schemes are the additional cost incurred for the communi-

ation overhead and the complexity of the coordination algorithms.

n the other hand, implicit collaboration remedies the require-

ent of exchanging elaborate information among caching nodes,

nd depends on local cache management policies by exchanging

imited information among caching nodes; typically restrained to

he content delivery paths. This happens at the expense of lower

ache diversity, as such implicit policies cannot fully utilize the

ache spaces available from other neighboring caches [120,121] . 

In Fig. 7 , we show the basic concept of explicit and implicit

ollaborated caching schemes using the same network topology.

ig. 7 shows that, for the explicit scheme, cache nodes R 1 , R 2 ,

 3 , R 4 and R 5 exchange caching information with their 1-hop

eighbors beyond the content delivery paths to make caching de-

isions. On the other hand, for the same network topology, cache
odes R 6 , R 8 and R 10 or R 7 , R 9 and R 10 collaborate by exchanging

nformation in a limited extent along the content delivery paths

nly in a hierarchical fashion for the implicit scheme. 

.3.1. Explicit collaboration-based schemes 

The main objectives of the collaborative forwarding and caching

cheme for CCN in [37] , where popularity is ranking-based, are

o use global collaboration among routers in an AS for improv-

ng caching performance. Additionally, the scheme coordinates

aching with content request routing to further optimize network

erformance. Collaboration is guided by the popularity ranking

equence of content generated by each participating router. The

uthors introduce a collaborative caching and forwarding table
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and propose a self-adaptive dual segment cache design algorithm

to deal with the dynamic popularity inconsistency experienced

by the different routers. The proposed scheme outperforms the

hierarchical scheme as hierarchical caching only uses the on-route

hierarchical caches instead of utilizing all the available cache

spaces from other nearby routers’ caches. 

Location selection and content popularity are jointly considered

in a cooperative model for making caching decisions in the HCC

scheme [112] . HCC uses collaborative caching approach by allowing

devices to exchange information among a group or a cluster for

more effective caching and less redundancy. To manage the com-

munication overheads, communication messages are exchanged

in a two-layer hierarchical cluster-based architecture. The core

layer routers perform only content routing and the edge layer

routers perform content caching depending their importance val-

ues calculated by the cluster head node in a cluster. In generally,

more important routers cache more popular contents, while less

important routers cache less popular contents, and non-important

routers perform no caching. Cache routers exchange information

collaboratively and dynamically to adjust their caching roles and

the management of caching and message exchange is done by

clustering. The communication overhead of the HCC occurs both

in the initialization phase and update phase of formation of a

hierarchical cluster when the cluster head router and other cache

routers exchange messages to form a cluster. Moreover, cluster

head also collects the information of betweenness centrality value

of other routers to define the importance value of the routers as

caching candidates and also collects the content popularity values

from the access routers. After the collections, cluster head calcu-

lates the probability matrix to make caching decisions considering

the router importance and the content popularity values. The

cluster head also periodically updates the probability matrix and

popularity class list and exchanges these updated information with

the cache routers as the content popularity changes from time to

time. All the important cache routers start to cache contents upon

receiving the probability matrix result from the cluster head. 

Three explicit collaborated schemes: Basic, Adapted and Stacked

in [109] cache contents according to content popularity and work

hierarchically. The Basic scheme utilizes all cache nodes in the tree

to store contents resulting in a better cache hit efficiency but poor

mean hop delay to get cache hit. The Adapted scheme requires

more coordination than the Basic scheme, but offers the same

cache hit efficiency while offering minimum possible mean hop

delay to get cache hit. Stacked scheme requires less coordination

than the other two variants at the expense of increased cache

redundancy. All three schemes perform better than uncoordinated

on-path popularity based scheme accompanied with LRU and LFU

replacement policies, in terms of cache hit efficiency, mean hop

delay, and power consumption. 

An explicit collaborated in-network caching scheme guided by

traffic engineering, named TECC, is proposed in [143] . The authors

formulate a joint optimization problem of content caching and

routing, and further decouple the problem as two sub problems.

The network model is a non-structured flat network where all

cache nodes collaborate to fetch content. TECC outperforms an

implicit coordinated hierarchical scheme in terms of average link

utilization, server load reduction and user experienced latency.

This is because, in TECC, explicit coordinated peer nodes largely

absorb cache misses. 

The caching strategy in [140] aims to handle large video

streams with on-demand access for CCN to minimize cross-

domain traffic for ISP. The content routers minimize the amount

of queries which are handled by the origin servers outside the ISP

network for time-shifted TV. In the proposed strategy, a content

router does not cache all the content chunks routed through it,

but only a few of those which can satisfy the designed modulo
unction with LRU policy. Each content router collaborates with its

eighbors to distribute and search content chunks by maintaining

wo new tables: Collaborative Router Table (CRT) and Collaborative

ontent Store (CCS). This proposed scheme outperforms the LRU

olicy by achieving increased caching diversity and reduced cross-

omain traffic of an ISP, incurring insignificant increased average

esponse time. 

The neighborhood-based explicit collaborated caching scheme

n [141] minimizes the average content retrieval latency by solving

he low neighborhood cache utilization problem. To collaborate

ith neighbors, instead of remaining silent after contents are

ached, a content router explicitly advertises or broadcasts its

aching information with its neighbors. The proposed scheme

utperforms other Content Broadcast (CB) enabled policies, such

s CB-LRU and CB-LPFO (Least-Popular-First-Out) in terms of

verage content retrieval latency while incurring communication

verhead. 

In the SNC approach [40] , selected one-hop away neighbor

roxies of a proxy to which currently a mobile is connected to

ollaboratively take proactive caching decisions to minimize the

obility costs while ensuring seamless mobility. The decision

f joining a proxy in a subset to proactively cache information

equests and the corresponding information items matching a

obile’s requests is taken locally by the neighbor proxies based

n a designed cost function. The cost function tells whether the

roxy’s joining to the subset of proxies results into caching gain

reater than the caching cost or not. SNC attains better caching

ain comparing with full proactive caching approach where all the

ne-hop away neighbors are selected for proactive caching and no

roactive caching approach. 

For every content router, the SCAN [138] scheme maintains a

ocal content table (LCT) consisting of its own cache information

nd a content routing table (CRT) consisting of the cache informa-

ion of neighbor routers. Whenever a router on the data delivery

ath gets a content request from a requesting host, it performs

efault IP routing to the original server of the requested content

nd then scans by looking up its LCT and CRT to search multiple

ache copies of the requested content. In SCAN, content routers

xchange content routing information periodically using their LCTs

nd CRTs with their neighbor routers. Bloom filters [144] are used

or information compression to achieve scalability. Additionally,

nformation decaying process is used to mitigate the negative

ffect of false positive decisions. 

A hash-based, and directory-based collaborative caching strat-

gy caches large video-streams with on demand access to reduce

ross-domain traffic in [142] . Selected content routers based on

atency collaborate within a small nearest neighbor to efficiently

ache contents by eliminating caching redundancy among adjacent

outers within a single administrative domain. The cooperative

cheme assigns labels to the content routers in a distributed way

nd uses a modulo function to determine the caching location of

 content. Additionally, the scheme requires two new tables inte-

rated in a content router, named Cooperative Router Table (CRT)

nd Cooperative Content Store (CCS) for request routing. The coop-

rative scheme improves caching diversity and especially reduces

nter-domain traffic in an intra-domain environment for two pop-

lar applications: VoD and time-shifted TV under realistic network

onditions comparing with non-cooperative LRU and LFU schemes.

If more accesses can be done within an AS to retrieve content

nstead of going outside, the better caching performance can

e achieved by saving cross-AS traffic. Based on this idea, IDCC

133] uses probabilistic caching based on cache capacity, caching

ime and traffic speed and avoids caching unnecessary replicas of

ontents by intra-domain cooperation among the cache routers ex-

hanging content advertisement messages within the AS. Within a

ocal AS, cached contents are advertised throughout the whole AS. 
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To reduce caching redundancy, cache routers cooperate with

ne another using content advertisements guaranteeing that con-

ents are cached only once in the AS unless any router becomes

verloaded caching too many popular contents. The most popular

ontents can be replicated more than once by the cooperating

earby routers for load balancing. IDCC performs better than CEE

27] and ProbCache [131] in terms of cache hit ratio, user delay

nd cross-AS traffic unless the popular contents are very concen-

rated as number of replicas cached in the AS can be extremely

arge in this case. 

In exploring the impact of varying traffic patterns, a caching

echanism named MuNCC [124] aims to provide a scalable and

fficient collaborative caching strategy by achieving not only better

ache utilization but also minimum communication overhead

o minimize coordination cost. In MuNCC, a cache router can

orward content request leveraging explicit information exchanged

ith its direct neighbors to assess whether another router in its

eighborhood can satisfy the request from its local cache or not.

ttenuated Bloom Filters (BFs) filers are used to aggregate the

xchanged cache states information within the neighborhoods

f each cache router and utilizing these aggregated information,

ontent requests can be served with low latency and overhead. If a

ontent request cannot be satisfied from the neighborhood of the

equester, then it is forwarded towards the content producer in

he normal manner. To collaboratively cache contents and satisfy

ontent requests, the CS of the cache router is partitioned in two

ayers named as primary cache and secondary cache, additional

orwarding states are stored in the Pending Interest Table (PIT) and

he forwarding algorithm is altered in MuNcc. The primary cache

pace holds 90% cache space of CS and caches the contents which

re advertised in the cache summaries in the exchanged cache

nformation. A coordinated cache eviction scheme is also designed

o increase cache diversity and consequently the overall cache-hit

atio while ensuring that evicted contents remain available nearby.

n case of cache eviction, if a content needs to be evicted from the

rimary cache, instead of being immediately deleted, the evicted

ontent is transferred to the secondary cache of CS and LFU re-

lacement policy is used when the secondary cache becomes full.

uNCC uses two algorithms named Request Handler and Request

elper to collaborate content caching and request routing within

 neighborhood. Request Handler algorithm is invoked when a

ontent router receives incoming content requests and the Request

andler algorithm invokes Request Helper algorithm as required

o route the content requests within a particular level of the

eighborhood. 

To enable cooperation among distributed content routers and

ake caching and routing decisions, the cache management

ramework in [126] collects cooperation related information such

s content request rates and the current cache status using a

oftware-defined networking (SDN)-based controller. In the pro-

osed framework, an ICN consisting of distributed content routers,

 controller, and LNC-enabled servers has been considered. The

ooperating content routers monitor content requests from its end

ocal users and send content request statistics periodically to the

entral controller. The controller gathers content request statistics

rom each content router and determines the local popular content

equest set for each content router and pre-configures the route to

hese set of contents. The controller predicts a popular content set

rom all the gathered statistical information from the collaborated

outers, configures the content routers to cache popular contents

nd route content requests and deliver contents. 

.3.2. Implicit collaboration-based schemes 

An implicit collaborated scheme called CLS [121] for CCN aims

o improve network performance by increasing cache exclusivity

y caching more diverse contents in the network. The CLS scheme
nsures that there is at most one single copy of a content chunk

ached on the content delivery path between a content server

nd a leaf cache router. This single copy of each content chunk is

ulled down one level towards the leaf router by each request and

ushed up one level towards the server by the cache eviction. The

dea behind this pull-down and push-up is to avoid amplification

f cache replacement and achieve cache exclusivity. 

Additionally, a caching trail of content chunk, which stores the

hunk caching history, is built up during the chunk cached up

nd down, which can direct the searching policy of that content

hunk in the future which eventually reduces the server workload

nd file download time. CLS performs slightly better than other

chemes such as indiscriminate caching [27] and another implicit

ollaborated caching scheme named Leave Copy Down (LCD)

137] in terms of average cache hit ratio and server load reduction.

he authors justify the slight supremacy of their scheme because

f the considered three-level test-bed, the performance of CLS

hould be validated in a larger architecture setting with many

ierarchical levels to prove its supremacy over others. 

A simple, transparent and best-effort content caching policy,

amed Breadcrumbs is developed in [120] to forward queries to

earch contents. The proposed approach is best-effort in that,

orwarded content requests may or may not locate the content

hile being routed among the cache nodes. There is a minimal

mount of per-file information regarding content caching history

ermed as “breadcrumbs”, which is stored at the cache spaces of

he collaborating content routers. 

The proposed query routing policy, named Best Effort CONtent

earch (BECONS) uses Breadcrumbs for locating contents. BE-

ONS query routing policy needs implicit coordination among the

ache nodes along the content delivery path to forward content

ueries in a hierarchical infrastructure. Although Breadcrumbs is

n implicit best-effort policy, it performs better by locating cached

ontents more frequently and reduces the load on the source more

han the considered two explicit collaborated schemes when the

ache size is relatively small. The Breadcrumbs scheme though

ocuses only on content searching without considering the cache

lacement policy. 

Although every content router makes caching decisions inde-

endently, there exists implicit collaboration among the content

outers in WAVE [38] . This collaboration exists in a hierarchical

anner and avoids inefficient caching situations, such as redun-

ant caching, resulting in efficient content delivery. WAVE uses

mplicit cache coordination in such a way, that an upstream

ontent router recommends caching of a content chunk to its

ownstream router by marking the chunk when it is forwarded

rom the server to the requesting host. If the cache space of the

ownstream router is full, or it follows its own caching policy, the

ecommendation may be not followed and caching recommenda-

ion can be forwarded further to the downstream routers. WAVE

ushes the chunks for caching in the direction of the incoming

equests in a hop-by-hop manner and selects the victim chunks

or replacement using LRU policy. WAVE shows superiority com-

aring with several other uncoordinated caching schemes such as

llCache [27] , and Fixed probability caching. 

Content age is set in a manner such that, the further a content

s from a server, the longer age it has and the more popular a con-

ent is, the longer age it has by the age-based cooperative caching

cheme in [39] . The cache routers dynamically set content age in

n implicit cooperated manner such that, the popular contents

re spread near to the end users at network edge for longer and

nnecessary caching is eliminated at the intermediate routers. The

ollaborative routers replace contents when the age of content

xpires and the cache space of a content router becomes full. The

mplicit coordinated age-based scheme performs better than the

on-coordinated FIFO and LRU approaches in terms of aggregated
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network delay, end user delay, and server load reduction evaluated

under real network topologies. 

To efficiently utilize the cache router’s storage capacity, the

router position-based cooperative caching scheme RPC [110] con-

siders the position of routers as the main caching parameter. The

main idea of RPC is to push popular contents closer to the cus-

tomers (users or enterprises) and less popular contents to near the

core network to reduce the publisher load and the network delay.

The routers along the content delivery paths collaboratively take

the caching decisions based on the topology values of the routers. 

In RPC, the topology level value of a router is calculated by

adding 1 to the value of its immediate upstream router’s topology

level. This topology level value and the root router’s caching

threshold value are transmitted from the upstream routers to

the downstream cache routers in a collaborated way along the

content delivery path. This collaboration among the cache routers

is light-weight as this happens only once during the procedure of

determining the caching threshold value incurring low overhead.

RPC assigns a caching threshold value to each router based on

the position of a router (topology level) and the root router’s

caching threshold value. The root router’s caching threshold is pre-

configured, and caching threshold value of other cache router is

calculated by the proposed caching threshold decision policy. This

caching threshold and the storage capacity of the cache router

determines whether a content should be cached at a content

router or not. 

For minimizing inter-ISP traffic and average access latency,

the cache routers implicitly coordinate to make caching decisions

within an ISP in [34] . Content replica placement problem is

formulated as an optimization problem. 

The proposed dynamic caching strategies for CCN use

popularity-based caching, where caching is coordinated implicitly

by sharing caching information hierarchically to avoid redundant

caching, but the routers make caching decisions dynamically and

independently. The popularity-based dynamic strategies are shown

to be effective enough to achieve near optimal performance for

small scale networks. 

To direct user requests toward a matching content file consid-

ering the proximity and quality of the content file, in Potential

Based Routing (PBR) scheme [118] , the content provider broadcasts

the potential values of contents with their neighborhoods using

advertisement messages. Hence, the nodes within the scope of

the neighborhood form a potential field and can route received

content requests to the content providers having minimum poten-

tial values in an implicated collaborated way of ensuring efficient

content retrieval along the content delivery paths. 

A caching strategy, dubbed as Least Unified Value (LUV)-path is

proposed in [136] where routers implicitly coordinate in selecting

cache contents and assigning value to each cache content along

the content delivery path. LUV-path assigns different caching prob-

abilities between the upstream routers and downstream routers

to reduce caching redundancy based on the number of hops from

the requesting client to the cache router and total number of hops

from the content provider to the client along the content delivery

path in a coordinated way. 

The probability of caching new content gets higher at upstream

routers, and contents which are not cached there get higher

chance to be cached at downstream routers using accumulated

probabilities. To assign weight for cache content, LUV-path assigns

greater value or weight to the downstream routers near to the

client and lesser weight to the upstream routers and considers

content popularity. 

For reducing cache redundancy along the content delivery

path, the cache routers in ProbCache [131] collaborate by con-

sidering the caching path as a shared pool of resources to do a

fair multiplexing of the resources among all the incoming request
ows. Any cache router on the delivery path caches contents

robabilistically, by considering the remaining cache capability

f the caching path required for other requested contents. This

s done by defining two values, namely the Time Since Inception

TSI) that indicates the hop distance from the requesting consumer

o the cache router and Time Since Birth (TSB) that indicates hop

istance from the content source to the cache router. These two

alues define the distance of a cache router from the requesting

onsumer while assigning a weight value to the router. Caching

ecision is made probabilistically while considering the cache

apacity of the delivery path and the weight value of a cache

outer in a collaborative way among the on-path cache routers. 

In order to operate over a large-scale network, the StreamCache

115] popularity-based video caching policy improves users’ QoE

y maximizing average throughput, makes distributed caching

ecisions without relying on a centralized controller to synthesize

he global network information. StreamCache does not incur

requent control information exchanges among the cache routers

s video streaming itself is a delay-sensitive application incurring

igh-volume and continuous data transmission and inevitably

arge amount of coordination signals and explicit information

xchange among the cache routers can interfere with the normal

ideo delivery while degrading users’ experience significantly. 

On each round of the scheme, edge routers collect the request

tatistics of the video contents which reside at the video server

t the root of the cache hierarchy and at the end of each round

ach cache router makes local decisions about selecting video

ontents based on the aggregated video request statistics while

equiring minimal coordination while proceeding to start the next

ound of the scheme. The size of records of video requests can

ecome considerably large after a long run but these records are

tored locally on edge routers and never passed or aggregated

ith records of other routers over the network directly. 

To efficiently utilize cache capacity, at the end of each round,

he summarized versions of statistics tables created by each edge

outer are delivered along the forwarding path, as well as its local

aching decisions to the parent node. After parent node receives

he summarized statistics and caching decisions from all its chil-

ren nodes, it then creates its own tables and passes forward

o the upstream routers. This implicit collaborated procedure of

aching continues until all cache routers finish updating their own

ocal caching decisions based on the caching utility values, from

he edge routers toward the root of routing topology. 

In capitalizing on hashing techniques, Wang et al. present CPHR

10] , a cooperative caching scheme where hashing techniques have

een used for partitioning the cache space. Content routers also

se hash techniques for caching and request routing to maximize

he overall cache-hit-ratio of an ISP network by eliminating the

ontent duplications. CPHR partitions the cache space in such

 way that contents originating from the same egress router

re assigned in the same partition and subsequently uses hash

unction to assign the cache contents in these cache partitions and

equest routing to the content. The problem of assigning partitions

o caches has been formulated as an optimization problem aiming

o maximize the overall cache hit ratio and a heuristic algorithm

s also proposed to solve the partition assignment problem. 

To collaborate, ingress routers (routers that receive requests

rom their clients or other ASes) add a new column to their

orwarding information based (FIB) table for listing the egress

outer (router that is connected to the external links) through

hich an interest packet for a specific content leaves the domain

oward the content source. Additionally, while request routing,

ngress router prefixes the name of the assigned cache with a

ontent name, giving the content a new name and adds the name

f the cache routers to store the caching location of the requested

ontent and the name of the egress router for the content in the
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Table 4 

Overview of Collaboration-Based Schemes. 

Caching Schemes Collaboration Method Collaboration Model 

Efficiency of on- and off-path [109] Global collaboration in hierarchical way Explicit 

SCAN [138] Neighbor routers exchange routing information for request routing Explicit 

Collaborative forwarding and caching [37] Global collaboration, Caching coordinated with forwarding Explicit 

TECC [143] Joint optimization of collaborative caching and traffic engineering Explicit 

Time-shifted TV [140] Neighborhood-based collaboration within a domain Explicit 

Proactive caching [40] Proxies exchange information for proactive caching within the neighborhood Explicit 

Optimal caching with content broadcast [141] Addresses low neighborhood cache utilization problem Explicit 

Cooperative caching [142] Neighborhood- based, small group of routers exchange control messages to take 

caching decisions 

Explicit 

Content hierarchical intra-domain [133] Hierarchical Collaboration, allows popular contents to be cached longer Explicit 

MuNCC [124] Neighbor cache routers collaborate to take caching and eviction decision by 

exchanging cache state information within a certain level of neighborhood 

Explicit 

HCC [112] The cluster head router periodically exchanges the probability matrix values and the 

content popularity classes with the important cache routers 

Explicit 

NCCM [126] Content routers periodically send content request statistics to the SDN-based 

controller for caching and routing decisions 

Explicit 

CLS [121] Hierarchical collaboration, content caching location and searching scheme Implicit 

Breadcrumbs [120] Hierarchical collaboration, content searching scheme Implicit 

CATT [118] Collaboration based on potential value of content Implicit 

WAVE [38] Hierarchical collaboration, upper level routers recommend lower level routers to 

cache contents 

Implicit 

Age-based [39] Hierarchical collaboration, upstream and downstream routers dynamically configure 

content age 

Implicit 

Popularity-driven [34] Hierarchical collaboration, caching decision takes place from top to bottom Implicit 

Caching from a content delivery path [136] Upstream and downstream routers coordinate to assign probability of caching new 

content 

Implicit 

CPHR [10] Routers collaborate using cache partitioning and hash routing Implicit 

StreamCache [115] Downstream routers forward the upstream routers the summarized versions of 

content request statistics tables and local caching decisions to coordinate 

Implicit 

RPC [110] Topology level values of the cache routers are transmitted from the upstream 

routers towards the downstream routers 

Implicit 

Probabilistic [131] Cache routers collaboratively share the caching resources in a probabilistic way Implicit 

Efficient cache availability [114] Hash function-based content caching and request routing Implicit 

Caching performance of CCN [35] Caching in uncoordinated and uncooperative fashion Non-Cooperative 

Towards on-path [127] No inter-coordination among cache routers Non-Cooperative 

Hash routing [145] Hash function is computed in a distributed manner Non-Cooperative 

Cache “less for more” [117] No inter-coordination among cache routers Non-Cooperative 

Value-based [132] No inter-coordination among cache routers Non-Cooperative 

Impact of traffic [123] No inter-coordination between the two layers of caches Non-Cooperative 

PopCache [36] No inter-coordination among cache routers while taking cache decisions based on 

content popularity 

Non-Cooperative 

On sizing CCN content stores [119] No inter-coordination among cache routers Non-Cooperative 

PPC [116] No inter-coordination among cache routers for predicting future popularity values of 

the incoming requested contents and the already cached contents 

Non-Cooperative 

NCPP [111] No inter-coordination among the neighbor cache routers Non-Cooperative 
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nterest packet. CPHR significantly outperforms both LRU and LFU

olicies in terms of byte-hit ratio for P2P file sharing and VoD

ontents with an added propagation delay. 

The lightweight locally cooperative content caching and request

outing policy in [114] uses a hash function-based technique. It

aintains a controlled distribution of contents within an AS. The

ash function maps the content to a local cache router based on

he content ID inside an AS assuming that AS supports content

D-based caching and routing. 

The selected “designated router” for a specific content is the

nly cache router which caches the content. Hence, a local simple

ash function assigns cache routers with the responsibilities of

aching a certain range of contents for distri- buting contents in

n AS. In case of request routing to the cached contents, whenever

n AS receives a request for a content ID within its range of

ached contents, the request is forwarded through the responsible

ache router. 

If the request does not get any cache hit, it is forwarded further

owards the next AS. The cooperation between the Autonomous

ystems (ASes) is not mandatory in the scheme, but the more

Ses express an interest of caching to cooperate, the better cache

pread the caching scheme can achieve. The proposed caching

cheme outperforms CEE [27] and ProbCache [131] in terms of

r

ache storage efficiency (ability to cache unique contents and avoid

uplicate caching), server load reduction with increased latency

r hop-count to retrieve requested content. Table 4 highlights the

ain attributes of the Collaboration-based caching schemes. 

.4. Path-based caching schemes 

ICN caching schemes can be classified according to the location

f cache nodes with respect to the content delivery path from

ontent producer to consumer. We name these schemes as Path-

ased caching schemes. There can be two types of Path-based

aching schemes: on-path or off-path. In the former, content is

ached at intermediate cache nodes along the direct forwarding

ath from producer to consumer. 

Under this approach, content request is forwarded only to

he next cache node lying in the direct path from producer to

onsumer. As a result, only the cache nodes along the forwarding

ath have the chance to response to the content request using

heir cached data. However, under off-path caching, content can

e cached away from the direct path from the content source to

he consumer. It is also possible to forward queries or content

equests to the cache nodes deviating from the direct path and

etrieve requested contents [109] . 
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Fig. 8. On vs Off Path-Based caching schemes. 
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Fig. 8 depicts the contrast between on-path and off-path-based

schemes. When a content request is generated from consumer C 2 

for content A, the request will be forwarded only to the caches

along the direct content delivery path between the consumer C 2 

and the source for on-path caching. As a result, when the desired

content A is routed back to the consumer C 2 , the cache nodes

along the forwarding path, i.e., cache routers R 1 , R 2 , R 3 and R 4 

have the chance to cache the content and respond to the content

request in future. 

In off-path caching, when the content request is routed from

the consumer C 2 to the source and the content is routed back to

the consumer C 2 , any router deviating from the content delivery

path between consumer C 2 and source, i.e., cache routers R 1 , R 2 ,

R 3 , R 4 , R 5 , R 6 , R 7 , R 8, R 9 and R 10 have the options of caching the

content A and responding to content request in future based on

the caching decision policy. 

5.4.1. On-path based schemes 

The most cited and criticized caching scheme in ICN literature

is the CEE scheme presented by Jacobson et al. for their proposed

ICN architecture named CCN [27] is an on-path scheme. In CEE,

content is cached indiscriminately in every intermediate node

along the content delivery path, from the cache hit node to the

requesting client. 

This approach was criticized by [117,121,131] for its unnecessary

caching redundancy, content eviction and resource consumption.

This indiscriminate universal caching can provide fast content

delivery [117] and is mostly useful for recovery from data packet

losses and tackling flash-crowds, where many consumers request

the same content in close succession [7] . Whether caching only

at a specific subset of cache nodes in the content delivery path

can achieve better gain than indiscriminate caching, and if it can

which are these cache nodes, and how can these cache nodes be

identified are investigated in [117] . 

The proposed betweenness centrality-based scheme suggests

that, if a node lies along a high number of content delivery paths,

then it is more likely to get a cache hit. Hence caching only at this

type of “important” nodes should reduce the cache replacement

rate. For dynamic topology, the proposed caching scheme uses ego

network betweenness concept [139] . Both betweenness and ego

network betweenness schemes perform better than the indiscrim-

inate caching scheme [27] ; in terms of hop reduction ratio and

server hit reduction ratio for different network topologies. 

The cache node having the higher node utilization ratio (NUR)

value along the content delivery path caches contents considering
he content popularity value in [111] . NUR value is defined by

onsidering user distribution, server distribution, and different

ontent delivery paths while defining the importance of a node as

 candidate cache node. A node-content pass probability (NCPP)

alue is calculated for each of the cache node along the content

elivery path based on its NUR value and the popularity value

f the requested content. Based on this NCPP value, the on-path

ache node caches the contents where the contents are ranked

ased on their popularity. 

The CLS scheme presented by Li et al. [121] considers content

aching together with request to cache routing. This scheme

nsures that, there is at most one copy of each content chunk in

he content delivery path aiming to provide cache exclusivity by

nly caching diverse contents. The key idea of the on-path scheme

s pulling down and pushing up content chuck one level for

ncreased content requests and cache evictions and searching that

hunk using the created caching history stored along the content

elivery path for the push and pull strategy. CLS outperforms

ther on-path schemes such as indiscriminate caching [27] and

he LCD scheme [137] when the majority of content requests are

or fewer distinct contents. 

The simple, on-path scheme of [120] is a best-effort approach

o search requested contents among the cache nodes which may

r may not locate content using the minimal amount of per file

f content routing history. The routing history or “breadcrumbs”

eans the most recent direction and time that a file is forwarded

n the past along the content delivery path. The policy only fo-

uses on the content searching policy without considering content

lacement along the caches. 

The content provider selects the node having the highest de-

ree along the data delivery path as a cache node, while content is

outed from content provider to consumer in Cache Aware Target

dentification (CATT) [118] . For locating cache content, the Potential

ased Routing (PBR) approach is proposed. The key idea of PBR

s that, all content provider nodes have scalar potential values,

orming a potential field within a scope, then the content request

s forwarded to the provider having the minimum potential value.

he scheme outperforms other on-path and random schemes in

erms of average access latency to retrieve content. 

WAVE [38] caches content chunks on the content delivery path

n the direction from which chunk requests come considering the

ocality of the content requests and uses LRU policy to determine

ictim chunk to be replaced. WAVE outperforms several other

n-path schemes such as indiscriminate caching [27] , UniCache,

nd Fixed probability caching. 

The on-path scheme in [39] called Age-based caching, uses

ontent location and content popularity to configure the con-

ent’s age dynamically along content delivery path following the

wo rules: 1) the closer a content is to the network edge near

nd users, the longer age it gets, by ensuring that contents are

ushed near network edge, 2) the more popular a content is, the

onger age it has which ensures that popular contents have higher

riority to be cached by the routers and cached at network edge. 

The router position-based on-path caching scheme RPC

110] determines whether a video content should be cached

n a cache router or not depending on the position of the content

outer along the content delivery path. In RPC, the root cache

outer is directly connected to the content publisher, while the

dge routers are directly connected to the users. The scheme

aches content ensuring that the frequently requested contents

re cached at the edge routers while eliminating the unnecessary

ontent duplication at the cache routers. The on-path routers keep

rack of the access counts of the contents locally and calculate

he caching threshold value based on their topology level values

transmitted from the upstream cache routers to the downstream

outers starting from the root cache router) and the caching
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hreshold value of the root cache router which has been assumed

o be precomputed. The topology level and the caching threshold

ave positive correlation, i.e., a higher topology level value of a

ache router always generates a higher caching threshold value

or a router. The cache router compares the access counts of a

ontent to its caching threshold value before caching and use LRU

cheme for cache replacement. The RPC scheme performs better

han other on-path proposed schemes [27,39] , but does not men-

ion the method of calculating the root cache router’s threshold

alue. 

A probabilistic caching scheme, named ProbCache, is proposed

n [131] , with the objective of eliminating caching redundancy.

robCache solves the problem of content placement within the on-

ath caches from the path caching capability point of view, where

he path is a pool of caching resources from which ProbCache tries

o find optimal ways of distributing contents in these caches. Con-

ent routers aim to probabilistically cache contents to do fair multi-

lexing of the path capacity among different content flows per unit

f time while achieving significant reductions in cache evictions

nd proper utilization of caching resources. ProbCache performs

ell in terms of server hit reduction ratio, hop reduction ratio, and

eduction of cache-evictions compared to other on-path caching

chemes [27,137] at the expense of increased computational cost. 

Two on-path popularity driven caching schemes, named Top-

own caching and AsymOpt in [34] dynamically place the content

eplicas in the cache routers along the content delivery path. As

uidance, the optimal replica placement problem is solved first

nd then based on the solution, the on-path dynamic caching

chemes are developed. In the schemes, cache routers along the

ath make caching decisions independently but the caching is

mplicitly coordinated among the routers to increase caching di-

ersity while reducing inter-ISP traffic and average access latency.

ache routers cache contents based on the latest accumulated

ontent requests of their subordinates and cache popular contents

ear requesting hosts hierarchically. 

The popularity driven schemes demonstrate superiority com-

aring to several other on-path schemes such as LCE [27] , LCUnip

Leaving copies with uniform probability), LCProb (Leaving copies

ith probability) in terms of various network topologies, content

ccess patterns, content popularities and cache capacities. 

The distributed video caching policy in [115] takes real time

ache placement decisions in a distributed manner along the

ontent delivery paths to improve the average throughput of users

ltimately enhancing the QoE of users. The caching scheme as-

umes that all the requested videos by users have only one replica

hat resides in the single server at the top of the content delivery

ath and request routing follows the shortest path routing scheme.

o make caching decisions, the caching scheme works in rounds

nd at each of the round, the edge routers collects the request

tatistics of the video contents. Edge and intermediate routers

alculate the caching utility based on the aggregated request

tatistics of the contents and these aggregated statistics along with

he local caching decisions are forwarded from downstream to

pstream cache routers along the content delivery paths to take

aching decisions. 

The on-path caching scheme PopCache [36] , brings the idea

hat an individual ICN cache router can apply a simple probability

o cache content more or less along the content delivery path ac-

ording to content popularity for improved data dissemination. An

nalytical model is developed to evaluate the probabilistic scheme

omparing it with other improved data dissemination benchmark

chemes. The proposed probabilistic scheme outperforms other

n-path caching schemes such as indiscriminate caching [27] ,

aching with a certain probability and probabilistic path capacity-

ased scheme [131] in terms of expected round-trip-time and

erver hit rate for cascading and binary network topologies. 
Cache routers cache contents along the content delivery path

ith different probabilities in the Least Unified Value (LUV)-

ath caching strategy [136] . Disparity of caching probabilities

s increased along the content delivery path between upstream

nd downstream routers and the cache routers near the content

roviders (upstream routers) have higher probability to cache new

ontent than the routers near the content consumers (downstream

outers). Additionally, contents get higher caching probability near

he consumers if they are not cached near the provider by means

f accumulated probability. A weight value is composed for each

ontent in a router based on the content popularity combining

FU and LRU strategies in a unified form and a cost for each of

he cache router considering the distance of the router from the

ontent provider. 

In order to fully exploit the built-in caching capability of ICN,

he content space is partitioned and the content name is hashed

o content routers to select caching location and forward request

outing along the content delivery path in the collaborative caching

cheme named CPHR [10] while assuming symmetric paths for the

equest routing and content delivery. In CPHR, the content space

s mapped into a hash space, and then contents are partitioned

venly into a number of caches in the network according to their

orresponding hash values. A content request is first forwarded

o the nearest cache assigned with its corresponding partition for

chieving a cache hit before going outside of the network. While

orwarding the request, the local caching tables of other cache

outers along the content delivery path do not need to be checked.

n the way back along the reverse path to the content requester,

he corresponding requested content coming from its originating

erver is cached only in the assigned cache router. 

Routing content requests to the assigned cache, before routing

equest to the content provider, can inevitably result in path

tretch that can incur considerable extra propagation latency and

ignificant increase in bandwidth consumption of the internal

ink. CPHR controls this negative impact on performance by

onstraining the worst path stretch threshold value during the

ache assignment process to provide a flexible tuning knob for

he network operator to make a favorable trade-off between the

verall cache hit ratio and the incurred path stretch. It has been

emonstrated by simulations that CPHR can significantly increase

he overall cache hit ratio while having an acceptable increased of

ropagation latency. 

To decide whether content should be cached or not along a

ontent delivery path, the probabilistic algorithm, named Prob-PD

127] aims at achieving reduced content retrieval latency. For

atency reduction, Prob-PD considers the distance ratio of each

ache node and the content source serving content as well as the

ontent’s popularity ratio observed on the same cache node. The

ain goal of Prob-PD is to investigate how the combination of

hese distance and popularity factors benefits ICN on-path caching

roblem. Prob-PD outperforms several other on-path schemes such

s CEE [27] , ProbCache, [131] , Fixed probability caching, LCD [137] ,

nd Degree centrality scheme [119] in terms of cache hit rates

nd cache replacement rates but produces anomalies for content

elivery time. Moreover, Prob-PD algorithm needs a better way of

pproximating content popularity as it depends on the nature of

orkload. 

A thorough evaluation of the on-path caching performance

f CCN is performed in [119] . Extensive simulation is conducted

o assess whether heterogeneous cache sizes can provide per-

ormance gain over a homogenous cache allocation and if the

erformance gain is consistent across all network topologies.

everal graph-related centrality metrics are considered for propor-

ionately allocating cache spaces heterogeneously and comparing

he performance with homogeneous cache allocation. Simulation

esults depict that, very limited performance gain is achievable for
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heterogeneous cache allocation in comparison with homogenous

allocation, and the simplest degree centrality can be the best

choice for heterogeneous cache allocation. 

The performance evaluation of the data transfer model, along

the on-path caches in CCN is done in the analytical study of [104] .

The authors propose analytical models for both a single cache and

a network of caches and demonstrate that, content popularity, con-

tent size and the cache size are the key system parameters to tune

caching performance of the chunk based communication of CCN. 

5.4.2. Off-path based schemes 

Five different hash routing techniques are devised in

[145] aimed at having a viable and efficient caching approach in a

domain-wide ICN deployments without requiring the cache nodes

to maintain per-content state information. The proposed schemes

require edge-domain routers and cache nodes to implement a

hash function. The hash function is used by the cache nodes to

identify what contents they can cache, and by edge routers to

deal with the content placement to the relevant cache nodes, and

request routing to the desired cache nodes. The differences among

the five proposed techniques exist in the routing and replica-

tion process followed for requests and contents. The hash-based

schemes make use of all available cache spaces within a domain

and outperform two on-path caching schemes [27,131] in terms

of cache hit ratio and inter-domain traffic loads on the links. The

proposed techniques have not considered the increased latency

occurred by the detouring required to look up the responsible

caches while limiting their applicability’s in small domains. 

Hash-routing techniques in [145] improve the caching perfor-

mance in terms of cache hits but at the expense of increased

latency caused by the travelling of the extra number of hops to

find the cached content in the network. This incurred latency

because of the detouring can be negligible for a small network but

can become remarkable even increasing to the prohibitive levels

for a large size network. In order to deal with the extensive detour

delays occurred in [145] , nodal/domain clustering techniques have

been investigated in [146] to split the large domain in clusters to

apply hash-routing in the subset of cache nodes of each cluster

instead of the whole network. Hence, the hash- routing techniques

of [145] have been extended in [146] by providing a practical way

to bound latency while making the hash techniques suitable for

network topologies of arbitrary size. 

To propose the domain clustering/partitioning techniques, de-

tailed mathematical analysis have been done to find the evidence

of existing trade-off between the probability of finding a requested

content cached within the domain and the incurred latency for

the retrieval of that content. The proposed domain clustering

techniques are applied in an offline manner and split the whole

network domain in smaller clusters and consequently each cluster

is in the charge of a separate hash-function which only applies

to the specific nodes in that cluster. The clustering algorithms

partition the domain into clusters based on a hybrid similarity

metric that is comprised of the actual topological latency/distance

and the pairwise Euclidean distance of the content popularity

between two domain nodes. 

The usage of the Euclidean distance of content popularity

transforms the Euclidean space of popularity into a metric space

that is combined with the topological distance of the nodes in the

network. Hence, the domain clustering algorithm forms clusters

where the nodes of each cluster are not only in close proximity to

each other, but also consumers with similar request patterns. The

extended clustering technique [146] with the original hash-routing

proposal [145] can reduce the excessive latency due to hash-

routing while achieving considerable cache hit rates compared

to the original hash-routing scheme [145] applied in the whole

domain. 
The distributed collaborative forwarding and caching scheme in

37] , uses a new component, named Availability Information Base

AIB) for caching and request forwarding, based on the popularity

anking sequence of contents, produced by all the participating

ache routers in an AS. A dynamic adaptive content store division

cheme is applied on the cache spaces of the routers for real

etwork scenarios. The distributed and the dynamic schemes

mprove content access cost and cache miss rate than the com-

ared on-path schemes for different network settings by taking

ull advantage from peer cache nodes, but unfortunately they lack

easibility and complexity analysis. 

Three off-path caching strategies, Basic, Adapted and Stacked in

109] , aim to efficiently use the cache space by avoiding redundant

aching of data items. All three off-path schemes store contents

eviating from the direct path between content source and con-

umer in three different ways hierarchically considering content

opularity. The proposed off-path schemes outperform on-path

opularity-based scheme with LRU and LFU policies, in terms of

ache-hit efficiency, mean hop delay to get requested content and

ower consumption in terms of energy efficiency for various cache

izes while considering non-realistic network topologies only. 

TECC [143] is an off-path collaborative caching scheme which

ointly and consistently provisions content routing and caching

apabilities to obtain the benefits of both for content centric

etworks. TECC considers content caching as an inherent underlay

apability same as underlay routing. The network is modeled as

 flat structure where any node can be the caching parent of

ny other node and managed by a single administrative domain.

ECC outperforms hierarchical on-path caching scheme by sending

ewer requests to the content servers as the collaborating off-path

eer caches largely absorb cache misses and fetch more contents

ithin the network increasing caching diversity. TECC improves

oth network link utilization and user perceived performance

omparing to on-path scheme. 

The SNC [40] off-path caching approach supports enhance

eamless mobility for ICN. SNC is based on proactive caching of

nformation requests and the corresponding information items to

n optimal subset of proxies which are one hop away from the

roxy to which currently a mobile is connected to. Hence, when

 mobile connects to one of these selected proxies in this subset,

t can immediately retrieve the information it could not receive

ue to its disconnection from the current proxy. The authors

esign a target cost function to capture the tradeoff between the

verage delay for a mobile to retrieve an information item and

he corresponding caching cost and aim to minimize this function.

NC performs better than full proactive caching when caching is

one proactively at all neighbor proxies, and no proactive caching

pproach, without considering the influence of network topology,

nformation size, and duration of disconnection period. 

On account of the unawareness of the neighbor content routers’

aching information, content requests can miss the content router

aching the desired information if it is not on the routing path

rom the requester to the original server, even though the de-

ired router may reside closer to the requester than the original

erver. Hence, the caching scheme, named Independent allocation

lgorithm in [141] promotes the content routers to advertise or

roadcast their caching information to the neighbor caches within

heir vicinity deviating from the direct content delivery path to

ignificantly reduce the content retrieval latency. 

SCAN [138] exploits nearby multiple off-path and on-path

ache copies of content to provide efficient scalable content

elivery. SCAN addresses the inefficiencies of conventional IP

outing and proposes that every content router caches contents

hile maintaining local and neighbor routers’ cache information.

CAN performs both default IP routing to ensure reachability to

he requested content and routing called scanning to efficiently
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Table 5 

Overview of Path-Based Schemes. 

Caching Schemes Path-Based Caching Model Caching Locations 

Indiscriminate [27] All cache routers cache all contents indiscriminately On-path 

Cache “less for more” [117] Higher betweenness centrality- valued nodes selected as cache nodes On-path 

Caching from a content 

delivery path [136] 

Content routers are assigned weight (significance) relating distance from the source of content On-path 

CPHR [10] Content name is hashed to the cache content router for caching and request routing On-path 

StreamCache [115] Downstream routers passes the summarized aggregated video content requests and local 

caching decisions to the upstream routers along content delivery path 

On-path 

RPC [110] Caching decision is made based on the topology value of the cache router along the content 

delivery path 

On-path 

NCPP [111] Cache node having higher Node utilization ratio (NUR) value along the path caches content On-path 

Towards on-path [127] Distance from source to cache node is a decision making factor to select cache node On-path 

CLS [121] Contents pushed up and pulled down along content delivery path On-path 

Breadcrumbs [120] Content routing history is stored at cache routers along content delivery path On-path 

CATT [118] Node having largest degree along content delivery path cache contents On-path 

WAVE [38] Caching suggestion is given by the upper level routers to the lower level routers On-path 

Age-based [39] Upstream and downstream routers dynamically set content age On-path 

ProbCache [131] Cache routers probabilistically cache contents for fair sharing of available cache capacity of a 

path 

On-path 

Popularity-driven [34] Cache routers cache content based on the recent aggregated content requests of its subordinates On-path 

PopCache [36] Cache router applies caching probability according to popularity distribution of content On-path 

On Sizing CCN content stores 

[119] 

Cache routers cache contents indiscriminately On-path 

Caching performance of CCN 

[35] 

Considers indiscriminate, fixed probabilities and Leave copy down caching approaches On-path 

TECC [143] Traffic engineering guided collaborative caching on flat network model Off-path 

Efficiency of on- and off-path 

[109] 

Cache allocation occurs hierarchically according to popularity-based caching in three different 

ways 

Off-path 

Time-shifted TV [140] Content routers cache and forward queries based on neighborhood collaboration Off-path 

Proactive caching [40] Selected one-hop neighbor proxies proactively cache contents Off-path 

Optimal caching with content 

broadcast [141] 

Content broadcast-based among neighborhood Off-path 

Cooperative caching [142] Content routers use hash-based and directory- based cooperative schemes Off-path 

Content hierarchical 

intra-domain [133] 

Cache contents are registered to border routers for request routing and advertised in the whole 

AS 

Off-path 

Efficient cache availability 

[114] 

Content ID is hashed to select cache router and for request routing to cache content Off-path 

Hash routing [145] Hash function does content placement and request routing to the cache nodes Off-path 

Efficient hash routing [146] Hash-routing based domain clustering technique is used for cache content placement and 

request routing 

Off-path 

Collaborative forwarding and 

caching [37] 

Contents are ranked based on popularity for caching Off-path 

SCAN [138] Content routers perform scanning to locate additional multiple copies of cache contents along 

with default IP routing 

On and Off-path 
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earch close and multiple cached copies of the requested content

n the neighboring routers. SCAN is superior to IP routing in

erms of average hop count for content delivery, network traffic

eduction, load reduction on the original server and load balancing

mong the links of the network. On the other hand, SCAN neither

onsiders any mechanism to select content routers for optimized

erformance nor investigates the effects of caching policies. 

The collaborative caching scheme in [140] , caches and searches

ontent chunks deviating from the direct content delivery path

ithin a nearest neighborhood to deal with large video streams

ith on-demand access for CCN. The scheme reduces cross-domain

raffic becoming ISP-friendly by utilizing nearby cache resources

o increase caching diversity based on a modulo function and

erforms better than on-path LRU policy having insignificant

ommunication overhead. 

To increase cache efficiency in terms of increased content

vailability and reduced content redundancy, the content caching

nd routing scheme of [114] uses hash-function. The scheme

ontrols distribution of contents across the network in order to

ontrol the number of redundantly duplicated contents in an

S. The hash function maps the content to the designated cache

outers for caching across a local AS based on content ID and

ater performs the request routing to the cache content when

eeded. Rather than placing the content in an optimal position,

he caching scheme spreads the contents sufficiently to retain the
aximum amount of contents in the cache routers. If adequate

umbers of ASes cooperate for caching and request routing, the

mount of cache distribution gets bigger by achieving higher con-

ent availability and lower redundancy. As the hash-based scheme

tilizes the cache space efficiently, it performs better than on-path

chemes in terms of cache hit ratio, reduced server hit ratio, cache

viction ratio since these on-path schemes try to cache contents

n the content delivery paths only. The proposed scheme incurs

ncreased hop count ratio for content retrieval due to the detour

f the content requests deviating from the content delivery paths. 

Adjacent content routers along a small group of nearest neigh-

or routers use a hash-based system to take collaborative caching

ecision and a directory-based system to forward the request

outing for CCN in [142] . To achieve reduced redundant caching,

djacent routers exchange control messages within the neighbor

o efficiently cache large video streams within a domain where

he routers are assigned unique labels in a distributed style.

aching gain is improved comparing with LRU and LFU schemes

y increased total caching diversity, increased per-video caching

iversity, significantly reduced inter-domain traffic within an

SP for VoD and catch-up TV services while causing increased

ommunication overhead. 

To eliminate caching redundancy and fully utilize the cache

pace within an AS, the IDCC caching scheme [133] caches content

robabilistically by intra-domain content advertisements and co-
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Table 6 

Summarized Taxonomy and Comparison of ICN Caching Schemes. 

Caching 

Schemes 

Popularity-Based Location-Based Collaboration-Based Path-Based 

Static Dynamic Topology Neighbor hood Explicit Implicit Non-Cooperative On-Path Off-Path 

Age-based [39] 
√ √ √ √ 

Breadcrumbs [120] 
√ √ 

Cache “less for more” [117] 
√ √ √ √ 

Collaborative forwarding and caching [37] 
√ √ √ √ 

CATT [118] 
√ √ √ √ 

CLS [121] 
√ √ 

Cooperative caching [142] 
√ √ √ 

Content hierarchical Intra domain [133] 
√ √ √ 

Caching from a content delivery path [136] 
√ √ √ 

CPHR [10] 
√ √ 

Caching performance of CCN [35] 
√ √ √ √ 

Efficiency of on-path and off-path [109] 
√ √ √ 

Efficient cache availability [114] 
√ √ 

Efficient hash routing [146] 
√ √ 

Hash routing [145] 
√ √ 

HCC [112] 
√ √ √ √ 

Indiscriminate [27] 
√ √ 

Impact of traffic [123] 
√ √ √ 

LCD [137] 
√ √ 

MuNCC [124] 
√ √ 

NCPP [111] 
√ √ √ 

NCCM [126] 
√ √ 

On sizing CCN content stores [119] 
√ √ √ 

Optimal caching with content broadcast [141] 
√ √ √ 

PPC [116] 
√ √ 

ProbCache [131] 
√ √ 

Proactive caching [40] 
√ √ √ 

Popularity-driven [34] 
√ √ √ √ 

PopCache [36] 
√ √ √ 

RPC [110] 
√ √ √ 

SCAN [138] 
√ √ √ √ 

StreamCache [115] 
√ √ √ 

Towards on-path [127] 
√ √ √ 

Time-shifted TV [140] 
√ √ √ 

TECC [143] 
√ √ 

Value-based [132] 
√ √ 

WAVE [38] 
√ √ √ 
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operation among the cache routers. IDCC makes a caching decision

considering cache capacity, cache time and traffic speed and stores

contents, having different popularities, in the AS. Hence, IDCC

keeps only one replica for each cached content using content

advertisements among the cooperated routers and avoids router

overloading situation by keeping multiple replicas of the very

popular contents in a hierarchical manner. IDCC shows superiority

to on-path schemes such as CEE [27] and ProbCache [131] , but

cannot handle highly skewed popular contents as numbers of

replicas become increased in this situation. Table 5 highlights the

main attributes of Path-based caching schemes. 

Finally, it is important to note that major schemes couple dif-

ferent operational mandates across caching systems. More impor-

tantly, the tabular summary in Table 6 aids ICN caching researchers

in establishing the merit of each of these schemes as a basis for

their contribution, based on their adopted functional approaches. 

6. Qualitative assessment and comparison of the ICN caching 

schemes 

We present a detailed qualitative assessment and comparison

of ICN caching schemes, encompassing mainstream and hybrid

approaches under a multiplicity of objectives. As presented in

Sections. 4 and 5 , many design objectives are inherently con-

tradicting, and caching schemes often attempt to meet only a

subset of general ICN caching objectives as highlighted in Section

3 . Therefore, we have adopted four performance metrics in our

assessment: communication overhead, scalability, availability, and

diversity of caching schemes. 
.1. Communication overhead 

We consider the periodic exchange (or broadcast) of cache

elated information and control messages among cache routers

hich are mandated for taking caching decisions as additional

ommunication overheads of the caching schemes. We assess

he communication overhead as High, Medium and Low for our

ualitative performance assessment. When in a caching scheme,

he cache related information is exchanged or communicated

long all the cache routers periodically in a global fashion such as

ithin an AS or ISP or within a neighborhood of cache routers, we

onsider the communication overhead as High. When the caching

nformation is exchanged along the content delivery path only as

 hierarchical fashion within a limited number of cache routers,

e consider the communication overhead as Medium. 

Finally, when a caching scheme does not exchange any control

nformation or exchanges very little cache related information

mong the cache routers and the routers take caching decision

ndependently, we consider the communication overhead as Low

or the scheme. 

Explicit collaboration-based schemes [37,40,112,124,133,138]

roduce high communication overhead as they periodically ex-

hange content caching related information or request routing

nformation globally within an AS (an ISP) or within a neigh-

orhood to collaboratively take caching decision. On the other

and, implicit collaborated schemes [10,34,39,110,121,127,136] have

edium communication overhead as these schemes advertise

r flood or exchange content caching or routing related control
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essages within a small number of cache routers most of the

ime hierarchically along content delivery paths instead of globally

or taking collaborative caching decision. Non-cooperative schemes

35,116,119,127,145,146] produce low communication overhead as 

or these schemes cache routers take content caching and routing

ecision independently without collaborating with one another

ither exchanging very little or no control message. 

In on-path based schemes [35,36,111,117,127,131] no information

r very little caching information is exchanged or broadcasted. In

his case, collaborating cache related information is exchanged lo-

ally among the cache routers along content delivery paths only

10,39,115,118,120] for caching decision. Hence, they produce low 

r medium communication overhead. On the other hand, off-

ath schemes globally in an administrative domain [37,133,143] or

ithin an extending neighborhood [138,140,141,142] exchange

ache related control messages to coordinate caching decisions

hile producing high communication overhead. 

.2. Scalability 

The factors which can limit the scalability of a caching scheme

an be different such as network topology, cache size, scope of a

aching scheme, number of producers, number of content requests,

ypes of content, mobility prediction, structure of a cache network,

opularity distribution of contents etc. 

Explicit collaborated schemes and off-path-based schemes are

sually effective within a single administrative domain (an ISP)

37,133,142,146] , an extended neighborhood [40,112,124,138] or

nly consider abstract network topologies to show their effective-

ess [109] whereas, implicit collaborated schemes, non-cooperative

chemes and on-path schemes suffer from other scalability issues

uch as they depend on certain pattern of content popularity

istributions [36,38,115,121] , aggregated content request statistics

ollected from downstream cache nodes [115] , network topologies

10,117,123,136] , cache size [35,120] , network size [34,116] and

umber of content requests [111,127] . These schemes also demon-

trate local scalability along the content delivery paths only

10,118,131] and also consider non-congested network environment 

nly [35,119] to show their efficiencies. 

.3. Diversity 

By diversity, we mean the number of distinct or different cache

ontents which are cached or stored in a network [133,140,142] .

n other words, cache diversity expresses the ratio of the unique

ontents stored across all the caches without any repetition over

he whole network cache size [35] . Hence, if a caching scheme re-

uces or eliminates caching redundancy among the cache routers

or a fixed total cache capacity of a network, the caching diversity

s increased. 

The more distinct content chunks can be cached in a network,

he more caching diversity a caching scheme can achieve and the

etter caching performance can be attained. We assess the metric

iversity as High and Low. We consider several issues. to measure

he diversity of a caching scheme such as types of cache content,

opularity of content, the scope of a caching scheme such as a

ingle administrative domain or AS (an ISP), or a neighborhood of

ache routers or a content delivery path. 

The collaborated caching schemes can achieve greater caching

iversity than the non-cooperating ones while reducing caching

edundancy as they consider all the cache routers in an AS (an ISP)

r in a neighborhood or in a content deliver path as a big caching

ool to improve caching performance [10,39,113,121,133,140,143] . 

Because of the cooperation among the cache routers, a single

opy of cache content can be kept within a local AS or a neighbor-

ood or a path to reduce the caching redundancy to minimum. As
 result, collaborated approaches are capable to cache more diverse

ontents in the network and achieve better cache diversity and

aching performance than the non-cooperative schemes. Off-path

aching schemes achieve greater caching diversity than on-path

chemes as all cache routers in off-path schemes can cache con-

ents by better utilizing the caching resources [109,113,114,142,145] .

dditionally, caching schemes can target to increase caching diver-

ity reducing caching redundancy while focusing on some specific

ssues such as different types of contents [10,123,132,140,142] ,

opularity of contents [36,111,116,136] and caching only at some

pecific cache nodes [117,118] . 

.4. Availability 

To define the availability of requested content, we consider

everal issues of the caching schemes such as the scope of the

aching scheme: a single administrative domain or a neighbor-

ood of cache routers or the content delivery path, types of cache

ontent and popularity distribution of content. We assess the

vailability of the caching schemes as High and 

Low while considering the issues. The same trend of caching

iversity is also observed in case of availability of cache contents.

ollaborated and off-path schemes achieve better global or local

vailability of cache contents because of better utilization of avail-

ble caching resources attaining improved performance than the

on-cooperative and on-path schemes [40,109,113,118,121,136,141] .

oreover, caching schemes can aim to achieve greater caching

vailability considering different issues such as different content

ows, different types of cache contents and popularity distribu-

ions of content [36,39,111,115,123,131] . In Table 7 , we summarize

ur qualitative assessment and comparison of ICN caching status

uo. 

. Quantitative assessment and comparison of ICN caching 

chemes 

In this section, we evaluate the performances of in-network ICN

aching schemes via extensive simulations. To emphasize com-

rehensiveness, we selected at least one representative caching

cheme from each of the categories of our proposed classification

ystem. A core design principal in this performance evaluation

as adopting realistic performance metrics. We correlated our

uantitative analysis with our qualitative performance analysis to

uild a progressive guide for research directions and development

or the ICN research community, which are presented in Section 9 .

.1. Simulation environment 

To evaluate the performances of the caching schemes, we have

onsidered the Transit-Stub network model [147] as our network

opology. The reason behind the selection of the Transit-Stub

odel is that this model follows the standard Internet routing

olicy [147] . Hence the sensitivity analysis of the caching schemes

hile deployed in the Transit-Stub model can give us realistic

nalysis. Our considered Transit-Stub topology has 5 domains

nd consists of 40 cache routers where the cache routers have

he same cache capacities. Our performance evaluation scenarios

onsider total 100 users where there are 75 content producers

nd 25 consumers. Each of the producer produces 10 0 0 contents

here the size of each content is 1 KB. The producer produces

he content, receives the Interest packet from the consumer and

esponses to the requester consumer by Data packet. The con-

umers issue the Interest packets for their desired contents with

 rate of 20 Interest packets per second. Content popularity value

ollows the well-known Zipf-like popularity [135] and the Zipf

arameter value is set to 0.95. We have assumed that the Interest
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Table 7 

Qualitative Assessment and Comparison of The ICN Caching Schemes. 

Caching Schemes Communication Overhead Scalability Availability Diversity 

Age-Based [39] Medium as upstream and downstream 

content routers exchange messages to 

collaboratively configure content age 

along the content delivery path 

Scalable without maintaining highly 

dynamic contents as cache routers far 

from the content server take relatively 

long time to refresh their contents 

High availability for popular contents 

along the content delivery path 

High as contents are distributed along the 

whole network based on their 

popularities aiming reducing 

redundancy 

Breadcrumbs [120] Medium as cache routers exchange 

routing history of cache content 

(caching trail) along the content 

delivery path 

Not scalable as proposed scheme is 

efficient when the cache size is 

relatively small 

Medium as Best Effort content searching 

scheme does not guarantee of locating 

content 

Low as all cache routers cache all 

contents indiscriminately 

Cache “Less for More”

[117] 

Low as for static topology, no exchange of 

information. Message propagation 

overhead is one hop only for dynamic 

topology 

Depends on betweenness centrality 

distribution of the network topology 

which skews the load balance 

High locally along the content delivery 

paths as contents are cached at the 

important cache nodes having higher 

betweenness centrality values 

High locally along content delivery paths 

as the higher betweenness-valued 

nodes only cache contents 

Collaborative forwarding 

and caching [37] 

High because of periodic exchange of 

cache related information within an AS 

Efficient for a single AS High intra-domain availability as cache 

routers take full advantage of cache 

available from other routers 

High within an AS as the cache routers 

explicitly coordinate for taking caching 

decision 

CATT [118] Medium as content provider floods 

potential value of content among 

neighbors using advertising message 

along content delivery path 

Not scalable as PBR can work within a 

limited scope only because of flooding 

advertisement messages. PBR is scalable 

along with Random walk algorithm 

High availability of content only locally as 

PBR explores multiple copies of queried 

content within a limited scope such as 

within a couple of hops along content 

delivery path 

High locally along content delivery path 

as node with the largest degree only 

caches contents 

CLS [121] Medium as caching information is 

exchanged along the data delivery path 

in a hierarchical fashion 

Scalable while majority clients require 

few contents (highly skewed exponent 

value of Zipf popularity distribution) 

High for both popular and unpopular 

contents locally along content delivery 

paths as contents pushed up (while 

eviction) and pulled down (for 

increased requests) one level 

High as reduces unnecessary repetitious 

caching at multiple levels of hierarchical 

topology ensuring a single copy of each 

content along the content delivery path 

Cooperative caching [142] High as the content routers exchange 

control messages within their closest 2 

hops neighborhoods 

Effective for video stream delivery within 

a single administrative domain 

High availability of large-scale video 

streams with on demand access and 

Time-shifted TV contents among 

neighborhoods in a single domain 

High diversity for VoD and time-shifted 

TV in a neighborhood as redundancy is 

eliminated among adjacent cooperative 

routers 

Content-hierarchical 

intra-domain [133] 

High as advertisement messages are 

exchanged within a domain for caching 

decision and load balancing of routers 

while caching popular contents 

Scalable within a small single domain as 

long as the popular contents are not 

very concentrated 

High within a domain as contents of 

different popularities are cached 

High within a domain as only single 

replica exists for each content unless 

the content is very popular 

Caching from a content 

delivery path [136] 

Medium as control messages are 

communicated among a small fraction 

of content routers 

Scalable for different network topologies 

and cache sizes while the topology 

knowledge is known in advance 

High availability for popular and 

unpopular contents along the content 

delivery path as upstream and 

downstream routers cache new contents 

with different probabilities 

High diversity along the content delivery 

path as caching redundancy is reduced 

while increasing disparity of caching 

probability of content routers for 

caching new contents 

CPHR [10] Medium as caching information is 

exchanged among cache routers along 

the content delivery paths within an ISP 

Effective within a small sized ISP for file 

sharing and VoD contents only 

High for file sharing contents and VoD 

contents along the content delivery 

paths within a small network domain 

High for file sharing content and VoD 

contents locally along content delivery 

paths within a small network domain as 

caching redundancy is reduced 

Caching performance of 

CCN [35] 

Low as no cache related information is 

exchanged among the cache routers 

Scalable as considers larger cache sizes, 

realistic popularity distribution and real 

network topologies while considering 

operating in a non-congested regime 

Low for multi-path routing as it induces 

cache pollution along multiple paths 

resulting into cache evictions on 

multiple caches 

Low for highly skewed popular contents 

and High for contents having flat 

popularity 

Efficiency of on-path and 

off-path [109] 

High as content popularity information is 

exchanged among cache routers globally 

in hierarchical way deviating from the 

content delivery path. 

Effective while considering abstract 

network topology only, not considering 

real network topologies 

High availability for popular contents as 

available cache space is utilized 

efficiently to store popular contents for 

abstract network topology only 

High for popular contents as caching 

redundancy is eliminated by 

hierarchical global collaboration among 

the cache routers for abstract network 

topology only 

Efficient cache availability 

[114] 

Low within a local AS as hash function is 

used but High when a set of ASes 

propagate updates about their interests 

about caching 

Depends on the number of the 

cooperating ASes and the policies 

among the ASes 

High availability of content locally within 

an AS as hash-function does controlled 

distribution of contents 

High diversity of content locally within an 

AS as hash-function does controlled 

distribution of contents 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 7 ( continued ) 

Efficient hash routing 

[146] 

Low as hash function is computed in a 

distributed manner by edge routers and 

cache nodes 

Scalable within a single domain as the 

hash function is computed in a 

distributed manner and applied to the 

specific nodes of a specific cluster or 

partition of the network 

High availability for distinct contents as 

the hash function places one content 

once only within a single domain or 

network 

High diversity within a single domain or 

network as the hash function places a 

content at most once in a specific 

cluster or partition based on the 

clustering approach 

Hash routing [145] Low as hash function is computed in a 

distributed manner by edge routers and 

caches require minimal inter-cache 

coordination for content placement and 

content request routing 

Not scalable as proposed hash routing 

cannot be applied to the entire amount 

of traffic of a large network as the 

stretch of the detour path can become 

very big 

High availability for distinct contents as 

the hash function places one content 

once only within a small network 

High diversity within a small network (an 

ISP) as the hash function places a 

content at most once preventing 

redundant content caching 

HCC [112] High as communication messages are 

exchanged for initialization and 

updating a cluster, for calculating router 

importance value, for collecting 

popularity information and forwarding 

the probability matrix values and the 

popularity class lists among 

neighborhood 

Not scalable because of the periodic 

exchanges of messages between the 

cluster head routers and all other cache 

routers for creating cluster, calculating 

node importance value, collecting 

popularity information 

High availability for popular contents 

locally along the neighborhood or 

cluster consisting of the cluster head 

router, gateway routers and member 

cache routers 

High availability for popular contents 

locally along the neighborhood or 

cluster consisting of the cluster head 

router, gateway routers and member 

cache routers 

Impact of traffic [123] Low as no caching information is 

exchanged between the two layers of 

caches as the first and second layer 

caches work independently 

Effective while considering the cache 

network as generic hierarchical network 

and the precision level of the scheme is 

not considered 

High availability for diverse Internet 

contents such as web, file sharing, UGC 

and VoD 

High as the proposed two-layer caches 

cache different types of contents based 

on content popularity distribution, 

content population size and content size 

LCD [137] Medium as cache suggestion bit is passed 

from the cache hit point towards the 

requesting client along the content 

delivery paths 

Scalability depends on the popularity 

distributions of the requested contents 

High availability for different popularity 

leveled contents locally along the 

content delivery paths 

High locally along the content paths for 

different popularity leveled contents 

MuNCC [124] High within a neighborhood as content 

caching and eviction require periodic 

cache information exchange among 

neighbor routers 

Scalability depends on the total number 

of cached contents and the size of the 

formed neighborhood 

High locally around the neighborhood as 

cached routers are coordinated to reply 

content requests forwarded from their 

neighbor routers 

High locally among neighbor routers 

because of the neighborhood-based 

caching and collaborated cache eviction 

NCPP [111] Low as no cache related information is 

exchanged among the cache routers 

Scalability depends on number of content 

requests 

High along the content delivery paths 

locally for popular video contents for 

small number of content requests 

High along the content delivery paths 

locally for popular video contents for 

small number of content requests 

NCCM [126] High as the content request rates and the 

current cache status exchanged 

periodically among the content routers 

and SDN-based controller 

Scalability depends on the number of 

popular contents 

High along the administrative domain for 

fewer popular contents only 

Low as the controller caches the popular 

contents only in the distributed content 

routers 

On-sizing CCN content 

stores [119] 

Low as no cache related information is 

exchanged among the content routers 

Scalable while considering non-congested 

environment where links have infinite 

capacities 

Low as indiscriminate content caching 

results into huge cache evictions 

Low as cache nodes cache contents 

indiscriminately resulting caching 

redundancy 

Optimal caching with 

content broadcast [141] 

High as cache content information is 

exchanged among the region of 

neighbor caches and the region of 

neighborhood is increased sequentially 

hop-by-hop basis 

Scalable only while content requests from 

an end user belong to contents 

originated from the same stub 

High locally around neighborhood as 

cached contents of the neighbor cache 

routers are used to fulfill query 

High locally among neighbors as 

neighbors cache spaces are utilized 

Probabilistic [131] Low as no cache related information is 

exchanged among the cache routers 

Scalable locally considering only content 

delivery path 

High along content delivery path as 

content routers probabilistically cache 

contents to fairly multiplex path 

caching capacity among different 

content flows 

High along content delivery path as the 

cache contents are distributed 

probabilistically along the path 

eliminating caching redundancy 

Proactive caching [40] High as the proxies within the 

neighborhood exchange information 

several times to take proactive caching 

decisions for mobile node’s 

subscriptions when hand-off occurs 

Scalable within a neighborhood while 

assuming transition probabilities of 

mobile nodes connecting to the 

neighbor proxies are known 

High availability of cache contents for 

mobile node’s subscriptions within 

selective one-hop neighbor proxies 

High along neighborhood as contents are 

cached proactively at an appropriate 

subset of neighbor proxies matching 

mobile’s subscription 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 7 ( continued ) 

Caching Schemes Communication Overhead Scalability Availability Diversity 

Popularity-driven [34] Medium as caching information is 

exchanged among the cache routers 

along the content delivery path in a 

hierarchical way 

Not scalable as proposed algorithms 

achieve near optimal performance for 

small scale networks 

High availability within an AS (an ISP) for 

popular web requests contents only 

High for web requests contents within an 

AS as both consistent and inconsistent 

popularity are considered to minimize 

redundancy 

PopCache [36] Low as only the information of hop count 

from the server is needed to be 

exchanged among cache routers 

Scalable while considering only certain 

range of exponent value of Zipf content 

popularity distribution 

High locally along content delivery paths 

for contents having different 

popularities 

High locally along content delivery paths 

as cache routers cache probabilistically 

both popular and unpopular contents in 

a distributed way 

PPC [116] Low as no caching information is 

exchanged among the cache routers to 

predict the future popularity of the 

incoming video content and the cached 

content 

Scalability depends on the number of the 

video chinks passing through the cache 

nodes 

High availability of popular video chunks 

only within a network depending on 

the number of passing video chunks 

through the cache nodes 

High diversity for popular video chunks 

only within a network depending on 

the number of passing video chunks 

through the cache nodes 

RPC [110] Medium as the topology level values are 

exchanged among the cache routers 

from upstream towards the downstream 

routers in a hierarchical way 

Scalability depends on the number of the 

topology levels of the cache routers and 

the popularity pattern of the video 

chunks 

High availability of popular video chunks 

only locally along the content delivery 

paths 

High diversity for popular video chunks 

locally only along the content delivery 

paths 

SCAN [138] High because of the periodic exchange of 

content routing information among the 

neighbor content routers 

Scalable as bloom filters compress content 

routing information and use 

probabilistic cache content information 

decaying to mitigate false positivity 

High availability of the contents as 

scanning (proposed routing scheme) 

locates nearby additional multiple 

copies of the requested contents in the 

neighborhood along with mandatory IP 

routing where IP routing guarantees 

reachability to requested content 

Low as content routers cache all contents 

indiscriminately 

StreamCache [115] Medium as summarized statistical 

information and caching decisions 

information are exchanged among the 

content routers 

Not scalable as cache allocation table is 

aggregated from child cache node to 

parent node along the content delivery 

paths 

High availability of contents along the 

content delivery paths locally as it 

caches both popular and unpopular 

contents based on the cache utility 

function as there is no coordination 

about caching among the edge routers 

High diversity of contents along the 

content delivery paths only if the 

intermediate and edge cache routers 

utilize their cache spaces properly, 

otherwise not 

Towards on-path [127] Low as no control message is exchanged 

among the content routers 

Not scalable as capable to handle only 

few content requests 

High availability of highly skewed popular 

contents locally along the content 

delivery path for only small number of 

contents 

Low as caches only highly skewed popular 

contents along content delivery paths 

Time-shifted TV [140] High as the content routers exchange 

content caching and routing information 

within their closest neighborhoods 

Effective within a single administrative 

domain (an ISP) 

High availability of large-scale video 

streams with on demand access and 

Time-shifted TV contents within a 

single administrative domain (an ISP) 

High diversity within a domain for 

large-scale video streams with on 

demand access and Time-shifted TV as 

cache routers take collaborative caching 

decisions within their closest 

neighborhoods to avoid redundant 

content caching 

TECC [143] High as the peer nodes exchange cache 

information to collaborate with one 

another to fetch content 

Scalable for a single administrative 

domain while considering non-realistic 

network environment 

High within a single administrative 

domain as the peer cache nodes 

collaborate with each other to fulfill 

content request 

High within a single administrative 

domain as cache nodes collaboratively 

take caching decisions to avoid 

redundancy 

Value-based [132] Low as no information is exchanged 

among caches and caching decision is 

taken independently 

Efficient while considering random graph 

topologies only, not considering realistic 

network topology 

High for different types of contents as 

considers several content attributes 

while cache replacement 

High for different types of contents 

WAVE [38] Medium as content caching suggestion 

information is exchanged among the 

cache routers hierarchically along the 

content delivery path 

Not scalable as popularity counter is 

associated with content file, not with 

content chunk which is unrealistic 

High availability for the most popular 

contents locally along the content 

delivery paths 

High locally along content delivery path 

for popular contents as caching 

redundancy is reduced using cache 

suggestion bit in a hierarchical way 
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Fig. 9. Cache Hit Ratio of Non-Cooperative Caching Schemes. 
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ackets arrival process follow a Poisson distribution process [148] .

or cache replacement, we have used the most widely used LRU

olicy for all the evaluation scenarios. We have used the ndnSIM

ool which is an NS-3 based simulator for Named Data Networking

NDN), developed at UCLA [149] for our performance analysis. 

.2. Performance metrics 

There are two metrics that have significant impact on ICN

erformance, and are in direct correlation with efficient content

issemination and discovery in ICNs. We hereby detail our exper-

ments with cache hit ration, and average consumer delay, and

laborate on their impact on ICN performance. 

.2.1. Cache hit ratio 

A cache hit means that a requested content can be retrieved

rom the cached copy of the content whereas a cache miss occurs

hen the content request cannot be satisfied by the cached copy

nd consequently the content request has to be redirected to the

ontent producer. We measure the cache hit ratio as the ratio of

he total number of contents retrieved from the caches to the total

umber of requested contents successfully delivered. A higher

ache hit ratio value is desirable for any caching scheme as it

educes the content producer’s load and the latency or delay to

etrieve the requested contents. 

.2.2. Average consumer delay 

Consumer delay means the total delay that a content consumer

xperiences to request a content and receive the corresponding

equested content. Specifically, it is the time difference between

he first attempt of sending the Interest packet and receiving the

ata packet. Consumer delay includes the total timeout as well as

he delay of retransmitted Interest and Data packets. We measure

he consumer delay in real time instance instead of considering

he number of hops to retrieve the requested content to evaluate

he schemes in a more realistic way. We measure the average

onsumer delay as the ratio of the total time lapsed to retrieve

he requested contents from the caches to the total number of the

ontents retrieved from the caches in the unit of Millisecond (ms).

.3. Simulation scenarios 

As we have already mentioned that to make our performance

valuation as a complete one, we have taken at least one represen-

ative caching scheme from our categories. We have chosen CEE

27] , Prob (p) [137] and the Cache “less for more” [117] scheme

mentioned as CLFM in our performance evaluations scenarios)

s the representatives of the non-cooperative, on-path caching

chemes. We have selected CEE as this scheme is the mostly cited,

ompared and criticized in the ICN literature. Prob (p) [137] is a

andomized version of the CEE scheme where each of the cache

ode from the location of the cache hit down to the requesting

onsumer can cache content for storing a copy of the requested

ontent along the content delivery path. Prob (p) scheme has been

ound as an efficient caching scheme if the random caching prob-

bility value is selected appropriately. The CLFM scheme is a rep-

esentative of not only a non-cooperative and on-path scheme but

lso a location-based scheme because it caches contents at the im-

ortant network locations to efficiently utilize the cache capacity. 

ProbCache [131] and LCD [137] schemes have been selected to

epresent the implicit collaborative schemes as they can be con-

idered as the most cited implicit collaboration caching schemes

or performance comparisons of ICN caching schemes. LCD [137] is

 very well-known web caching scheme as it can avoid the am-

lification of replacement errors and provides caching exclusivity
y caching different sets of contents at the multiple levels of the

ache hierarchy. 

Finally, we have selected the Collaborative forwarding and

aching scheme [37] which we named as CFC in our simulations,

s a representative of explicit collaborated, off-path scheme to

ake a comprehensive performance evaluation while covering all

ur proposed categories. 

To do a clear and concise analysis, we have considered three

ifferent scenarios for our performance analysis as the following:

cenario 1 evaluates only the non-cooperative caching schemes,

cenario 2 compares the performances of the collaborative

chemes and the Scenario 3 compares the performances of non-

ooperative and the collaborated caching schemes while covering

ll the considered caching schemes. 

.4. Simulation results for different scenarios 

In our results, the x-axis represents the cache size which is

efined as a portion or percentage of the total content bytes and

he cache size ranges from 1% to 3% of the total contents while the

-axis value represents the values of the considered performance

etrics. 

.4.1. Scenario 1 

In Fig. 9 , the cache hit ratio for all the non-cooperative caching

chemes increase along with the increment of cache size as more

ontents can be cached at larger sized caches. The Prob (p) scheme

xpectedly performs the best among all the non-cooperative

chemes as it caches content in a probabilistic way rather than ex-

austively caching every content at every cache like CEE or caching

ontent only at the centrality located caches as CLFM. Smaller

robability value produces higher cache hit ratio because the cache

eplacement errors get reduced if contents are cached with a low

robability value. The betweenness-centrality based CLFM scheme

erforms the same as CEE because of the Transit-Stub topological

ssue as CLFM performs well in regular network topologies like tree

opologies where the cache routers are not located sparsely. 

The average consumer delay has expectedly coincided with the

ache hit ratio in Fig. 10 . If the consumer’s requests can be sat-

sfied by the caches resulting high cache hit ratio, the consumers

xperience less delay to retrieve their contents. As the Prob(p)

cheme can achieve the largest cache hit ratio among all the

on-cooperative schemes, it takes the smallest time to satisfy the

onsumer’s request. Between CEE and CFLM, CFLM performs better

n terms of average consumer delay as it selects caches in selective

ays while having less cache replacements comparing to the CEE. 
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Fig. 10. Average Consumer Delay of Non-Cooperative Caching Schemes. 

Fig. 11. Cache Hit Ratio of Collaborative Caching Schemes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Average Consumer Delay of Collaborative Caching Schemes. 

Fig. 13. Cache Hit Ratio of Non-Cooperative and Collaborative Caching Schemes. 
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7.4.2. Scenario 2 

Fig. 11 compares the performances of the representative col-

laborative caching schemes in terms of cache hit ratio. The cache

hit ratio increase as the cache sizes increases for all the schemes

because of larger cache capacity. 

We can observe the performance trends of the explicit and

implicit collaborative schemes in Fig. 11 match with our qualitative

performance analysis. The explicit collaborated, off-path caching

scheme CFC generates larger cache hit ratio comparing to the

implicit collaborated, on-path caching schemes ProbCache and

LCD as CFC can utilize the caches more efficiently deviating from

the content delivery paths whereas ProbCache and LCD utilize

the cache spaces collaboratively along the content delivery paths

only. Between the two on-path, implicit collaborated schemes, LCD

shows better performance than the ProbCache. The reason is that

the ProbCache assigns more weights or values to the nodes only

near to the consumers along the content delivery paths to be se-

lected as cache nodes while not fully utilizing the cache resources

whereas LCD caches contents at multiple levels of the content

delivery paths based on their popularity values satisfying multiple

consumers while pushing the more popular contents sequentially

near the consumers. Hence, cache exclusivity is achieved in LCD

while achieving more cache hits comparing to the ProbCache. 

Fig. 12 compares the performances of the collaborative schemes

in terms of average consumer delay and coincides with the perfor-

mance of the schemes in terms of cache hit ratio. As the explicit
ollaborated CFC achieves more cache hits comparing to the

mplicit ProbCache and LCD, consumers experience less latency or

elay to retrieve their requested contents that also confirms our

ualitative analysis. As ProbCache preferably caches the popular

ontents near the consumers, consumers need less time to get the

equested contents than LCD as we have chosen high skewness

alue for the popularity distributions of content. 

.4.3. Scenario 3 

Fig. 13 demonstrates the overall performance comparisons of

ll the representative caching schemes to show the basic trend

f the performances of the schemes. Non-cooperative schemes

chieve less cache hits as the cache nodes do not collaborate with

ach other to take caching decisions for efficient usage of caching

esources resulting into unnecessary caching redundancy. 

Collaborated schemes achieve more cache hits utilizing the

ache resources efficiently but require extra overhead to achieve

his by exchanging communication messages. Implicit collaborated

cheme achieves better cache hit ratio than non- cooperative

chemes for utilizing the cache resources locally along the content

elivery paths whereas explicit collaborated scheme achieves

he maximum cache hit ratio while having more communication

verhead than the implicit, on-path schemes. 

Fig. 14 depicts the performance comparisons of all the selected

chemes to show the performance trend in terms of average con-

umer delay. As we already have seen that non-cooperative CEE,
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Fig. 14. Average Consumer Delay of Non-cooperative and Collaborative Caching 

Schemes. 
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C  
rob (p) and CLFM have less cache hits, so consequently increasing

he delay to retrieve contents. Moreover, explicit collaborated

FC scheme provides the least consumer delay by achieving the

aximum cache hit ratio among all. The implicit collaborated

robCache and LCD give the consumers better experience in terms

f delay but perform worse than the CFC because of partial local

tilization of cache spaces among the content delivery paths. 

. Novel research directions in ICN caching 

In recent ICN developments, newer models have incorporated

easures that have been thus far ignored. We hereby highlight

ome of these design factors, and how they impact ICN caching.

here are many research challenges in ICN caching, mostly ori-

nted at catering for variation in content demand, measures for

ealistically tracking popularity, and improving caching schemes in

n ICN-oriented design; transcending traditional caching systems

hich have more static mandates. 

.1. Heterogeneous and homogenous cache allocation 

One of the key research challenges of ICN caching is the cache

llocation problem. This problem addresses how cache storage

hould be distributed appropriately among all caching routers

or a given set of finite cache storage and a network topology

150] . Most of the caching literature of content-centric networking

onsider homogeneous cache deployment, where all cache routers

ave same cache size [35,36,39,109,117] . However, a few studies

ddress cache allocation problem and have considered heteroge-

eous cache allocation to allocate different cache sizes for the

ache routers based on certain criteria [119,131,150,151] . Interest-

ngly these studies often presented contradicting designs regarding

omogeneous and heterogeneous cache allocation, which calls for

urther investigations. 

Rossi and Rossini [119] take the first attempt to address cache

llocation problem for CCN proposing to deploy cache capacity

roportionally according to the centrality values of the cache

outers such as degree, stress, betweenness, closeness and graph

o heterogeneously distribute a given amount of cache to the

ache routers under realistic network topologies. The authors

onclude that, firstly, degree centrality, i.e. allocating cache space

roportionally to the number of links of a cache router is the most

obust heterogeneous allocation criterion under a large number of

opologies and popularity settings and secondly, the performance
ain brought by heterogeneous cache allocation is actually very

imited over homogeneous cache allocation. 

In contrast to this initial work, Psaras et al. [131] show that,

xtra cache capacity added towards the edge of the network can

mprove caching gain in ICN over homogeneous cache allocation.

ater Wang et al. [150] investigate cache allocation extensively

hile proposing an optimal cache allocation algorithm aiming at

raffic reduction under a total cache capacity constraint. Moreover,

he authors utilize their optimal solution exploring the key factors

hich can impact the performance of cache allocation such as

etwork topology, content popularity and cache replacement

trategies. The authors argue that homogeneous allocation is

uboptimal as it requires multiple times more cache capacity than

eterogeneous allocation to achieve same traffic savings. 

Arguing with the findings of [119] , the authors demonstrate

hat, the benefits of the heterogeneous cache allocation only

ecome apparent with larger topologies such as considering 20 0 0

odes, but not for the topologies considering 68 nodes or fewer

onsidered at [119] . They emphasize that CCN should be consid-

red as larger networks or even on Internet-scale, hence heteroge-

eous cache placement should be highly relevant in this regard. 

In the context of core and edge cache allocation, defining the

igh centrality valued nodes as core and the low centrality valued

odes as edge, the authors also argue with [131] while demon-

trating that, for more decentralized topologies (ISP-type networks)

nd highly skewed popular contents, more cache capacity should

e added to the network edge and for centralized topologies

inter-AS type topologies) and less skewed popularity distribution,

ache capacity should be pushed into the core as much as possible.

he authors finally suggest that, different deployments require en-

irely different cache allocation approaches, and a one-size-fits-all

pproach is completely inappropriate. But their proposed optimal

pproach does not scale to Internet-wide deployment and provides

 basis to explore the cache performance of content centric net-

orking only and needs further research for practical deployment. 

As an extension, later Wang et al. [151] propose a suboptimal

euristic method for approximate optimal cache allocation based

n node centrality for practical dynamic networks with frequent

ontent publishing. The proposed heuristic is based on the ob-

ervation that, the top centrality nodes are good candidates for

ontent caching and independent of the content server informa-

ion. The authors conclude by suggesting that, in practice, network

perators should make the decision of cache allocation based on

he available information of network topology and content access

atterns. 

.2. Caching along with request routing to content 

In ICN literature, in-network caching with request routing to

ached contents has been emphasized in several schemes because

f the close correlation between content caching and routing to

he cache content [112,113,117,121,142,143,145] . 

Content discovery or request to cache routing in ICN can follow

ne of the two approaches. One of the approach is opportunistic

n-path routing where the requested content is queried on-path

s the content request travels from the requester to the content

ource. The other approach is the coordinated off-path routing,

here requests are forwarded off the shortest path to some des-

gnated cache node that is likely to cache the requested content

152] . Routing in ICN relies on ICN-specific design factors such as

ata in-network caching, node mobility, delay constraints and dis-

ortion tolerance for providing the most appropriate Rendezvous

oints (RPs) from which consumers can pick up their requested

ata [153] . 

The collaborative caching and request forwarding scheme for

CN in [37] is content popularity guided and distributed. A new
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component, named AIB is introduced in each cache router to

deal with content caching and forwarding content requests. The

scheme named TECC [143] also proposes a traffic-engineering

guided collaborative caching scheme to jointly and consistently

provisioning content caching and request routing capabilities to be

benefited from of these for content centric networks. 

The ICN routing protocol of [114] ensures better network-wide

cache space utilization by maintaining controlled assignment of

contents within ASes. The caching and request routing work in

two hierarchical ways using hash function where the hash function

is based on content ID. In the elementary level, the ASes modify

their internal routing to increase the internal cache efficiency and

in the second level, the AS-path is selected to find the requested

content in the network. The routing domain can have a set of

interconnected ASes where the ASes propagate their interests

regarding content caching. The more ASes express their interest

and cooperate for content caching and request routing, the better

cache space utilization is achievable. 

The HCC scheme [112] has proposed a cluster-based routing

protocol to efficiently find cached and non-cached contents and

deliver them over the edge cluster in the two layers hierarchical

clustered network. The elected cluster head router receives the

content request through the access router and then checks the

popularity class of the requested content. If the popularity class of

the requested content maps with more important or less impor-

tant cache routers (importance is based on centrality value), the

cluster head then floods the interest to these routers in its cluster

accordingly while implementing flooding strategy in a limited

range. Each router receiving the request checks its CS and re-

sponds to the request directly if the requested content is cached. If

the content is not cached, the content request is forwarded to the

content provider directly according to the shortest path routing

algorithm. 

Li et al. have used a hash-based scheme for collaborative

content caching and a directory-based scheme for content request

forwarding for CCN in [142] . Here two new tables are integrated

in a content router named Cooperative Router Table (CRT) and

Cooperative Content Store (CCS) for request routing to the corre-

sponding cache contents. Hash function is also used in [145] by

the cache routers to select cache content and by edge routers

for contents placement to the relevant cache nodes and request

routing to the desired cache nodes. Another on-path, implicit

collaborative caching scheme CPHR [10] uses hash-based scheme

to combine content caching and routing into a joint mechanism to

propose an efficient caching scheme. For caching purpose, content

space is partitioned and mapped into a hash space and the caches

are assigned to the partitions according to their corresponding

hash values. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to assign caches to

the partitions. Hash-based routing forwards the content request

along the content delivery path to the assigned cache router

before traveling to the content provider and delivers the requested

content back to the content requester while caching the content

in the assigned cache router. 

Breadcrumb [120] is a best-effort content caching policy

for searching requested contents among the cache nodes along

content delivery path. Collaborating content routers store con-

tent caching history by storing a minimum amount of per-file

information in their cache spaces to forward content request

queries. Another collaborated content caching location and search-

ing scheme named CLS [121] stores the content caching history

while caching new content and cache evictions by building a

caching trail along the content delivery path to direct the content

searching policy in future. 

SCAN [138] is a scalable content routing scheme where every

router maintains a local content table (LCT) and a content routing

table (CRT) for scanning to locate nearby cached copies of the
equested contents. An ICN architecture, named CATT [118] uses

otential Based Routing (PBR) scheme for locating or routing

equested cache contents along content delivery paths. CATT infers

ow many copies of a content need to be distributed in order to

chieve a certain routing performance. 

The cache-aware routing scheme in [146] utilizes hash-based

outing techniques and requires edge- domain routers and cache

odes to implement a hash function to map content identifiers to

ache nodes. The cache nodes use the hash functions to identify

he set or range of the content identifiers or names that they

re responsible for and the edge routers use the hash functions

o route requests to the corresponding cache nodes. Hence, the

dge routers can forward content requests to the designated cache

irectly without performing any lookup. Additionally, as the hash

unction can be computed in a distributed manner by edge routers

nd caches, the intra-domain forwarding procedure does not

equire any sort of inter-cache co-ordination. 

To decrease the delivery latency of requested contents and

ncrease the cache hit rate while exploring the caching capabilities

f nearby cache routers, Ascigil et al. have enhanced the NDN

rchitecture [27] by proposing an opportunistic off-path content

iscovery mechanism in ICN [152] that introduces a new compo-

ent called Downstream Forwarding Information Table (D-FIB) in

he cache router to track the directions of content packets that

ead towards the users. 

The newly introduced D-FIB is combined with scoped inter-

st forwarding techniques and reduces the delivery latency by

etching contents from cache routers located closer to the users

hat can significantly improve cache hit rate performance while

aintaining the traffic overhead at reasonable levels. The func-

ionalities of the remaining NDN router components such as CS,

he Pending Interest Table (PIT) and the FIB remain the same.

 content Interest packet matching with a router’s D-FIB entries

an be forwarded to both upstream towards the content source

ollowing the FIB entries and also to the downstream following

he D-FIB entries towards the direction of users who successfully

etrieved similar content interest in the past. A total forwarding

ounter (TFC) state in the packets limits the number of replicas of

 request sent to the network. 

The opportunistic off-path content discovery mechanism

n [152] can perform the best assuming the exhaustive LCE

27] caching strategy although the LCE can minimize the achieved

ain of the opportunistic mechanism. Hence, Ascigil et al. have

roposed a more sophisticated content discovery mechanism in

154] that coordinates forwarding and caching opportunistically

hile keeping track of the trails towards the caches where the

ontents are cached. The proposed mechanism allows the usage

f better cache placement schemes than LCE such as particularly

ssuming that each Data packet is cached exactly once along the

elivery path eventually minimizing the inter-AS traffic without

ncurring unacceptable latency or overhead. In order to augment

DN architecture [27] with a content discovery mechanism, an

phemeral FIB (EFIB) table is added to the original NDN content

outer design that utilizes a very small portion of the content

tore and maps name prefixes to a set of next hops, similar to

he FIB table. The EFIB table is a temporary storage, triggered by

 returning Data packet and forwards the information required

o forward the content interests towards the direction in which

ontent chunks were temporarily cached in the recent past among

he local intra-AS cache routers. A Total Forwarding Budget (TFB)

ounter is introduced at the Interest packet to control the total

umber of initiated interests for content discovery. 

In order to reveal the role of the Network Coding in informa-

ion disseminating in ICN, an architecture named Network Coding

or CCN (NC3N) is proposed in [155] for efficient routing to the

ache content. The proposal adds some additional metadata in
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c  
ach content chunk of CCN along with the existing metadata such

s one extra field into the Interest packet and the Data packet

emantics. A flag is suggested to be inserted in the Selector field

n the header of the Interest packet allowing the transmission of

etwork coded chunks in response to the Interest carrying this

ag. This additional flag can be set for instances where multiple

ata packets can be received in response to the interest. A Data

acket issued in response to such an Interest should have a mod-

fied Signed Info header field where the coefficients of the linear

ombinations of the content chunk will be carried and the Data

tself would carry the encoded content. These integers are chosen

andomly from a large set to avoid generating linearly dependent

ombinations at different content routers. Hence, the receiver

an request new combinations and receives independent content

hunk with high probability. In NC3N, the sender of the Interest

acket sets the flag in the Interest if it supports network coding.

pon forwarding a response to the Interest, each content router

ooks up the number of coefficients and generates an encoded ver-

ion while forwarding a response for the Interest. The requesting

eceiver of the content gets new degrees of freedom with each

hunk it receives as every response to an Interest generates a new

ncoded version. NC3N can bring benefits in bandwidth reduction

nd delay comparing to CCN [27] with some added overhead for

he additional bits in the content chunk. 

The cache management framework in [126] is based on

oftware-defined networking (SDN), where a controller is respon-

ible for determining the optimal caching strategy and content

outing through linear network coding (LNC). An optimization

roblem of minimizing network bandwidth cost is formulated

y jointly considering caching strategy and content routing with

NC under the proposed cache management framework and a

etwork coding based cache management (NCCM) algorithm is

roposed to solve the problem aiming to obtain a near-optimal

aching and routing solution for ICN. In the proposed cache man-

gement framework, at each content router, the content request

s classified into two types, popular and non-popular content. The

DN controller finds the optimal route for each popular content

t each content router and configures flow tables in the content

outers on the route accordingly. The flow entry for a content has

 list of outgoing interfaces, each of which leading to a content

outer caching the coded data chunks of the requested content.

he controller or the edge content routers route the content

equests to the original servers for requests of the unpopular

ontents. 

CodingCache [156] is a multipath-ware CCN cache strategy

hich utilizes network coding and random forwarding to improve

aching efficiency under multipath forwarding. The main idea of

odingCache is to achieve diverse cached contents in the network

sing Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) [157] and recoding.

nstead of caching every single content chunk, CodingCache caches

 coded block of several content chunks. Content chunks are

rouped into segments where the number of chunks in a segment

s a design parameter. The content server codes the content

hunks of a segment using RLNC. The coefficient vectors of two

locks corresponding to the same segment are likely to be linearly

ndependent because of the randomization of RLNC. Cache routers

ecode the linearly independent coded blocks constituted by the

ame original chunks into a new coded block to achieve diverse

ached contents in the network and the consumers decode the

oded blocks to get the original requested content chunks. To

aximize average cache efficiency, CodingCache exploits a random

orwarding strategy to uniformly select forwarding interfaces. As

odingCache is orthogonal to existing caching strategies focusing

n cache decision and replacement, any caching scheme such as

CD [137] can be incorporated with it for gaining better caching

erformance. 
. Towards guided designs in ICN caching 

One of the main goals of this paper is guiding early researchers

n ICN caching; both in understanding the spectrum of caching

aradigms, as well as pointing to specific design choices that

ill aid targeted caching schemes. That is, realizing that there

s no silver bullet, each caching scheme must identify a set of

erformance goals, and accordingly employ design choices – in

erms of specific functional components that will be addressed –

o reach these goals. 

To present these design combinations, we depict in Fig. 15 a

uided design plan, which builds on the taxonomy in Fig. 3 . We

etail in the remainder of this section five major design goals

DG), and the potential gain in choosing a specific combination of

perational design factors. 

These design choices are also annotated on Fig. 15 , to offer a

lear comparison between design choices pertinent to different

erformance goals. Each design goal is given an acronym below,

nd annotated respectively on the taxonomy in Fig. 15 . 

It is important to note that this is not a comprehensive list for

aching performance metrics or design goals, but rather a number

f umbrella goals which will allow further fine tuning under each

irection. 

.1. DG1: access latency for general content 

One of the most pressing mandates of ICN infrastructures is ex-

editing content dissemination and retrieval. Hence, many caching

chemes were designed to bring more popular content closer to

otential requesters (at the network edge) to improve average

ccess delay. In doing so, it is beneficial to consider the popularity

f specific chunks in any given file, since demand patterns may

ften vary across the chunks. 

Similarly, it is easier to gauge content demand and pop-

larity by abstracting neighborhoods of nodes into interest

roups, thereby exploiting similar interests in expediting access

o common content. Explicit collaboration is thus imperative, as

xchanging meta-data about content and projected interest can

xpedite pre-fetching and access latency. Moreover, exploiting

n-path caching reduces access time for files, as they are on the

riginal trajectory towards content providers, and reduces search

ime in neighboring nodes. 

.2. DG2: QoE for video content 

Many metrics govern QoE for video, prime among them are

erceived throughput and video quality fluctuation due to vari-

tions in requested bitrates (i.e. bitrate oscillation), often as a

esult of bandwidth variations. To leverage QoE over ICN, caching

chemes need to exploit chunk level popularity, as it considerably

aries over the duration of a video (mostly a decaying curve),

hich often resembles a Geometric distribution [115] . In addition,

eighborhood-based caching will improve video chunk availability

mong ICN peers, allowing faster access to popular videos. It is

mperative to couple this design with explicit collaboration to

aintain video availability, and leverage coordination between

aching nodes to smoothen viewing by ensuring contiguous video

hunks are pre-fetched at neighboring caches. Finally, off-path

aching will expand the available cache capacity to store more

popular) video content closer to the edge to reduce bandwidth

oad and improve QoE. 

.3. DG3: reducing cache replicas 

This is intrinsically a difficult problem, often due to the naming

onvention adopted in the ICN architecture, which might not
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Fig. 15. Guiding the design of future caching schemes. Each design goal (DG), explained in Section 9 , is addressed with specific design considerations. 
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uniquely assign names to content (e.g., in attribute based naming).

However, considering more granular chunks of files can elicit

redundancies, even across files with partial overlapping content

(e.g., documents with media files). Popularity, as an indicator

for relative demand for content, might even elicit attributes of

uniqueness across files (e.g., a certain media file that is often

embedded). Coupling this strategy with a topological view of

caching nodes, will enable faster identification of replicas, as we

transcend the restrictive view of in-neighborhood replicas. More

advanced systems for collaborative caching could be developed to

cross-check content for redundancy, and identify replicas that are

superfluous in the network setting. However, to reduce the search

space and potential intractability of identifying and managing

replicas across the network, off-path caching should be sacrificed. 

9.4. DG4: enabling cache valuation 

Future ICN will be able to determine the value of content, and

introduce new caching methods that are valuation-driven. To cap-

ture content demand, it is important to gauge overall file demand,

and infer therein the projected popularity of its chunks, to adopt a

more tractable approach. This is coupled with neighborhood-based

caching schemes that exploit locality of interest and demand,

rather than topological associations between caching nodes (and

their serviced users on the edge). 
While cooperative caching schemes can adapt to content

aluation schemes, avoiding collusion drives an implicit model

hereby caches (especially from competing providers or ISPs) can

raw decentralized computation of value indicators, thereby better

pening up a market for cache auctioning and aggregated cache

aluation. Finally, opening up the competition scope dictates ex-

anding to off-path caching reservoirs, whereby neighboring nodes

an also cache and drive demand for different content, as well as

ncrease supply of cache space to reduce the cost of caching. 

.5. DG5: reducing control overhead 

Since scalability is a major concern for the future Internet, it

s important to emphasize design factors in ICN that will leverage

t. First, adopting chunk level popularity introduces significant

verhead in computing and updating scores, especially in video

ontent; this outweighs the potential gain in access latency if

e only cache more popular chunks (closer). Also, maintaining

eighborhood information and virtual cliques of caching node

ncurs significant overhead, especially as network sizes scale.

oreover, neighborhood boundaries change with interests and

otentially with new users joining at the network edge, thereby

nducing more control overhead in identifying and maintaining

eighborhood boundaries and recalculating measures of centrality

nd betweenness. Also, adopting decentralized caching decisions
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c  
educes coordination overhead, and allows for low-overhead cache

viction and replacement schemes, cutting down the messaging

nd control overhead of explicitly coordinated caching schemes.

inally, it is more prudent to adopt a topological-based approach

hat capitalizes on the inherent trajectories of request forwarding

owards content providers, exploiting on-path only caching to

educe overhead of content retrieval, larger network traversal, and

eaving trails for backtracking to original requester. 

0. Insights for progressive ICN caching development 

0.1. The elephant in the room: is the ICN paradigm needed? 

ICN is often presented as a clean slate technology, aiming to

eplace the current Internet infrastructure. Understandably, some

esearchers skeptically argue against the proposed gains [107] ,

oting how the Internet has managed to scale well beyond its

riginal operational mandates, and how current overlay paradigms

e.g., P2P, CDN, and IP multicast) are presenting practical and

ealizable remedies [105] in scaling with the undeniable projected

rowth. While such optimistic arguments hold merit [2] , a new

rend of minimalistic introduction of ICN at the edge, is gaining

omentum as a likely middle ground [107] . 

It is important to investigate the underlying arguments and

hallenges in supporting such assertions. First, major reviews

f ICN performance have considered a rather simplistic view of

aching schemes (e.g., LRU based caching in [107] ) and thereby

eneralized their findings on a relatively novel research direction.

oreover, many studies about Internet user behaviour and content

equest patterns are based on the current Internet architecture

158] , where locations of surrogate servers and their access la-

encies play a major impact on user request patterns. In one

imension alone, Gao et al. attempt to quantitatively compare

etwork reaction and content dissemination as mobile users

equest content [159] . Furthermore, Kurose argued in [160] that

he Independent Reference Model (IRM), long used for studying

aches (memory, web, CDNs, and even ICN) no longer fits the ICN

aching paradigm. 

The study of data request patterns, and their “arrivals” at edge

odes in ICN is a challenging problem that requires significant

nvestigation. Even if we can assume that request arrive according

o a Poisson model, or any memoryless process, this assumption

o longer holds as requests are aggregated or filtered as they

raverse up routing trees. 

0.2. Cache valuation 

Current caching schemes are re-cycling archaic measures of

ontent value, mostly to guide cache eviction and replacement

trategies. These started off with simple measures of content size,

requency of requests, and time stamps on requests. By far, LRU

as been mostly adopted for the low-overhead of implementation

sing a simple queue. More recent models adopt a Zipf-like

istribution to predict content popularity over time (named after

eorge K. Zipf’s work in 1929), based on its earlier adoption in

odeling Web caching [135] , after varying its skewness factor ( α).

owever, its applicability in modelling popularity in ICN requires

urther experimentation and rigorous evaluation. 

However, all of the above measures are user centric. That is, the

ublisher has little control on keeping their content “alive” in the

etwork to improve its access latency and thereby potential spread.

s more stakeholders take part in ICN, the model of cache replace-

ent will need to adapt to enable a producer-aware paradigm.

hat is, the producer might be able to pay certain caching nodes

o keep their “premium” content in their caches to facilitate faster

ccess latencies. Moreover, caching routers will be able to publicize
heir measures of “connectivity” and “betweenness” to gauge their

ricing models and attract better (or more profitable) content.

ur earlier work in [132] addressed a primer direction for estab-

ishing value for content, but much needs exploration in terms of

eterogeneously assessing the value (and underlying demand) for

ontent, both in real time and over rounds of requests. 

0.3. Granularity of popularity indices 

In most caching schemes that are popularity based, the un-

erlying assumption is that chunks of a given file share equal

opularity. While this might hold for a fragmented text file or

ther static content that is interesting in its entirety, this assump-

ion is less realistic when considering video files. With projections

f video traffic dominating future internet infrastructures, our

nterpretation and modelling of popularity must resemble more

ealistic assumptions. For one, many users would watch the begin-

ing of a video, and then decide if they want to proceed with the

est. In retrieving news or game replays, specific timelines (e.g.

ime of a goal) are more popular than the remainder of the video. 

A clear distinction between chunk-level popularity and file-

evel popularity must be studied and modeled rigorously. At

he heart of every cache eviction and replacement scheme is a

easure of popularity that must reflect that of the specific chunk

n question, not simply its entire file. In our earlier work [115] ,

 model adopted chunk-level popularity is presented, yet much

ork remains in generalizing such models over popularity caching

chemes. Furthermore, it is important to distinguish user-inferred

opularity (based on requests received for a given content) and

etwork dynamics that might encourage producers to artificially

equest their content to revive its replicas in ICN caches. 

0.4. Pre-emptive popularity-based dissemination 

Another dimension of gauging popularity can be classified

nder popularity prediction. That is, if a given content is known to

ypically generate much interest, then a reactive ICN infrastructure

ill attempt to cache that content more rapidly and increase

ts dissemination rate. A typical example arises from following

he trends and “following” indices in social media. If a known

elebrity has millions of followers, chances are whatever media

hey post (e.g., via Snapchat or Twitter) is known to yield sig-

ificant traffic for accessing it. Future mechanisms for predicting

opularity trends can thereby react to this by pushing replicas or

eographically distributing content to interest regions. 

This paradigm, if presented in a scalable framework, will enable

he next generation of multicasting for live video streaming ap-

lications, especially for major sporting and entertainment events.

he scale of growing demand, and the rising expectations for ac-

ess latencies, mandate novel approaches in predicting popularity

nd pre-emptively tuning caching nodes to improving overall QoE

or users. 

0.5. Inter-ISP content management 

There are multiple visions to how ICN will be deployed, rang-

ng from the clean-slate replacement of the Internet, to the sheer

doption of overlay schemes on a subset of routers (mostly close

o the edge). Having that said, many protocols neglect content

anagement across ISPs or ICN silos. That is, many paradigms

ssume that each ICN model follows an arbitrary tree structure

38,39,109,120,121] , with the main content provider positioned as

he root. In that view, it is difficult to manage and mitigate content

edundancy, adaptive interest forwarding schemes and potentially

tilizing caching nodes from co-existing ISPs. This presents a core

hallenge, and must instigate a more encompassing approach
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of arbitrary graphs interconnected with potentially conflicting

operational mandates. While some overhead is expected in the

management of multiple ISP-based ICN, it is important to study

the benefits of assessing content variation, redundancy, utility and

popularity across ICN-based ISPs. 

10.6. Addressing latency in ICN content retrieval 

Caching protocols in ICN are prone to frequent changes, due

to placement (e.g., most popular) and replacement (e.g., LRU &

LFU) schemes, in addition to fluctuations in popularity and other

factors. Hence, when an ICN paradigm adopts a Name Resolution

System (described in Section 2 .B.2), the initial phase of name res-

olution and translation to potential producers (or caching nodes)

would hinder access latency and potentially burden the network

with a stringent mandate for frequent updates. Chiocchetti et

al. have presented in [161] a hybrid approach to forwarding re-

quests that attempt to remedy challenges with “extremes” in ICN

content retrieval; instead of either exclusively flooding requests

to “explore” the network or “exploit” a strict path to a location

known to have held a valid copy. In remedy, caching schemes

in NRS-based ICN infrastructures should incorporate topological

meta-data to prune search and updates based on the locality of

requests. Moreover, cache replacement schemes must incorporate

measures of outweighing cache eviction in light of the overhead

of updating the NRS. 

10.7. The challenge in using attribute-value pairs 

In ICN infrastructures, attribute-based naming does not always

provide a unique identification for every cached content (de-

scribed in Section 2 .B.1) [52] . To identify content, attribute-value

pairs (AVP) are assigned to content. Instead of requesting and

identifying content by providing an explicit name, contents are

requested applying sets of logical constraints (predicates) over the

AVP; which may match multiple contents. As the attribute-based

naming scheme does not guarantee uniqueness for content names,

a major challenge will arise in reducing content replicas across the

network. Moreover, a major challenge manifests in cache content

valuation and eviction policies if the demand for given content

is not clearly gauged. That is, since there is no mandate for

uniqueness of names, we cannot adopt caching schemes that rely

on the premise of a unique NDO in cache replacement strategies.

Hence, it is important to incorporate measures for cache valuation

for content only identifiable via AVP predicates. 

11. Conclusions 

The drive for adapting the future Internet to scale and grow

with projected demands, has led many effort s in the past decade

to evolve its operational mandates. More recently, researchers in

ICN led significant efforts to re-design a clean-slate technology

to replace the Internet. As we overview the major challenges in

adapting the status quo and realizing an efficient dissemination

of ICN, more effort s are converging to a middle-ground based

approach; one that considers rolling-in the ICN as an evolu-

tionary phase in the Internet’s progression. At the heart of ICN

architectures, caching content plays a pivotal role in efficient

dissemination and retrieval of content across the heterogeneity of

evolving users and networks. 

We presented a taxonomy to encompass the status quo in ICN

caching paradigms, focusing on a comparative approach to enlist

the major developments in caching schemes, and elaborate on the

evolution of ICN caching schemes and their operational mandates.

In hindsight, most ICN caching schemes in the status quo are fo-

cusing on content popularity as the major factor in cache decision
olicies. We argue for encompassing more attributes, along with

ontent popularity while designing the caching policies for attain-

ng better caching gain. Location-based caching schemes such as

he centrality-based schemes work well by selectively choosing

ache nodes in the network rather than by indiscriminate selec-

ion, yet can suffer from the load balancing problem. Off-path

aching schemes typically perform better than on-path schemes

ecause of better utilization of the caching resources yet require

ore co-ordination and communication overhead than the on-path

o direct the content requests to the desired cache locations. 

Our comprehensive quantitative and qualitative performance

ssessments of ICN caching schemes, and the correlation between

oth analyses, presents unique insights into ICN caching primitives

nd their impact on performance. For example, we demonstrate

ow non-cooperative caching schemes typically yield unnecessary

ache redundancy. On the other hand, among non-cooperative

chemes, probabilistic caching schemes shine in performance

f the random caching probability value is tuned to minimize

ache replacement errors. Location-based scheme can perform

etter than exhaustive indiscriminate scheme but depends on

etwork topology. Off path, explicit collaborated schemes achieve

etter caching performance than the on-path implicit collaborated

chemes by producing more cache hits and requiring less latency

o retrieve requested contents because of efficient collaborative

sage of caching resources. Caching scheme that caches contents

ear requesting consumers can perform well for high popular-

ty skewness as the majority content requests concentrate on a

maller set of popular contents for high popularity skewness value.

While many tradeoffs in ICN caching are inevitable, we elab-

rated on a number of future directions with significant promise,

nd presented a detailed guide for developing novel caching

chemes, underlining the challenging conflicts in design for the

uture ICN research community. 
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